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THE PATHOLOGY AID PATHCGSIOSI3 OF
aSAFWTEHSUS-HOSf DISEASE

G.V.H.D. waa produced by the intrarenous inoculation of viable

lymphoid colls from adult parental strain mice into the correapcr ,ing

adult F^ hybrid®. The animals appeared normal for 2-3 weeks and
thereafter became progressively wasted and appeared ill.

In the (CBa * C573l<)JPj hybrid strain, the mice died of the
disease in 20 days. Serial hiatopathologicol tudies were made on

nornal and O.V.H.D. sice. The nice were sacrificed on a 5th

(early stage), 10th, 15th (intermediate stage) and 20th uay (late

stage) of the disease*

•'jrfng the early stage, the lymph nodes and spleen were

markedly enlarged. The para-cortical areas of the lymph aodee

showed marked expansion and increase in collularity. Many arge

pyroninophillc blast cells and macrophages were seen in these areas.

The malpighian bodies of the spleen also showed similar changes.

Many calls in the para-cortical areas of lymph nodes and the

salplghlan bodies of spleens were seen in mltools. Iymphophago-

cytoale was also noted in the lymph nodes. Multinucleate giant

oelie were seen in the lymph ml. ad the red pulp of the spleen.

In the intermediate stage of the disease, the lymph nodes were

smaller in sice in comparison to -outre1 nodes. Histologically,

the normal architecture of the lymph nodes was completely lost sad

the follloleo were not seen. Large areas of lymph nodes and

malpighlan bodies of the spleen were replaced by macrophages, which

were/
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were seen to fore sheets of tissue. In the late stage of the

disease, the lymph nodes were extremely small and were almost

entirely replaced by macrophages. The macrophages which replaced

the malpighiai bodies of the spleen were seen to undei'go degeneration

and were finally replaced by a structureless, hyaline, eosinophilic

material. Special stains showed that this material was amyloid

mixed with a certain amount of fibrin.

Pathological changes were also noted i \ the non-lymphoid organs.

The bone-marrow was hyporcellular in the early stages whereas in the

intermediate and late stages It became progressively hypoplastic and

©any areas had sheets of macrophages. The alimentary tract and the

organs eebryologically-derived from it also showed remarkable changes.

The small intestine had many mononuclear cells and macrophages in the

lamina propria and in the suhmucosa. The epithelial cells of the

villi had undergone degeneration and necrosis and many villi appeared

incomplete with exposure of the lamina propria to the lumen of the

intestine. In the B6AF^/j mice with G.V.K.D. in which the disease
lasted for 35-40 days, the intestine ahowee. marked loss, atrophy,

fusion and irregularity of the villi. The muscle coat also was thin

compared to that of control mice and the appearances were similar to

human idiopathic steatorrhoea. The liver showed an increase in else

and number of Kupffer cells and large accumulations of periportal

inf itrates of mononuclear cells were seen. The pancreas and

salivary glands also showed a loss of their specialised cells and the

presence of large numbers of macrophages. The thymus became

progressively/
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progressively depleted of thymocytes and macrophages were found in

large numbers* The kidney and the heart had prominent acclama tions

of mononuclear cells but no parenchymal damage wae seen. The sons

glomeruloaa ani the adjacent zona faociculata of the adrenals

showed cytolytic degenerative changes while the rest of the fascicu¬

late showed lipoid depletion* The changes in the adrenals are

probably due to non-specific stress* In G.V.H* i>, nice inoculated

with colloidal carbon, the cella in the lymph nodes, cells lining the

sinuses of the liver, the cells replacing the pancreas and salivary

glands, were found to be loaded with carbon. Hence these cells are

macrophages* Pathological studies thus show the massive proliferat¬

ion of macrophages. The damage to the intestine also suggests that

this lesion may allow normal or abnormal amounts of endotoxins to

enter the bloodstream of iauaunologically-deficient G.V.H.D. mice*

CELL CULTURE 3TUDIE3

The review of the literature shows that lymphoid cells of

animals may be sensitised by tissue antigen.:, soluble antigens (bovine

serum albumin) or stimulated by non-specific agents such as phyto-

haemagglutinln* The specifically sensitised lymphoid cell or

macrophage will interact with the corresponding target cell and cause

death of the latter cells* The non-specifically stimulated lymphoid

eel also may interact with hibto-incompatible target cells to cause

their lysis* The lymphoid cells sensitized to soluble antigens when

triggered by the specific antigen release biologically active

molecules/
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molecules which may destroy target cell fibroblast monolayers. These

reports show the importance of cell-mediated immune reactions in

biological processes and so far there are no reports on similar

studies in G.V.H.D. Because ay histopatholegical studies revealed

the importance of the macrophage in the tissue pathology of this

disease, I investigated further their properties in a series of cell

culture experiments.

The Interaction Between Kacrophageo and lymphoid Cells ir "J.V.H.D.

Peritoneal macrophages were cultured from mice with G.V.H.D.,

from normal mice syngeneic with the strain developing the disease and

from parental strain mine. To these macrophages lymphoid cells were

added from the three strains mentioned above. Gince serum factors

are important in immune reactions, these cells were interacted in

normal mouse serum (normal hybrid or parental serum) or in aerum

from G.V.H.D. mice. Thus G.V.H.D. peritoneal macrophages were inter¬

acted separately with either normal F^ hybrid, parental or G.V.H.D.
lymphoid cells in normal or in G.V.H.D. serum. Normal hybrid

and parental macrophages were also interacted with lymphoid cells in

a similar manner. The results of these experiments were as followss-

1. G.V.H.D. macrophages were relatively big and hyperactive cells

in comparison to syngeneic normal macrophages. G.V.H.D.

serum has the capaoity to alter the morphology and function

of normal F^ hybrid macrophages so that they appear and
function as G.V.H.D. macrophages.

2. Normal F^ hybrid and parental i uerophagea do not interact
with/
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with normal Fj hybrid ana parental lymphoid cells when
cultured in normal serum.

3. Normal F^ hybrid and parental macrophages interact with
normal hybrid but not with parental lymphoid cells

when cultured in G.V.H.D* serum. The interaction was

seen as massive adherence of lymphoid oells to macrophages*

4* Cell-mediated death of peritoneal macrophages was observed

when the following pairs of cells were interacted in normal

serum.

(a) Normal Fj hybrid macrophages + G.V.H.D. lymph node cells.
(b) Parental macrophages + G.V.H.D. lymph node cells.

(c) G.V.H.D. macrophages + normal F^ hybrid lymph node cells.
(d) G.V.H.D, macrophage® + G.V.H.D. lymph node cells.

In cell interactions (a) and (b) when G.V.H.D. lymph node cells

were replaced by normal F^ hybrid or parental lymphoid cells* death
of the macrophages was not observed. Hence G.V.H.D. lymph node

cells can be regarded as 'sensitized* cells.

Similarly, in cell interactions (c) anvl (d) when normal

hybrid lymphoid or G.V.H.D. lymph node cells were replaced by-

parental lymphoid cells, no cell death occurred. Hence G.V.H.D.

peritoneal macrophages my also be regarded as 'sensitised* cells*

I>y results are consistent with the view that the 'sensitized

eel ' are of parental origin although direct proof is lacking.

5* Prevention of Cytotoxics Death

Cell death was noted in the four pairs of cell interactions

described/
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described above. However, if the interactions took place in

G.V.H.D. aeruai instead of in normal serum, there was couplets pre¬

servation of the morphology of the macrophages. Hence G. V.H.D.

serum had protected macrophages from cell death*

These studies show that macrophages play an important part in

cell-mediated reactions in G.V.H.D. and also that macrophages from

G.V.H.D. animals react against syngeneic tissue.
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"ithin the last decade G.V.H, reaction or disease has created

almost as much interest and attention as the conventional host-versus

graft or homograft reaction.

Certain requirements need to be satisfied for the production of

Graft versus Host reaction or Graft versus Host Disease. They ares-

(1) The graft must contain immunologically competent cells.

(2) The host must possess important transplantation iaoantigens

that are lacking in the graft donor, so that the host

appears foreign to the graft and is therefore capable

of stimulating it antigenically.

(3) The host itself must be incapable of mounting an

effective immunological reaction against the graft,

at least for sufficient tine for the latter to manifest

its immunological capabilities.

Thus Graft-versus-Host Disease (G.V.H.D,) may develop in any

situation where sufficient viable immunologically competent cells

are transplanted to animals which are unable to reject them for some

reason or other and yet contain major tissue (histocompatibility)

antigens which are absent from the donor. The transplantation of

viable immunologically competent cells into hosts which cannot

effectively eliminate then and yet contain major tissue antigens

which stimulate the donor cells, produces a clinical syndrome in

which the major signs and symptoms are wasting and/or retardation of

growth, hunched back, ruffled fur, splenomegaly, atrophy of the lymph

nodes and diarrhoea. To describe this condition Billingham and Brent

(1957) /
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(1957) coined a - c :criptive terr. "Runt Disease". rince then ©any

workers have made use of the same experimental model hut using hosts

whose immunological capacities are suppressed by some moans or other.

The resulting change3 in the hosts has "been called by various names

such as Transplantation disease, Homologous wasting disease,

Allogeneic disease, 'econdary disease and F^ hybrid disease. In all
these insto, see, the hosts always received viable cells in which a

proportion of the cells are immunologically competent.

In transplantation immunology, unfortunately, two or more terms

are used to mean the s?. me thing. The table in the next page shows

the internationally accepted terms as they stand today.
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TABLE I

TERMINOLOGY FOR INTRASP5CIES AND INTERSPECIES RELATIONSHIPS

(After Gorer, loutit and T'icklem, 1961)

Noun (e.g. grafts) Adjective Relating to:

autograft autologous

autochthonous

sane individual

iaograft

isogenic graft

syngeneic graft

isologous

isogenic

syngeneic

Individuals of the niune

inbred strain

(genetically identici\l)

honograft

allogeneic graft

homologous

allogeneic

individuals of the same

species

(genetically different)

heterograft

xenograft

■

heterologous

hetorospecific

xenogeneic

different species of
animals

Inbred strain: A strain which has resulted from the mating of
brother and sister for 20 or more generations.

Iso-antigons: Tissue nti^-nr.; which characterise individuals,
or an inbred strain, from frenetically different
numbers of the same n-ooieo.

Ioo-antibodies: Vh so are antibodies nroc uced b immunisation
with iso-antigens.
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(a) th • varicu" ""T/.'Rir htal kodki.-:- of graft-vdin ;are

The models may bo divided into nix categories

1. Adult - Neonatal rperimentel 1 odel

In this model the hoot io either foetal or newborn} the

capacity of the immune response is too feeble for a largo number of

foreign strain donor cells to be rejected. G.V.H. reaction or

disease may develop in this situation, with or without the accompany¬

ing induction of specific immunological tolerance.

2, Parent - Hybrid Experimental Kodel

"hen the host has inherited tolerance of the donor's antigens,

the injection of a first generation hybrid (?.) between two inbred

strains with donor cells obtained from either of the parental strsins

produces this condition. The two homozygous parents of the

hybrid must differ at the E-2 histocompatibility locus for the

production of this disease in most instances.

3m Craft-Versus-Host Pactions in \dult Tolerant Animals

In this situation the neonatal recipients, (net more than

24 hours old) are injected intravenously with donor strain viable

cells which contain the foreign tissue antigens. The recipients

develop tolerance to the tissues of the donor animals as shown by

the prolonged survival of donor shin graft transplants in adult life.

In an imrrunogenetic sense these animals are comparable to hybrids.

They are fully susceptible to G.V.F.D, if inoculated with normal

irnunolo-*ica 1 ly competent cells from the orig- 1 donor (Nartinez

et a],, 1561; Billinghnm and Silvers, 10611).
4./
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4* Secondary Disease in Radiation Chimeras

This occurs when the host's immunological reactivity has been

severely depressed by agents such as X-irradi&tion or immuno¬

suppressive drugs. The most studied example in this category ia

"secondary disease", a syndrom® which develop® following trans¬

plantation of foreign bone marrow to a lethally irradiated recipient,

5, Parabiosis

Parabiosis is the grafting of a whole animal onto another, hence

either partner plays two rfeles at the same time, i.e. each partner

acta aa a host as well as a graft. In its typical form it leads to

a considerable difference in else of the two partner*, one becoming

larger and the other smaller.

6, C.V.H.D. in Adult Allogeneic Animals

ach of these six biological systems will be discussed in

greater detail in the next section,

1. Adult - Neonatal xperimentel Model

In this example adult lymphoid cells from on® strain of animal

are injected into neonatal animals (within 24 hours of birth) of

another strain. The dose of lymphoid cello required varies between

1-10 million cells; the intravenous route is more efficient in the

production of the disease and the orbital brnnoh of the anterior

facial vein or the sigmoid sinus are the blood vessels employed for

the dissemination of the cells. The intra-poritonoal route is also

commonly used although less efficient. Cells injected by the intra¬

muscular/
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muscular or subcutaneous route do not produce the disease.

Certain strain combinations result in a more frequent production

of the disease. ith the mouse strain combination DBA/1-C57BL/6, as

few as 500,000 splenic cells are regularly effective and even 50,000

cells can sometimes cause the disease (fussell, 1562). 'ith the

Lewis-BN rat strain combination, a million lymph node cells will kill

a third of the hosts.

The injected animals continue to grow normally for about a week

or two and then seme of thorn, may become emaciated and die soon after¬

wards while the rest linger on as emaciated chronic runts for months.

This condition was first produced by Mllingham and Trent (1959)

while they were attempting to produce tolerance in new-born mice by

the injection of adult lymrhoid cells.

2. Parent - hybrid xperimental Model

In 1954 Fedavar drew attention to the fact that grafts trans¬

planted to F^ hybrid mice from, members of either of their parental
inbred strains were genetically qualified to react gainst their

hosts. Thus, a lymphoid graft from a homozygous (aa) donor will

react against a host, which is the first generation hybrid (F^)
between the donor strain and a different honozygote (BP), i.e. to a

hybrid of the genotyme (aB)j the usually adopted symbolism being

A—>A x B. On the assumption which all evidence so far has

supported, that transplantation antigens are determined by dominant

genes, it follows that A —>A x B is a situatic " : "hich the hybrid

host/
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hoot cannot reject the graft by immunological Mans, even if it is

old enough to possess immunological competence in general. This is

so because the graft does not possess any antigens vrhich arc foreign

to the host. Conversely, of course, the graft can react against the

host, since the latter contains antigens which are derived from the

BB parent of the hybrid.

Faking use of the above experimental model, Kaplan and Rosaton

(1959)» Cliner et al (1961) and "iscus at al (1962) have shown that

immunologically competent parental cells injected into F^ hybrid
mice or rats >111 produce a syndrome similar to or identical with

that seen in the adult-neonatal system. This condition is also

called by some as F. hybrid disease. However, with some strain

combinations, the adult hybrids are found to be much more

resistant than 3-week old hosts of similar genetic combination.

These resistant hybrids can frequently be made susceptible to attack

by parental strain cells by prior sub-lethal X-irradiation. It is

believed that this manoeuvre destroys some of the host'3 lymphoid

tissue, creating more "vacant space" in the lynphoreticular system

for the inoculated parental cells and their progeny. It may well

be that presensitised parental cells are capable of doing this for

themselves.

Cole and Carver (i960) have reported the interesting observation

that (C57BL x A)F. hybrids 6-15 months old are more susceptible to

Q.V.II. reactions following inoculation of adult A strain spleen cells

than are similar hybrids 3-4 months old. These authors attribute

the./
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the inc -asod .juscoptibility of the older nice to poor regenerative

capacity of thoir lymphoid tissue.

The acquire ! refraotorlneaa of genetically tolerant P. hybrids

to systemic c.V.reactions (assuming as cause the actual failure of

parental colls to colonise and survive) possess superficial similar¬

ities to the syngeneic preference or allogeneic inhibition phenomenon

described by Hellotrbic (1961, 1963, 1964). They have described the

failure of certain variant souse lysrhomas phenotypicnlly identical

with the parental strain to -row in ceri-iaologous F hybrids.

F-irradiatiou o? the adult F, hybrid (450-500 rads.; did not render

then sore susceptible. Hellstrba ojs al (1964) as a result of

in vitro experiments are of the opinion that contact of these lymphoma,

cells with tho foreign H.2 antigens of the F^ hybrid inhibited their
growth. It is not known whether or not these tumours would prow

without any inhibition in hybrids a few days old* (McBride, 1966).
In the case of Kost-versus-Graft reactions, extremely minute

antigenic differences are sufficient to reject the -raft. In

contrast in O.Y.F. reaction, the hoet and the graft must differ by

strong histocompatibility antigens. In inbred mice, it h\d been

noted that strong hictocornntibility rutirons are determined at the

H-2 locus. It is not uosoible, under normal circumstances to

produce G.7. t'.D. by anti -ens which are determined by rones other than

those at the H-2 loci. However, G.V.H. reaction is possible if the

donor, which does not differ at the H-2 locus,!' *-<re-Immunised

against the host. Thus, if the homozygous male and female parents

have/
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antigens but different --t ether loci such an at '"-1 or r!~3» then

cells fror one of the rmrentnl lienor iarrunised gainst the anti-ens

of the other parental rtrain - re capable of prc*ucir~ d.'V". . in the

corresponding hybrid.

In tho classical parent-F, hybrid (vith the fi-2 difference)

eoabinr' ion, the host v. -not react ' ir.ot tho r-.ft hoe use of its

genetic tolor ?.eo of the oaor nti «na. o exceptions to thin

rule can, hovevn-, bo trio (!To--r■ rd, 1961.':-

(i) If the donor ir mle, it "ill possess * wenV antigen

determined by the T chrorooore which is absent from

an F} hybrid forele recipient.
(ii) If the donor strain is replaced by another related

strain of the arre -2 group, (e.g. an exchange between

strains CB.-5 nd CJll) the donor will peeress relatively

weak anil «ena which nre not present in the recipient.

'O' nH-".tior.o •'t* or"- nhi i«> " ■■■■•■- " ' 7 $—*' 7

CBA)Ft+ and CBA—>(C9TK, x C3H)?, respectively), (5.7.H. reretion
will devolo-i in unite of the roseeeoion of weak foreign • ntiomr, b;-

the donor cells "'car rd, 1961 and 1964).

In tho coo of the m le-speoific •• nti gen, an anti-donor

reaction does not soon to take place, an tho redolent vill sub¬

sequently accent r. le skin grafts indefinitely. This ia a

reflection of tho dr.tive e no with which irrammologieal toler nee

of tho Rnlo-opecific antigen cm bo induced in adult nice (l. riani,

Martineas,/
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Kartines, Rmith and Good, 1959).

Nevertheless, tolerance is not essential for G.V.H. reaction to

occur in experiments of this "type. In the combination CBA—7*

(C57BL x C3H)F^ -..'hero the antigenic stimulus to the recipient is
stronger than in the previous case, it -as found that CBA skin grafts

showed accelerated rejection when applied after 3—4 "*eeks. Hie

presence of anti-donor immunity was thereby clearly established, in

spite of the donor cells producing the usual O.Y.IT. reaction.

It is, in the above inst:nee, possible to potentiate the anti-

donor immunity by pre-immunisation of the host against the weak

antigens of the prospective donor cells by means of skin grafting.

Little or no C.V.H, reaction was found by means of phagocytic index

determinations, following the injection of donor strain spleen cells

into recipients which had previously rejected a skin graft carrying

the fc -eign antigens cf the 'onor. The effect of pre-immunisation

was such that reinforcement of potential weak anti-donor immunity

occurred to such a degree that it was possible tc ? Libit the donor

cells. The smaller the antigenic difference between the donor and

the recipient, the greater is the effect of pro-immunizatian

(siaonaen, 1962).

cquired Refractoriness to G.V.H. Reactions in the Adult house

In certain parent'adult hybrid combinations, survivors from

G.V.H. reactions have been found to be refractory to the effect of a

second injection of parental '.train spleen cc7' (Fox and Howard,

1963). This phenomenon has been studied in some detail by Howard

(190) '
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(19Gi) in (C57BL x OH)?, hybrids by means of changes in the phagocytic

index together with evidence from discriminant spleen analysis and the

use of cello carrying a chromosome marker. The main finding was as

follows:- 3-7 weeks after thr injection of C57BL spleen cells into

(C57BI x CBA)nice the phagocytic index had returned to values

within or slightly above the normal range. No second phagocytic

response was observed when a ftirther injection of C57SL opleen cells

was given.

Could this effect be dua to acquired immunity to weak antigens

specific to th© parent strains" Kc evidence for such an interpret¬

ation could bo obtained. First attempts to transfer this effect

either passively with serum or with adoptively transferred spleen

cells were totally unsuccessful. ocondly, by using a CI/ strain

containing the translocation chromosome marker (T6) it was found

that C^TBL cells progressively replaced recipient cells in the spleen

ao that within two weeks or so all the dividing cello were of this

genotype, (?ox, 1962). If this observation applies to lymphoid

tissue® generally, the explanation for thia could be that th© second

injection of C57BL cella will "home" to sites devoid of F^ cells for
them to react against.

3. Oraft-versuu-llost Reactions in Adult Tolerant Animals

Animals can be made immunologically tolerant of th© transplant¬

ation antigens of a foreign donor strain by th© neonatal injection of

viable donor cells which carry the.® antigens (i.e. by the injection

of marrow or spleen cells of the donor). These injected cello for

onef
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ore rer: ->n or .-.not' •-•r : e inca-pable of producing G.V.". reaction in

the neonatal recipients and these anirals are in an irrunogenotic

sense cornarable to the hybrids. These neonates in adult life

are fully susceptible tc f.V.F.D, if injected rith norral 1:~ phoid

colls from the original -oner strain, (iftllingham and : iIvors, 1961b;

l artinez ot al. 1961%

4. "econdary Hiiwace in "Pdiation Chimeras

Kice and certain other animals exposed to usually lethal doses

of '-irradiation r "iy recover i" they are iven transfusion of viable

bone narrow cells from either iaologouc or homologous donors (' icklera

rad Loutit, 1966% "tudies on rarrow coll '"grafts" (with various

techniques to identify the injected donor cells) have revealed that

these cells become established mainly in the bone marrow and to sore

extent in the spleen, replacing t' e host *. radiation depleted myeloid

and ly nhoid tissues, thus producing a state of chimerism. The

successful rehabilitation of heavily irradiated animals with marrow

of homologous or even heterologous origin, e.g. r * rrov cells to

irradiated mouse, demonstrator; the inability of the irradiated hosts

to respond.

ben the irradiated hoot derives its haematopoietic graft fror

icologous donors, it has be or found that the majority of the restored

animals will survive for a long tine. However, if bone narrow

infusions of homologous or heterologous origin are employed, survival

is usually not prolonged. rice which have u 1ly recovered from

the/
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the primary effects of the irradiation frequently develop a

"secondary" wasting disease that culminates in death within a few

months. Since the host's lymphoid tissues are repopulated iy the

cells of the donor, the concept of craft-versus-host reaction for

this disease was put forward, (Trentin, 1956). Further work hy

Trentin and others produced strong evidence in favour of the Graft-

versus-Kost reaction concept. The various findings sustaining this

are

(i) The innocuous nature of marrow from isologouo donors,

(ii) The innocuous nature of haematopoietic tissue from

homologous infant or foetal donors.

(iii) The increased incidence of secondary disease in

situations "diere the antigenic disparity between

donor and recipient is slight, if the donor has

been pre-senaitized.

(iv) In homologous rabbit irradiation chimeras suffering

from secondary disease there is a positive Coombs'

teat and selective lysi3 of host red cells, (Porter,

1960).

The pathology of secondary disease resembles that of G.V.H.D.

produced in the Adult-Neonatal or in the Jarent-F^ hybrid system.
But secondary irradiation disease should be considered in a class

of its own 3ince the immunological attack takes place in a host

previously subjected to radiation damage which complicates the

picture.

5./
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5. TY.rabiosia

The technique of parabiosis, the grafting of one complete

individual on to the body of another was first introduced more than

a century ago by ^aul Bert (1854). It van rediscovered, named and

popularised by fauerbruch and TTeyd© (1908). It has long been known

that "hen genetically dissimilar animals are parabiotically united,

vascular anastomosis rapidly becomes established at the lines of

union. These anastomoses may be of short duration or may remain

patent for variable periods, if not indefinitely. This will depend

on the degree of hioto-incomatibility between the parabionts. A

lethal wasting syndrome, Vnown an parabiosis intoxication frequently

develops in which the intoxicated partner loses weight and becomes

severely anaemic and its unaffected partner gains weight and becomes

polycythemic, Pathological changes observed in "intoxicated"

oubjoc 3 closely resembled those encountered in (n,V.T?. D. )?^ hybrid
disease. The clarification of the aetiology of is condition

required the use of eneticolly defined partners, ' useful

combination for investigation arc those in hich the ? hybrid:, are

united '.dth a nartner of one of their parental strains. '"his would

result in antigenic stimulation in one direction end the parental

cells will interact with the F^ hybrid, causing damage to it. In
this parent - ^ hybrid combination it is the * hybrid which is
susceptible to parabiotic intoxication, ""here is little doubt that

a fraft-versus-T"ost reaction occurs in the ? hybrid, ■where the

latter'
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latter is attacked from within by the immunologically competent cells

derived from its partner's blood.

"oon after tho parent and its F^ hybrid is parabiosed, it seems
that an early initial shunting of blood occurs from hybrid to

parent as the result of tho establishment of a vascular pressure

gradient and that tho ±t unological reaction on the nart of the

parental strain rrrtTV-r heir;, to euctr in this lent, ; lgard

et al. 1965).

In mice, in situations where both parabionts are alike at the

B-2 locus, overt parabiotic intoxication is not encountered and

tolerance of its partner's foreign transplantation antigens may

ultimately be induced in the potentially reactive partner.

6. G.V.B.D. in Adult Allogeneic Animals

hen adult lymphoid cello are injected from adult donors of one

strain into adult mice of another strain, the donor cells are

destroyed by a h03t against graft reaction (llomograft reaction) before

the donor cells get a chance to react against the host.

However, very high doses of cells from specifically pre-

sensitized animals will often succeed In causing tho disease where

similar numbers of cells from nor—1 animals prov haxmlc. . This

occurs in strains which differ at the H-2 locus. Thus Z to 6

lymphoid equivalents or about 700-1500 million cells - from

presensitised donors, can cause fatal graft-verous-host disease which

is accompanied by an impaired ability to reject skin grafts from the

donor strain (Jlajarian and Feldman, 1962).

he ther/
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'hether this Impairment of the host's response is due to

destruction of its own lymphoid tissue, to the induction of tolerance

or to neutralization of its response by the overwhelming nuir >erc of

donor cells present, is not known.

The pathogenesis in all these six conditions is not fully

known. Q.V.E.D. in the simplest and easily analysable form is

found only in the adult-neonatal and tho parent-?^ hybrid experimental
models. In these two models the host animals are unable to destroy

the transplanted donor tissue due to natural reasons and where no

artificial procedures had been adopted to suppress their capacity to

destroy the transplanted donor tissue.

In my thesis I shall limit the term Graft-versua- Hoot Disease

(G.7.F.D.) to the otudy of the above two exoerimental models.

'■ince G.V.H.D. is produced by the transplantation of donor

lymphoid cells from homologous animals, the next section will deal

with the donor cellular inoculum.

(B) THE CELLULAR DYN/.KICn OP G.V.H.B.

1• The Cellular Inoculum; Influence of Cell Dosage and Cell Type

The dosage of the lymphoid cell inoculum is an important factor

in determining whether or not it will cause G.V.H. disease, low doses

being less successful. It is more common for recovery to occur with

low than with high doses. Furthermore, the minimal number of

lymphoid cells required to cause G.7.F.P. in tho majority of hosts

varies according to the strain combination employed. ith the mouse

strain/
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strain combination k :57Bl/6, an few as 500,000 splenic cells

are regularly effective and even 50,000 cello can nonetines cause

the disease, (itussell, 1962). ith the Lewis-BN rat strain

combination, a million node cello vd.ll kill about a third of the

hoots.

Careful comparisons on the quantitative basis of the runt-

inducing potency of cell suspensions prepared from different tissues

show that it io related directly with its content of lymphocytic

cells, (Billinghar. and livers, 1961a). Bone marrow io almost

innocuous and can frequently be uoed to induce tolerance cf skin

homografts with little risk of inciting overt runt disease, vrhereas

spleen, leukocyte concentrates prepared from peripher 1 blood

Predominantly lymphocytes.;, lvr-di nods cells, md thoracic duct colic

represent inocula of increasing potency. thymocytes are anomalous:

in mice these cells cause runt disease only fitfully, and in rat3

they arc virtually harmless, oven at very high doses.

The lymphoid colls from foetal or neonatal mammalian and avian

donors (obtained from the blood)are completely harmless probably

because of the immaturity of the cells. Likewise, in the Levis-

BN rat strain combinations, 3plenic cells from neonatal donors afford

a perfectly innocuous tolerance-conferring stimulus.

2. The Dynamics of the Donor Cell Inoculum

In the Adult-Neonatal system and in the Varent-F^ hybrid system,
the inoculated donor cells (by the intravenous and the intra¬

peritoneal routes) circulate in the blood stream and settle down

predominantly/



predominantly in the lymphoid organs of the hoot (Nekic ejt al, 1967;

Govans, 1962). In my histopathological study mononuclear cell

infiltrates were also found in the various non-lymphoid orgs. a such

as the liver, intestines, mesentery, omentum, pancreas, salivary

glands, bone marrow and the dermis of the sl&n. Very few, if any,

are found in the brain and spinal cord.

Post of the donor cells "home" in the lymph nodes and in

situations where lymphoid aggregates are normally found such as in

tho fever's patches. It is significant, that although splenomegaly

is a vory constant finding, the donor cells are not found to the same

degree as in the lymph nodes after the first three days (Davies .and

Poetic, 1960; "okic et al, 1965; Novell and efendi, 064). The

former two groups of workers utilised the T6 marker chromosomes and

the latter the sex chromosome to determine the proportions of the

donor and host cells in the lymphoid organs.

I.y donor lyraphc" " lis "home" in the lymphoid tissues of the

hoot is not known. Perhaps there must be some selective mechanism

operating for these cells to settle down in organs which are

physiologically natural to them. As described under "Organ "pacific

Growth tirulation", the microsomal and supernatant fractions of the

adult spleen localize predominantly in the spleen and this may throw

some light on the homing instinct of lymphoid cello.

Tho inoculated lymphoid cells leave the blood stream through the

post-capillary veins of the lymph nodes as shown by Oownns, although

its passage out of the post-capillary venule has not been directly

demonstrated,/
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demonstrated.

5» The Cells Capable of Causing G.V.!!.!).

"orrally O.V.TI.D. is produce! by the injection of lymph 5id cello

prepared as monocellular suspensions from the lymph node, spleen,

thoracic duct lymph or blood. The identification of the donor cells,

in these suspensions, that arc responsible for the induction of

G.V.F. rencttons is of sore importance. They are cell-types which

can Internet with antigens and initiate a primary irruns response

against them. Cells of this kind, whose potential irrunologtoal

reactivity has not yet been realised, hare been termed "irruaologie-

ally competent cells".

The ability of cells from the thoracic duct lyr*\ and peripheral

blood to cause G.7."*. reactions in rodents ohov« that circulating

lyraohocyteo are Immunologically competent cello (Billinghars et nl.

19^0) Cowcr.o ot •£» 1951) Gorans, 1962) Ftr/vine and h'oGregor, 1969).
Ternaaldt (1959) fract' :.n '-d the leucocytes in the blood of adult

chickens and showed that the ability to cause splenomegaly in embryo

chicks mo related to the number of lymphocytes and not to the number

of monocytes in the inoculum. lymphocytea are usually sub-divided

on grounds of morphology and also into "small", "rodim" end "large",

although from a functional point of view each group is & hetero¬

geneous population of colls. Many workers have attempted to

determine the tyne of lymphocyte responsible for the re&otiaa,i.e«,

whether it is the largo or small lymphocyte.

The ee11-type in the blood and lymph causing G.V.H. reactions

in/
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in rodents was first assumed to be the large lymphocyte. Cole and

Carver (1Q61) exposed F. hybrid nice to 500 rad3 of total body

irradiation and than injected then intra-peritoneally with t ood from

parental donors which had been pretreated with Cortisone. G.V.E.

activity was attributed to "large mononuclear cells" which made up an

abnormally high proportion of the leucocytes in the blood of these

pretreated donors. On the otter hand the ability of thoracic duct

cells to mediate G.V.II. reactions in rats does not depend upon the

presence of large lymphocytes in the inoculum. 'hen the rat

thoracic duct was cannula ted, the number of large lymphocytes

increased on successive days after cannulation. It is possible to

collect lynph with a high proportion of lai'ge lymphoc„ tes by this

technique and it was shown by Govans that the ability to kill newborn

and hybrid rats bore no relation to the nuro'er of large lymphocytes

in the inocula. hrther, inocula of thoracic duct coll3 in which

the proportion of larj ^ phocytes had been gro-.tly reduced ( 0.05/)
were as effective as the normal mixture of lymphocytes from the

thoracic duct (about 5k large lymphocytes) in killing ih hybrid rats.

The experiments show that either the large lymphocytes have no ability

to produce G-.V.II. reaction or that the numbers injected were not

sufficient to demonstrate it. Gince very few large lymphocytes

migrate into the nodes and spleen after intravenous injection into

Fj hybrid rats, it is very unlikely that these cells could play a
significant part in the proliferative and destructive changes seen.

There is now very strong evidence that the immunologically

competent/
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competent cells present in the thor cic duct lynph nd blood of

rodents are rr-11 lynphoeytos. Cowans (196") prepared inoeula rich

in seal! lymphocytea by incubating rat thoracic duct cells jyi vi tx-o

for 24 hours e.t 37°C* "hir procedure results in the largo lympho¬

cytes dying nor© luickly than snail lyranhocytet• hen these cells

which contained predominantly nail lymphocytes were inoculated

(200 million colls) every ronber of the young adult hybrid r?.ta

died of ^0.« . >«

Hildenann et al (1062) sepnr.atod sa il lymphocytes froia the

peripheral blood of nice by filtering hop&rini r>ed whole blood through

n tightly pecked plug of lane wool. he filtrate contained 96-100

per cent rm 11 lynnhocyte.', n intr :c rdi 1 injection of leer than

one nil11on asell lynphocytee caused runt disease * nd death in a

proportion of allogeneic newborn houta.

bus, thor© is sound evidence that smell lyKohocyter fro?: rets

• nd nice can initiate '• •r*F* reactions in -oneticclly appropriate

recipients*

4* ""ranefornation of sail Lyr.ohceyte.? into other Cvll ypon

'ewima (1962) injected parental strain thoracic duct lyrrhocytee

into *t hybrid rate and studied the early histological ch<- rsger which
occurred in the spleen* 'hoy produced a f : tcl form of ' . . . in

v', hy' rid rate by inoculating the - rental thoracic duct lymphocytes,

"he most prominent e rly histologic?'! change occurred b©truer 1 and

24 hour- in the hite pulp of tb.e •~pl©'-n in th© ueri -rteriol r ;-:one

of ar-11 lymphocyte • Tn thin region cell?? •-©-•"» .:-oon which

poeseesed/
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possessed an Intensely pyroninophilic cytoplasm, a prominent

pyroninophilic nucleolus and a pale vesicular nucleus with a fine

chromatin structure. These cells were termed non-committally "large

pyronincphilic cells". They increased in number between 24 hours

and four days and mitotic figures were frequent. An autoradiographic

study of the tissues of rats 24 hours after the inoculation of

radioactively-labellea thoracic duct cells led to the conclusion that

some of the injected small lymphocytes had transformed within 24 hours

into large pyroninophilic cells.

The number of labelled large pyroninophilic cells at 24 hours

made up only a small proportion of the totally labelled small lympho¬

cytes (less than 5 ) in the lym-h nodes and sploen of the animal.

I3y 72 hours no label remained in any of the pyroninophilic cells and

it was assumed that the radio-activity had been diluted by cell

division to a love 1 that could not be detected by autoradiogrspho.

However so nary labelled small lymphocytes remained that it was clear

that they were not a continuous source of new large pyroninophilic

cells. The small lymphocytes transformed rapidly or not at all from

which it may be inferred that small lymphocytes consist functionally

of a heterogeneous population; some respond, most do not.

According to Gowans and McGregor (1965) the spleen appeared to

bo the preferential site for the transformation of the small lympho¬

cyte into large pyroninophilic cells. The transformation was

detected to a small extent in the lymph nodes but its extent was

trivial in comparison with the spleen. The preference which the

transforming/
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transforming lymphocytes appeared to show for the spleen say be due

to the fact that the spleen is the first organ where most of the

donor lymphoid cells initially seer, to settle down. Porter and

Cooper (1962} made similar studies to Cowans and McGregor (1965) hut

used the adult-neonatal experimental model instead of the parent-F,

hybrid system. They investigated the fate of radio-labelled adult

rat thoracic duct lymphocytes in new-bora rata. They also concluded

that the donor small lymphocytes transformed into large pyroninophilic

cells, but claimed that at 24 hours after the inoculation, instead of

less than 5 , as was noted by Cowans and McGregor (1965), 30; of all

the labelled cells had transformed into large pyroninophilic cell3.

Ho preferential transformation was seen in the spleen.

5. Transformation into Macrophage

By making use of on abnormal chromosome marker (the translocation

chromosome ?6) it is possible to identify the dividing donor cells

from host cells. This technique had been made use of by Howard

et al (1965), who demonstrated (1966a) the predominance of cells of

donor karyotype in mice undergoing C.V.H. reaction. They noted that

macrophage-type cells derived from donor thoracic duct lymphocytes

appeared in the liver. Further studies by these group* of workers

(Boak et al. 1968) making use of a combination of techniques ouch as

the T6 chromosome marker, radioactive labelling of donor cells and

the uae of such colloidal suspensions as carbon, thorotrast and iron,

showed that about Z' of the Kupffor cells in the liver were in

mitosis and that of these, about 95 of them were of donor karyotype.

The/
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The donor cello alao take up colloidal particles and thus behave like

macrophages. urther, by making uoe of thoracic duct small lympho¬

cytes which were 98.5. pure, these workers were able to demonstrate

that in mice undergoing G.V.H. reaction,95/ of the dividing cells

were of donor origin and exhibited phagocytosis. Thus, it is very

likely that the small lymphocyte is the cell-type in the donor

inoculum which has the capacity to transform into macrophage-like

cells. von so, the possibility that this precursor is contained

within the small percentage of large lymphocytes contaminating the

small lymphocyte suspension used, had not been formerly excluded.

Using the same technique to identify the cell type and phago¬

cytic capacity of the donor cells, Toward ejfc al (1969) have shown

that macrophages of donor karyotype are present in the lungs and

peritoneum of mice undergoing G.V.H* reaction. They initiated

G.V.H. reaction in normal adult (C57BL x CBA - T6l€)Pi mice by the
injecti n of C57BL fipleen or glass wool filtered lynnh node cells or

thoracic duct lymphocytes. Pulmonary alveolar and peritoneal

macrophages were isolated for karyotype analysis 11 days later and

found to contain substantial proportions of dividing cells of donor

origin.

6. The Significance of the Large Pyroninophilic Cell

The transformation of small lymphocytes into large pyronino¬

philic cells during G.V.H.D. appears to be a specific response to the

foreign histocompatibility antigens of the host. No transformation

has been observed in the spleen of syngeneic recipients nor in P.

hosts/
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hosts when the parental lymphocyte donors had been made immuno¬

logically tolerant of the recipients' tissues by a neonatal

injection of F. bone marrow. The large pyrcninophilic cells divide

rapidly to produce lymphocytes of progressively decreasing sice.

yroninophilia is a general indication of accelerated J1HA

. Tithesis. 3inet and l athd (1262) examined by the electron

microscope the lymph nodos of nice undergoing 3.V.H. reaction. They

found that the pyrcninophilic cells of those lesions differ from

plasma cells by lack of endoplasmic reticulum although they are rich

in ribosome content. Ey light microscopy the pyroninophilic cells

at the fourth day are an immature cell type which in the folloafing

few days develop into histiocytes* It is very likely that pyronino-

philic cells in C.. reactions can develop from both the graft and

the host. The former has beer, virtually proved in the experiments

by Cowans (19S%)» and the latter is strongly implied by the fact that

at the peak of splenomegaly in the mouse, almost all the multiplying

cells may be of host origin and at the same time, many of t> se are

pyroninophilic, (3 avid and Doak, 1260)•

7. The Cellular desponseo in the Later stages of G.V.E.D.

The changes occurring in the lymphoid tissues of the hoot during

the first 72 houro are well documented but what happens to the donor

cells in the later stages of the disease is not completely known.

The spleen is the moot frequently investigated organ as regards the

donor and host cell components in mice undergoing G.V.H. reaction.

Initially it arao thought that splenomegaly in mice undergoing G.V.JI.

reaction/
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reaction was due to donor colls since donor cells were identified

and seen to proliferate in the early stage of the disease. However,

quantitative cytological studies, making use of chromosomal Barkers

on the spleen cell populations of host previously inoculated with

homologous lymphoid colls, have novr shown "that splenomegaly in nice,

rat and ohickon,nust bo attributed in large measure to proliferation

of host cells.

Following tho noonatal inoculation of A strain nice with splenic

cells from C2A/16 donors, : eiso and fox (1963) found no evidence of

donor cell proliferation in the spleens of one or two-day old hosts,

but the dividing donor cells were consistently demonstrable during

the following >-10 days period. After this period there was a

rapid proliferation of ho~ - cells although a minority of donor cell

mitosi3 was still demonstrable at 60 c ys.

In lewis rats injected at birth with BN lymph node cells or

leukocytes, ho..ell and Defend! (1964) found that proliferating donor

cells were abundant in the host's nodes over the first 21 days.

However, they wore much less common in the spleen, which was never¬

theless, markedly enlarged. Those workers concluded that while

the donor cell proliferation makes a substantial contribution to the

enlargement of t 3 nodes, splenomegaly is principally due to

proliferation of host cells. Jhey also noted a correlation between

the frequency of dividing donor cells and the severity of runt

disease.

In a cytologies! analysis of the splenomegaly occurring in

adult/
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adult (CBA x C57BL)Pj nice inoculated with CBA spleen cells - a
situation that should preclude any possible antigenic stimulation of

host cells - Fox (1962) observed that an early but short-lived burst

of donor cell mitosis occurred but subsequent cell proliferation was

almost entirely of host origin, although there was a persistent low

level of donor cell mitotic activity. In a study of 13-day chick

embryos injected rith adult onor blood, Owen, Hoore and Harrison

(1965) found that throe days after inoculation, when the spleen

weight had increased by a factor of 2-3, an overwhelming proportion

of the dividing cells '-ere of host typo, though luring the following

three days the onor cells formed an increasingly high proportion of

the dividing cells (up to 90/ ) so that they may have made a sub¬

stantial contribution to the ultimate enlargement of the spleen.

The evidence that the proportion of dividing donor and host cells at

any time was approximately constant was of considerable potential

significance, irrespective of the sploen weight, suggesting that

both donor and host cell proliferation are interdependent events.

'..'hat provokes the massive host response is still a matter of

conjecture. It cannot be an antigenic stimulus involving trans¬

plantation antigens of the inoculated cells. Hoot authorities regard

it as some kind of protective mechanism set in motion by the effects

of the initial G.7.P. reaction - its incitants may be products of

cell damage or destruction, though no convincing evidence of any

large scale destruction of cells lias been consistently observed in

the/
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the lymphoid orgone of animals suffering from homologous diseases

(Billinghan, 1966-67).

8. The "ate of Immunologically Competent Colls -fter
Grafting to a Foreign Host

The previous account shows that the donor colls do not behave

in a uniform manner in different species and in different h -i/donor

combinations. The fate of the donor colls may be considered under

three headings.

(i) The Grafted Cells I'aintain Indefinitely Their Reactivity
Against Choir Hosts.

If this is the caao, thon the donor colic would proliferate

und their cellular descendants would also react against the host.

uch a hypothesis has been tested by transferring lymphoid colls

from animals undergoing d...h. reaction to normal syngeneic

recipient animals. Jells from these nimaia have in turn been

transfer I to normal syngeneic recipients.

Uiis important type of experiment has seldom been carried out

with a positive rasuit. iskind et al (i960) inoculated CBA

lymphoid cello into , 'jax mice, and spleen cells were tal:en from

surviving first recipients,at 8 reeks after injection,when they were

obvious runts. On injection of these cells into a new batch of

newborn .,/jax, 74;' of the animals died. This seemed „••• represent

an accelerated courao of runt disease because the death rate of the

first recipients was only 56, . Since the numbers of grafted cell3

were similar in the two transfer generations, the suggestion i3 one

of active immunization. lfo more than two transfers have boon done

in/
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in either of the two strain combinations that they used in these

experiments. Dineen (1961) did the same type of experiment in two

other combinations of mouse strains but found only little runting by

the first passage and none by the second. He interprets his results

as an indication of acquisition of tolerance of the graft towards the

host but has no proof that the donor cells of the chimaeric spleens

retained immunological competence towards other antigens. In

summary, there is as yet no sufficiently analysed case to substantiate

tho theory that the rrftod cells can pursue their attack on the ho3t

Indefinitely.

(ii) The Crafted Cel. ^ie in their Host

This has been shown by Boyoe (1959) and Gorer and Boys© (1959)

in their strain combination adult C57BL—> adult (C57BL x A)l.«

C57BL cells from donors which had received a single injection of

human blood colls before grafting were challenged with the same

antigen after gr? fting to the hybrid host, in order to determine if

the secondary response of agglutinin formation would occur,

primary response would indicate that 1 e host lymphoid cello were

responsible for its formation. "en challenged r to 7 days after

injection of donor cells, tho secondary response occurred in two

cases. "hen the challenge was made at days 7-27 after *r fting,

there was no or a questionable secondary response. Thus, these

experiments show that secondary response is seen by one week but

not after a longer interval of time. The suggestion is therefore

that the donor cells had not percisted after one VMkf at least, that

the/
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the cell3 had not been functionally active.

(iii) Intermediate Possibilities of Behaviour

It is quite possible that there are numerous possible fates

for grafted immunologically competent cells, different from the two

extremes already mentioned. One of the intermediate possibilities

is that the colls lo3e their reactivity against the host. In

instances such as the inoculation of A colls rro-immuniEed towards

"!57">T <rll", to (057^1 x a)?1 hybrids, th- host 'leen cello are
replaced entirely by graft \ colls, as measured by the cytotoxic

antibody technique. In soite of this fact, tho spleen cells could

not transfer the disease to new hybrids.

(C) LOCAL GRAFT-? RSTJ3—HOST R'ACTIOHS

Ihe G.7.E. reactions described so far have been of a systemic

nature. However, it is possible to have G.V.E. reaction taking place

locally, at the site of inoculation of homologous immunologically

competent cells.

1. Intracutaneous G,V#H. Reactions

hen normal homologous lymphocy es are injected into the skin of

outbred or F^ hybrid guinea-pigs, the development of a local cutaneouB
inflammatory reaction of delayed onset (normal lymphocyte transfer

reactions; iias been noted by Brent £t ol (1562}, These reactions

have be»n r-howr. to be due to the stimulation of tho injected lympho¬

cytes by the iso-antigens of the host and heir intensity provides a

measure/
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measure of the iso-antigenic disparity between the recipient of the

cells and the cell donor. hen cells are transferred from pre-

3ensitieed donors, the "transfer reactions" are more intense and

their development is accelerated. It was also noted that blood

lymphocytes were 2 to 5 times more active than lymph node cells in

causing normal lymphocyte transfer reactions, (Brent and Kedawar,

1963).

2. Intrarenal Graft-versus-Host Reactions

It has been shown that if lymphoid cell3 from parental strain

rats are injected beneath the renal capsule of hybrid hosts a

local invasive and destructive reaction develops which may destroy

up to 25 by weight of the affected rennl parenchyma (EUcLne, 1964,
1966). There is a close histop&thological similarity between this

lesion and that which develops in primary renal honograft. Studies

by chromosomal marker techniques reveal that the inoculated lympho¬

cytes give rise to a rapidly proliferating population of h«emobla3t-

like cells during the active "hase of the reaction. These cells

appeared to play an active r8le in the pathogenesis of the lesion

and they probably act as the precursors of the immunological effector

cells (Gowans and KcGregor, 1965). On day 7 after inoculation of

parental strain cells into an F^ hybrid kidney, practically all the
dividing cells were of donor origin. These reactions were self-

limiting, involving neither the contra-lateral kidney nor any other

organs and tissues, During the early developmental phase, i.e., up

to/
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to 7 days, these reactions could be transferred to the kidneys of

secondary F1 host, isologous with the urinary hosts but not into
hosts of the original (parental) donor strain,which implies that the

donor cell not only persists, but also that it possesses the ability

to continue on effective G.V.H. reaction for at least 7 days.

The cellular basis of these G.V.K. reactions is much more

complex, in that prior irradiation of potentially susceptible

hosts was found to inhibit the development of G.V.H. reactions.

::lkins (1966) concluded that development of the lesions in the host

kidney depends upon the continuous interaction of the specifically

reactive donor-type cells with an immunologically non-specific

population of host mononuclear cells. Ky hypothesis, developed

further in the cell culture section, is that the injected lymphocytes

confer on the host macrophages an ability to react against their own

tissues.

(D) AETIOLOGY G.V.H.D.

1. Organ Specific Growth timulaticn

Historically, several of the described changes, notably the

spleen enlargement in chicken embryos after grafting of adult spleen

fragments on to the chorio-allantoic membrane, were known long before

their nature as G.V.H. reactions was realised. It was thought,

because of the superior age of the donor tissue, that this reaction

represented the stimulation of the embryo hy the adult donor cells,

and was bolieved to be "organ specific growth stimulation".

At/
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At that time genetically distinct strains of mice had not been

developed. Although some splenic enlargement occurs when adult

isologous spleen cells are grafted to the chicken embryo, the degree

of enlargement is not so great as when allogeneic splenic tissue is

grafted. This difference in the splenic enlargement i3 easily

detected when fiaonsen's discriminant spleen assay analysis is used

to detect the magnitude of splenomegaly. However, the fact that

"organ specific growth stimulation'1 may occur, at least to a very

small degree, cannot be entirely discounted, especially with regard

to the splenomegaly. one workers, although accepting the occurrence

of O.V.H. reactions, appear to think that organ specific growth

stimulation may still be involved in the aetiology of the spleno¬

megaly, (Bbert, 1959; Van Alten et al, 1959; bert and De Lanney,

1960). The above phenomenon cannot be entirely discounted as Davis

and Doel (1960) have clearly demonstrated host cell proliferation in

the spleen of mice undergoing G.V.H. reaction.

The concent of organ specific growth stimulation is connected

with the fact of specific localisation of "transplanted'1 subcellular

constituents. ,bert (1954) preinjected donors nith S'''-labelled

methionine and grafted the spleen or kidney fragments of these donors

on to the chorio-ailun toic membrane of the chick embryo. He found

that the radioactivity from spleen grafts localized predominantly in

the embryonic spleen,whereas labelled kidney material was mainly

found in the embryonic V -y. The embryonic spleen was also found

to be greatly enlarged. He thought he could exclude a significant

migration/
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migration of whole cells and believed that adult proteins or protein-

fractions have b^-en incorporated into the specific embryo organ,

'pleon enlargement was considered to reflect increased proliferation

of embryonic spleen cells, consequent upon this extra supply of

prefabricated units.

In later experiments it has been demonstrated that microsomal

and supernatant fractions of these organs can also be taken up

predominantly in spleens and kidneys respectively. It was also

shown that nuclear or mitochondrial fractions do not show selective

incorporation.

Although splenic enlargement was noted in these experiments,

the degree of enlargement does not reach such high proportions as

seen in G.V.H. reactions. it seems quite possible that a relatively

organ-or-tisaue-specific incorporation of intravenously injected

microso. 1 and supernatant fractions is a genuine phenomenon. It is

at least an interesting hypothesis and this phenomenon may explain

the so-called homing tendency of intravenously disseminated cells.

2# The Infection Theory

Here the assumption Is made that G.V.H.I). i« w-rused by a

pathogen carried within or among the donor spleen cells - a pathogen

to which the donor is adapted but which runs riot in the neonatal

host tissue. direct attempts to transmit the hypothetical pathogen

have failed. thus, three a/J mice which had been injected with

CBA/j cells and which we dying of typical G.V.H. disease, were

killed, and cell suspensions prepared from their spleens and livers

were/
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were injected into the ten members of two newborn a„/j litters. In

this situation, ell mice remained in perfect health and were found

to be normal in every respect when autopsied 3 months later. Also,

in the strain combination C57BL-* A, in which all injected subjects

succumb soon after injection, uninjected subjects remained perfectly

healthy although they were constantly exposed to the loose faeces of

their supposedly infected littermteo. Heat treatment (4S»5°C for

20 minutes) is known to kill mammalian tissue cells but is unlikely

to inactivate most bacteria and viruses. It was found thai

inoculation of heated adult CBA./j-apleen cells into newborn a/J mice

did not produce any mortality or lymphoid hypoplasia in the iecipiant

animals. In contrast, injection of viable lymphoid cells in

similar dosage in similar strain combinations produced 51. mortality

and complete tolerance in the survivors. It was also found that

heparin! ed donor plasma and also subcutaneous injection of spleen

cell3 do not produce the disease.

Further, the demonstration that mice kept under germ-free

conditions are as likely to develop c.v.h.d. as animals kept under

normal laboratory conditions argues strongly against an infection

hypothesis. However, one cannot entirely rule out a viral aetiology,

where the virus may be introduced with the cellular inoculum or the

virus gaining entry at a stage when the animal is immunologically

debilitated.

3» The Theory of an In: aologioal Reaction by the Injected
Cells Against their Hosts.

There is sufficient evidence to maintain the theory that G.V.H.

disease/'
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-138 is the consequence of the interaction of the injected viable

donor lymphoid cells with the tissue antigens of the host which are

foreign to it.

The evidence is as follows

(l) The injected homologous cell3 exist in the host for

varying periods of time, the duration of existence

varies in different species combination.

(ii) The injection of parental strain lymphoid cells into

the corresponding 2\j hybrid produces the disease
wher-na3 the injection of F^ hybrid lymphoid cells
into the parental strain is quite innocuous. In

this latter situation the parental tissues do not

provide any foreign tissue for the F^ lymphoid cells
to interact vrith.

(iii) In the Adult-Heonatal system, nice can be protected

from G.V.K.D. if they receive, together with the

homologous cells, adult isologous spleen cells.

The adult Isologous cells have the capacity to

interact with the inoculated donor cella and prevent

it from damaging the host.

(iv) The severity and frequency of G.V.II. J. is enhanced

if sensitized homologous spleen cells are injected,

i.e.,cells from donors already sensitized to host

tissue antigen: .

(v) The injection of cells from tissues other than the

lymj; ■'-reticular system does not produce G.V.H.D,

M/
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(vi) The severity and incidence of G.V.H.D. is largely

determined by antigenic differences between donor

and host strains.

(vii) Embryonic lymphoid cells, though adept in producing

tolerance, fail altogether to produce (J.V.H.D.

(Billingham and Brent, 1959).

Discussion on the Aetiology of (j.v.n.d.

1. The Necessity of an Antigenic tioulus

It was shown by imonsen that the splenomegaly at 10 days after

intra-peritoneal injection of newborn inbrod mice with adult spleen

cells from foreign strains was not found if host and donor belonged

to the same inbred strain. This aean3 that maturity of the donor

alone was not sufficient to cause splenomegaly in immature recipient

mice. a genetical and hence antigenic, difference was also

necessary. ... osentially the same requirements were demonstrated in

newborn inbred chicks (Cock and rimonsen, 1958) and in embryonic

chicks, (isacson, 195S).

2. The Direction of the Antigenic timulus

This is best illustrated by inoculating parental strain

lymphoid cells (a) into their corresponding hybrids (aB), i.e.

A->(AxB). Here the *B* antigens of the host stimulate the donor

(a) cells. Hence the direction of antigenic stimulation is towards

the graft. In the rev ^ situation where (axB) cello are

inoculated in a, i.e. (;,xBthe direction of antigenic

stir ^ !ion/
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'dilation is towards tho host since the 'B' antigens of the donor

stimulate the lymphoid cells of the host (a).
This effect was clearly shown by Billingham and Brent (1959)

making use of strains ab and A where adult spleen cells from a—>au

newborn gave a 100, incidence of G.V.I'.D. whereas adult spleen cells

from (AUxA)-^A newborn resulted in no G.V.I .D.

3. vidence from Fre-imnunised Donors

lymphoid cells sensitized to the foreign antigens of the host

tissue produces g.v.k.d. in a much more severe form and in e shorter

duration of tire than the corresponding normal donor lymphoid colls.

This is simply the general principle of secondary response dure the

sensitized lymphoid cells of the donor are exposed to the same

antigens of the host for the second time. This fact strongly

supports the immunological basis for .7.1.II. at least in its early

stages.

The fact that inoculation of lymphoid cells from ab hybrids

into A hosts,results in an immune response in the A hosts further

confirms the immunological basis for iiece reactions.

( :) -ati cf a maying o.v.h. reactions

g.v.h. reaction or disease should be considered as a clinico-

pathological syndrome and thus there are structural and functional

alterations taking plnce in animals undergoing g.V.h. reaction.

This would me.n that the is no aingle satisfactory method of

assaying these reactions and thus various assays are devised to

measure!
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measure the particular parameter that one is interested in. The

following account gives the various assay procedures adopted to

measure G.V.K. reactions.

1. Kortality Assay

This nay he the most simple way of assaying the reaction but

not the most sensitive since G.V.R.D. may run a milder course and

end in spontaneous recovery.

Mortality rates between 5th-30th day after grafting has been

used as the end point of analysis by Ciskind et al (1959» 1960).

They found the death rate to vary with strain combination and dosage

of grafted cells. In the rat adult-neonatal experimental model

Billingham elt al (1960) noted a relationship between cell dosage and

death rate whereas the time of death appearftlvery little dependent

on cell dosage.

This method is useful mainly to demonstrate the enormous

variability in "antigenic strength" between the various combinations

of mice since death versus survival should be convincing evidence of

this.

2. Weight Gain Assay

Hussell (1960) has made use of the well known weight retardation

in runt disease as an assay system. The method consists in daily

weighing of the injected animals from the first day of birth. Normal

syngeneic mice serve as controls but litter-mates of the test animals

would best serve as controls.

The weight of control animals increased approximately linearly

with/
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with time,up to "50 days of ape. The test animals, however, gained

weight normally for 5-8 days, at which time an abrupt cessation of

weight gain occurred. A weight plateau then supervened until the

death of the animal.

Hince G.V.H.D. is not always lethal, this is more sensitive

than mortality assay. It is particularly useful for the experiment

Tussell performed, i.e..attempt to attenuate the course of runt

disease.

3. Spleen Assays

"pleen assays of G.V.E. reaction exist in various modifications,

all based on the splenomegaly which occurs after grafting of donor

cells (the peak of splenomegaly occurs at some 6-16 days after

grafting but depending on the strain combinations and cell dosage it

m ;ur even later).

This assay has been used in chickens and mice as the main end

point in the analysis of G.V.H.R. Simonaen (1957) compared

absolute spleen weights from teat animals with corresponding spleen

weights from non-injected controls of the name age.

It was later found in inbred chickens that spleen weights of

non-injected controls were positively correlated with body weights.

The ratio of the spleen weight to the total body weight was then

used as a measure of spleen enlargement and this was called relative

spleen weight.

As a further refinement, -imonsen (1960) calculated the index

of spleen enlargement for each experimental animal by dividing its

relative/
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relative spleen weight, as defined above, by the mean of the relative

spleen weights for litter-m&te controls. An index of 1.00 is thus

by definition indicative of no change in spleen weight, whereas an

index of 2.00 represents a doubling of spleen weight.

The calculation of spleen indices has the virtue of making

results obtained from different litters more comparable because

variation in spleen weight between litters is bigger than the intra-

litter variation. The minimum spleen index which is considered

significant in "imonsen's laboratory i3 1.30.

It is necessary that the 3pleen index be calculated at the time

of maximal splenomegaly which is about 8-10 days after the inoculation

of cells. After thi3 time, the growth retardation will occur and

nay interfere with the reliability of the spleen assay (Siaonoen,

1962).

For most assays the use of hybrid litters is advantageous

since, unlike homozygous hosts, the animals do not rapidly become

refractoiy to the injected donor cells. They may be used as

recipients up to 10 days of age.

4. The Discriminant Gpleen Assay

This is an adaptation of the spleen assay described above, so

as to make it possible in a mixture of isanunolog.sally competent

cells of different origin, to measure the activity of one kind only.

It follows that this is of particular interest for analysis of

chimaeric tissues. How this is possible is that infantile

hybrids older than newborns are sufficiently mature to inactivate

grafted/
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grafted foreign cells by a conventional host reaction. But, if the

grafted cells are derived from one of the two parental strains, they

will produce the usual G.V.H. reaction. Hence, a mixture of two

such kinds of cello will be differentially treated after grafting to

the hybrids; only the parental cells will be allowed to react

against the host (Tiraonsen, 1962).

5. The Phagocytosis Assay

This assay was devised by Howard (1961a) and is based upon his

observation that hyperphagocytic activity of the reticulo-endothelial

system is associated with the proliferative phase of graft-versus-

host reactions in mice. The assay quantitatively measures reticulo¬

endothelial atinrulation. Colloidal carbon is injected intravenously

and its rat© of clearance from the blood stream is determined by

t periodic samples of blood from the retro-orbital venous plexus.

It was found that colloidal carbon was cleared from the blood stream

by the reticulo-endothelial system at an increased rate. The blood

clearance of colloidal oarbon follows an exponential function so that

phagocytic index 'K* is determined by

• Ton, concentration a - Log, concentration b
Tb - Ta

where Ta and Tb « time in minutes at a and b. The index

increased during the second week after grafting, reached a peak at

the 14th to 15th day find declined sharply thereafter. A normal

level was usually reached again by 20-40 days.

The phagocytic index is expressive of G.V.H. reactienfbr the

following/
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following reasons:

(i) The increased index is accompanied by other signs

of C.V.K. reactions.

(ii) Immunisation of the donor by previous slcin grafting

from the other parental strain of the hybrid resulted

in an increased index some 3-4 days earlier than

found with normal donors.

(iii) Phagocytosis can also be stimulated by the reverse

type of grafting, from the hybrid donor to parental

strain host - here the host is stimulated by the

antigens of the graft. In this instance the rise

in phagocytic index is much less pronounced, began

much earlier and had almost subsided by day 7 when

T phagocytic index during Q.V.H. reaction first

began to rise.

(iv) The injection of isologous cells (providing no

antigenic stimulus either way) gave no phagocytic

index at any time from days 5-20.

Those facts show that the increased phagocytic index in G.V.H.

reaction is not due to any non-specific kind of stimulation.

6. Chorio-*1lantoic Membrane Assay

This assay was developed by Burnet and Boyer in 1961. It

depends upon the fact that if a suspension of immunologically

competent cells is placed in contact with the chorio-allantoic

membrane of a 12-day chick embryo, a number of white focal lesions

developed/
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developed within 4-5 days. These lesions are formed by the lympho¬

cyte reacting against the foreign antigens of the host.

By varying dilutions of cell suspensions and using adequate

numbers of embryos per dose, a linear dose-response relation is
4

found with an average of one focus per 2 x 10 tdiite blood cells

applied to the membrane. The data presented by Burnet and Boyer

(1961) show a very marked scattering of counts obtained from

different membranes in response to the same oell inoculum. The

authors point out, themselves,that this method has obvious limitations

for quantitative work.

(P) PREVHIfTIOK CP CJUTr-VBRntJS-ECBT DISEASE

1. By Immunological Kechaniams

The ' nlogical prevention of G.V.H, disease in newborn

infants is brought about by one of three means:

(i) By the intravenous or intra-peritoncal inoculation

of adult lymphoid cells syngeneic with the neonatal

host.

(ii) By the intravenous or intra-peritoneal inoculation

of serum antibodies formed in adult members of the

host strain, and directed against tl tigans of

the donor strain, (r-iokind and Thomas, 19595

"iskind et al. 1960; Russell, 1960).

(iii) By immunological enhancement.

(i)/
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(i) Protection with Isologous Adult Jpleen Cells

Here the isologous adult spleen cells probably assist the

largely incompetent newborn host to reject the aiult homologous

lymphoid cells which are inoculated into it.

iskind and co-workers found a marked protective effect of

isologouo adult spleen cells injected intra-peritoneally half an

hour after the i.p. injection of homologous spleen cells. The two

inocula consisted of approximately equal numbers of lymphoid cell3

(0-12 million cells). The experiment wa3 done with three different

strain combinations. The non-protected group had 100,' mortality and

the protected group had 30f mortality, laologous adult liver cells

did not have arty effect. If the 'protective" injection of cells is

given 24 hours after the homologous cells, no protection was observed

(SU - -tality). Using a different strain combination (DBA/l—*

C57BL/6) liuasell fcund a similar protective effect, as determined by

the weight gain assay. He also found that protection occurred even

after 48 hours, although it was not as effective as,,if given earlier.

If protection was offered as late as day 5 or 6, no beneficial result

occurred.

In two runting animals, protection was attempted by inoculating

isologous immune colls given on the 4th .j after inoculation of

homologous lymphoid cells. This proteoted the animals quite well

till the 20th day. On the 23rd day, the weight of both animals

declined but it began to rise again on the 25th day when another

inoculation of isologous Immune lymphoid cells was given. This

result/
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result may indicate not only the interaction that is going on

between the two cellular types but also the persistence of the

inoculated donor cells.

"imilarly "livers and Billingham (1S69) studied the protective

effect of normal and sensitized lymph node colls, using rats of the

Lewis and BN isogenic c trains ('.g-B locus incompatible) on the neo¬

natal BN rats developing runt disease, brought on by the injection

of adult Lewis lymphoid cells. Allowing a standard intravenous or

intra-noritones. 1 inoculation of 20 million Lewis node cells into

neonatal B?T hosts, the animals develop cutaneous lesions by 11-15

days and do-th inevitably takes place within 20 days. "."hen a

similar number of adult B!T lymph node cells are administered via a

different vein or when BP cells are admixed with an otherwise harmful

I lymph node cell, the animals do not develop G.V.H. disease.

It was found that the timing of the "protective" injection was very

vital; precedence or delay by an little as 4 hours resulted in great

teasiment of protection. then the harmful and the protective cell

injections are given at 24 hour intervals, no protection was noted,

"he authors suggest the necessary condition for the protection of the

host by unsensitized isologous lymphoid cells is that they establish

a prompt and intimate confrontation vii o homologous target cells,

"hen isologous adult lymphoid cell3, sensitised to the donor tissue

were injected in the same dosage as normal cells, protection of 92/

of the animals was noted even 'hen injected on the third day after

the injection of homologous cells. These findings suggest that

adult/
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adult icologpus lymphoid cello provide the immunologically vulnerable

neonatal ho t with reo.dy-re.de functionally developed, normal

immunologic: 1 apparatus, to combat the harmful homologous cells,

(ii) Protection with Iso-imrune "era

Using* the 9c;7UL/6-oB\/2 combination '"iskind ejfc al (1960) found

that passive transfer of serujr from adult DB'/2 mice, which had been

immunized against the Aorior tissue antigens, could minimize the

attack by the grafted cells. The anti-serum n.-s given as a daily

lntra-periton«nl injection in increasing dosages from, days 2-9 after

grafting. Litter-mate controls received identical treatment with

normal HBA./2 s«rum. Mortality from O.V.F. disease was 5/18 in the

group treated with antiserum as compared with 14/15 in the control

group. ^usnell (1962) has also found a similar beneficial effect

of specif*" "rti-donor antiserum in abrogating the harmful effects

of the donor lymphoid colls on neonatal mice and rats. "Urther

there is su—"©stive evidence of a natural passive transfer of

protection in thn case of rets and mice, bom of specifically

sensitized mothers ("'iskir ! and Thomas, 195?).

The results of T'ren et al (i960, 1?62) and of "livers and

Billingham (1969) indicate that isoantisera may be more effective in

inhibiting O.'V1. reactivity than sensitized 1 " old cells, "livers

and Billinghar inoculated M neonatal r- to by the I.V, route

20 million Lewis lyrwh node cells. hen tho animals were 10 days

old, each of the 6 subjects received for 5 consecutive days i.e.

injections of 0.2 ml. of M anti-lewis antiserum. "11 the nix

animals/
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an mala grew nozmally, although two of them received further

injections on day 15 and 17. "©run from normal, unsensitized BE

donors has no px*otoctive effect.

It was also noted by these workers that when the animals appear

clinically ill, the specific anti-donor antiserum h ;c. the capacity

to prevent a fatal outcome in percentage of these animals. Thus,

10, 13 day old 'runts' were injected daily ..ith BE anti-Lewis serum

until they either died or attained the age of 22 aye. fter this

no antiserum was administered. Although nil subjects manifested

some .tautness or lesions of the skin when this treatment was

initiated and 6 died when they were 15—1S days old, 4 lived to

adulthood, after considerable retardation of their growth* In

comparison to this, all 6 BI rats injected daily with normal BE

scrum, 1L. ye of age, died on the 16th day.

Thin shows that antiserum at the dosage levels administered,is

a much more effective therapeutic agent than iaolcgous normal

lymphoid cells from normal 'or even specifically sensitised isologous

adult donors.

(iii) Arotection by Immunological nhancement

Immunological enhancement has been defined as the "successful

establishment or prolonged survival of an alloc Ac graft", (Kalisa,

1862). Initially, enhancement was believed to be a feature associated

with certain types of tumours but now there is ample evidence that

this phenomenon is also applicable to normal tissues, (liutchin, 1968;

french. and Batchelor, 1969). Enhancement can be induced in the host

animal/
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animal which is to receive a graft by one of two ways:

(a) By active immunisation of the host by tissue

homogenate3 from an animal which is intended

to be the donor of the graft.

(b) By passive immunisation of the host by iso-immune

serum prepared against the tissue of the donor

animal.

Voisin and I. insky (1962) applied the principle of enhancement

to the amelioration of O.V.K.D. in neonatal mice. They induced

C.V.H.D. in neonatal A strain mice by the inoculation of adult CBA

spleen cells. To one group of these animals, immune serum prepared

by immunizing adult CBA mice against lyophilised newborn strain A

tissue, was administered. To the second group of mice, which

received the same number of adult CBA lymphoid cells, the same amount

of normal CBA serum was administered. To the third group of control

normal A strain mice, no cells or serum was administered. It was

found that in the first group of animals (which received specific

immune serum) 41 of the animals died of G.V.H.D. while in the

second group 63; of the animals died of G.Y.H.D. In the control

group, no animals died. 'Thus, in his experiments, in the animals

'which were given specific anti-host immune serum,there were less

deaths. This was attributed as being due to the phenomenon of

immunological enhancement.

These vrorkers (Voisin jet al, 1967, 1968) also attempted to

protect against G.V.H.D, in the parent-F^ hybrid experimental model
/
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by inducing enhancement actively and p&odivoly, Although the

results of aotivu enhancesicnt are disputablet passive enhancement

eeewe to protect a percentage of mice undergoing G.V.H.D*

However, the administration of donor lymphoid oolla and specific

anti-hoot antiserum do not always result in enhancement (noted by

protection from development of G.V.H.D.). Botch®lor and Howard

(1965) found that administration of anti-host antiserum to animals

inoculated with donor lymphoid colls, nay result in the aorta

acting either synergisticelly with the donor lymphoid cello (thus

aggravating the disease) or antagonistically (thus protecting thea)

depending on the strain combination employed* Thus with the strain

combination C57B1. spleen cclla—?(257BLx'JR"-)?^ the emti-hoat serun
acted sync pslatically with the donor lymphoid cells while in C57BL

spleen colls —> (GSTBIjeA)^ , there was ev' donee of protection against
the disease*

Tbm results of these experiments show that enhancement could

play a part in protection against G.V.K.D.

2. T'revention by Hon~ Immunological ?!©chanlsa»

The mortality fro® G.V.H.S. can be reduced surgically by the

r Esoval of the spleen* Pallor (19645 reported that if neonatal

C57BL mice were aplenoctocised within a few hours of intravenous

inoculation of adult CBA spleen cells, the eortality fron G.V.H.D.

was reduced by half, though no protective effoct was amn if the

spleen was removed before the injection of donor cells. This would

mean that the donor cells primarily settle down in the spleen and

initiate/
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initiate the imirune response. Biozzi et (1964) studied the

influence of nplenectony of the hybrid inoculated with the

parental strain cells. In this case, some reduction in the severity

of the G.Y.H. reaction occurred if splenectomy was done before the

injection of cells. If the splenectomy was r>©rforjaed 2 days after

the injection of donor cello, there van a striking reduction of

mortality rate and by 8 days their© was only some reduction in

mortality compared to the control group. These authors consider

that splenectomy before the injection of donor cells tends to reduce

the effective number of donor cells that can settle in the host,

whereas splenectomy after inoculation removes a large focus of the

reaction. Amethopterin, which had been shown to reduce the

incidence of secondary disease in mouse irradiation chimeras has

also proved effective in protection of mice from developing G.V.H.

disease (Russell, 1962). The surviving mice wore shown to be cell

chimeras and were specifically tolerant of skin grafts from the donor

strain. The reports on the capacity of 6-®ercaptopurine in reducing

the severity of G.V.R.R. are not very consistent. Barnsa et al

(1966) found that the incidence of G.V.B.D. was reduced from 82; to

55' when the drug in a total dose of 60 mg/kg body weight was given

over a 6 day period, whereas -chwartz et al (1965) found that this

drug causes an acceleration of the disease. Schwartz ejt al (1965)
found that methotrexate treatment suppressed the disease when given

at a time when active disease ia ordinarily expected. These authors

found that total body X-irradiation (400 rads) led to extreme

susceptibility/
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susceptibility to G.V.H.D. and that prednisolone ameliorated G.V.H.D.

only when given at the same time as parental cells.

However, the reports on the capacity of non-iimunologic agents

to suppress G.V.H.D. are not sufficient, although this aspect of the

study may throw some light on the prevention and treatment of

G.V.H.D« in human beings \*ho are given bone marrow or lymphoid cells

for certain immunological and haematopoietic disorders.

(G) OCCURENCE OF RUNT (G.V.H.D.) DISEASE IN HUMAN INFANTS

hen it was first known that tolerance can be induced in neo¬

natal animals by the inoculation of viable adult homologous lymphoid

cells, it occurred in the minds of many investigators that tolerance

could also be produced in prenatal or newborn infants. If this were

possible, the tolerant child could in later years have a transplant

of some tissue or organ from the donor whose cells were used to

produce tolerance. 1 ith this end in view, a few newborn babies were

injected intramuscularly with nearly 300 million of their parent's

leukocytes. None of them became tolerant ( oodruff, 1957). However,

"owler et_ al (1960) reported marked prolongation of graft survival in

some infants transfused at birth with fresh blood for neonatal

jaundice and challenged with skin from the blood donor a few days

later. None of the subjects have suffered any ham but no deliber¬

ate attempts have been made to produce tolerance in infants for fear

of inducing G.V.H.D.

There are two situations in which transplantation of cell3 from

blood/
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blood or bone narrow is carried out for therapeutic reasons, at the

present time. In these two situations, if the transplanted cells

are presented with foreign antigens in the host, the possibility of

G.V.H.D. cannot be excluded. This hazard can be eliminated as soon

as simple and more accurate methods of histocompatibility matching

become available.

The two situations are:

(a) Treatment of immunological deficiency diseases such as

iwlss type of agammaglobulinaemia or in certain haomatological

diseases such as aplastio anaemia and acute leukaemia. Here the

affected individuals are transplanted with cells from the blood,

bora marrow, foetal thymus and foetal liver (Hathaway et aj, 1966|

Hong et al. 1968; Graw et al. 1970). Here, althou^i immunological

restitution is possible, some of the survivors develop grsft-verous-

hoot disease which is fatal. An example of a patient dying of

G.V.H.D. is that of en 8 month old boy with lymphqpaenia (Swiss type),

immunological deficiency syndrome and intractable oral moniliasis.

The patient had a lymphopaenia and an allogeneic skin graft was not

rejected. The lymphocytes did not show any response to in vitro

stimulation by typhoid antigen or P.H.A. After transfusion with

maternal blood, allogeneic foetal thymus and foetal liver cells

(from a male and female foetus) the 1 .B.C. and lymphocyte counts

rose and the previously stable 3kin graft was rejected completely.

The moniliasis disappeared and the in vitro challenge 'with typhoid

antigen resulted in cellular proliferation of lymphocytes. Un¬

fortunately G.V.H. reaction supervened and the patient died from

massive/
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massive bilateral haemonhegic pneumonia.

Graw jet al (1970) treated seven patients with acute lymphatic

leukaemia with a four-day cyclophosphamide regimen or total body

irradiation (950-1000 rada). Following this, bone marrow trans¬

fusion from HL-A matched donors was given. Three of the seven

patients developed G.V.H. reaction ranging from mild to severe degree.

(b) It is an accepted practice now to transfuse with packed

red blood cells to foetuses who are victims of Rh sensitization.

The intricate technique involves the transfusion of blood through

the uterus of the mother and into the peritoneal cavity of th© foetus.

In this situation also, the lymphocytes of the blood donor can

interact with the foreign antigens of the foetus and thus could lead

to a G.V.H. reaction in the foetus (Liley, 1963). It is possible

to administer repeated intra-peritoneal transfusions of packed blood

cells (up to 375 ml) from week 26 of gestation onward (Bowman and

Friesen, 1964) and followed by post-partum transfusions. Thus,

these repeated transfusions which have immunocompetent cells have the

capacity to induce tolerance in the foetu3, at least to some degree.

However, since large numbers of immunocompetent cells are transfused,

it is not surprising that one case of human G.V.H.D. has been

reported as a result of this procedure (Hainan et al. 1966). In

this case, chromosome studies on peripheral blood lymphocyte cultures

have established the existence of chimerism with respect to the cells

donated by the father. If the leukocytes are removed befc. rans-

fUsion, which is possible, G.V.H. reaction can be prevented.

1./
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1, :Possible ntur 1 ecurroncc of . . .. .

Iter© iu sufficient evidence that Hh nonnitir-ation ir. irf■ nta

1b duo to the posrr re of foot 1 erythrocyte.: into the • - tcrnal

circulation thro: ,-h the plscenti . "?a« is l-nc-.n of tho pr.sst. *e of

n tomal cells into the footnl circulation 1 though 'here ore r norts

the t r lign; nt selrnoraa sor otires cross the placenta and • iccesofully

establish themselves in the foetus. It is thuu conceivable th. t

notilo mternnl eel'" of tho loukocgrto eerier. r.-.y alee th.-ourfh

the notemnl-foetal barrier though it is very difficult to detect

this ( lllinghaei, 1964).

If the mterael lymphoid cells enter the foots! circulation,

defending on the timing and th© magnitude of the postulated

infiltration, th© foetus nay (l) be tenoitired by the maternnl

trannpl ntntion unti< ens vhich it door, not possess, enabling it to

destroy the rntemnl cells. (?) If it is exposed to such 1 n -er

doses of nntem 1 cells, it nay respond by becoming tolerant bi t it

is a r- re rhenonenon.

lines th© nerirherr.l blood contained insrunologic lly eomnetent

colls, this indicated that the natural occurrence of a V . . .

syndrome was at least i theoretical possibility.

In 1965 Kadowaki £t rX reported on a stale infant, ap-aarently

norr-1 at birth, who began to have various infections after n month

with cessa tion of weight gain, after 5 months, '"here were abnoxtv 1-

ities of the shin, including peculiar lyrrpho-hintlocytic in.fi I tratione#

transiently enlarged lymph nobles and a 3i:uificant :Z/XT chtoerlao

apparently/
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apparently restricted to lymphoid cells of the blood. The baby

died after 16 months, G.V.H. reactivity by cells of maternal origin

was held to have been partially responsible for this disease and the

investigators considered the possibility that primary thymic arrest

may have contributed to the host's non-reactivity to the alien cells

of maternal origin.

(H) TH C.AU -T, OF 'HURTING TKBBCKG * GAUGED BY AGSHTS OTHER
THAN BY VIABLE IMMUNOLOGICALLY COKT'THNT CELLS

Since G.V.H.D. was first described in 1957, several at least

outwardly similar wasting syndromes have been described in mice? and

other species subjected to totally unrelated treatments that could

not possibly cause G.V.H.D., (Billingham, 1966—67). These causes

will now be discussed to consider as far as possible, the extent to

which they may represent similar end results attained through

different means.

Many workers in the past have seriously considered the

possibility that bacterial or viral pathogens, either introduced

together with the homologous lymphoid cell inoculum or subsequently

gaining entrance into the immunologically deficient host, may cause

wasting disease and/or death, (isacson, 1959). Although the bulk

of the evidence weighed highly against the possibility that G.V.H.D.

was causally related to infection, it was not quite decisive.

However, the demonstration that mice maintained under germ-Cree

conditions are just as susceptible to G.V.H.D. as are normally

maintained/
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mint;:ined mice, is virtually deci3ive (| clntire, "ell and ?bLller,

1<?64\ although it doer, not entirely rule out the possibility of a

viral aetiology.

1. bacterial Infection and bunting

""roolce \'Cr'4) has shewn that inoculation of inf nt nice with

aInone11a tynhinuriun leads to -"allure to gain weight, plenonegaly

and ' nTK.tonegnly, associated with areas of xerosis and ultinatoly

death.

It was also noted that this pathogen ocn be transmitted

together with i e lynphoid cell suspensions. The factors that are

significant in alnonolla induced run ting being (1) the number of

or '•nisrs inoculated, (2) the ago of the host •; suaceptibility

declining with hoot age.

"here are two criteria by which "nlmonella minting can be

differentiated fron G.V.H.D,

(i) nlRonella runting in associated with hypertrophy

of lynphoid tissues whereas G.V.H.D,,in its later

stages,is associated with lynphoid tissue depletion.

^ii) a.V.n.D. in the adult-neonatal system is preventable

by infection of adult isologous lynphod cells into

neonatal hosts together with, or soon after, the

ineculation of the potentially harmful allcg'-neic

lynphoid cells, whereas this procedure exerts no

protective effect against aInone11a induced rum.

2. Vaccine-induced "asting Disease

kstedt/
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kotodt and Mshimura (1964) described a wasting syndrome in

neonatal mice. They injected by the intra-peritoneal route aterile

bacterial vaccines from staphylococcus aureus and Group A (Typo 30)

streptococci. The initial injection was before the animals were

24 hours old d the subsequent course of 18 injections were given

ovory other day for up to 5 weeks. As soon as the injections were

stopped, animals which had apparently developed as runts, gained

weight find became indistinguishable from normal animals. Severely

affected animals displayed marked lymphoid atrophy.

It is note -orthy that injections given 48 hours after birth

wore innocuous. It was also of significance that germ-free nice

were much more resistant to runting than mice maintained convention¬

ally. These authors put forward the view that exposure of these

immature animals to such multiplicity of antigens results, in some

unknown manner, in depletion of their lymphoid tissues. The

enhanced resistance of germ-free nice to this vaccine-induced runting

raises the question whether the uicease is caused by environmental

pathogens In immunologically debilitated animals. It is interesting

to know whether isologoua adult lymphoid cello would protect those

animals which became severely affected by this vaccine treatment.

3. Virus-Induced ' aBting Disease

Vandeputte and De Somer (1965) bave shown that inoculation of

high doses of polyoma virus into neonatal mice of some stx'oins

causes a wasting syndrome that, even in its finest details, very

difficult to differentiate from G.Y.H.I. '~ . unologic&l runting).

Inoculation/
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Inoculation of very young nice with lymphocytic choriomeningitis

virus in mice may also produce a transient form of runting (llotchin

and eigand, 1961).

4* Subcellular fractions and hunting

tanley and Least (1967) report on preliminary investigations

which suggest that subcellular fractions nay be able to induce

runting indistinguishable from G.V.K.D. (homologous disease). A

light mitochondrial fraction prepared from reovirua type 3 induced

lymphoma (2?31/l) has produced both lymphomas and a runting tyndrcme.

The fraction is apparently cell-free and the runting potential seems

to be closely linked with the ribonuclease (flKase) sensitivity of the

fraction.

5. Chemical Induction of ;halting syndromes

Miller and Davies (1964) cite the use of 19-nortestocterone to

retard the development of the bursa in the chick embryoj thi3

results in a wasting syndrome similar to homologous disease (G.V.H.J.).

Batchelor and Chapman (1S65) report on thymic involution and lympho-

paenia developing as a result of oestradial implantation in mice.

Hie results of the horr.one treatment can be modified to give an acute

runting syndrome if immunization against an antigen is commenced

shortly after the hormone injection. The authors record that the

acute disease resembles "runt" disease. It is suggested that the

artificial immunization increases lymphocyte turnover and that this

accelerates the appearance of the acute disease.

Administration of a single subcutc. injec of 0.25 ng.

of/
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of Cortisol acetate to newborn nice results in a fatal wasting

disease that appears like G.Y.H.f. The weights of spleens and

thymuses of affected animals are markedly subnormal.

feed and Jutila (1965) find that the mortality in cortosol

aostat©»treated neonatal germ-free mice is significantly lower than

that in conventionally reared animals. It was also found that the

mortality in the germ-free treated animal* was raised following

nonocontamination with Escherichia coli, a component of the normal

flora of conventionally maintained mice. This would mean it the

normal flora 01 healthy animals cannot be completely dismissed as

possible netioiogic agents in at least some of the wasting syndromes

considered. Harmless commensals may become uthogeaic in immuno¬

logically debilitated or otherwise altered hosts.

6. . ost-hatal Thymectomy disease

"hen the thymuses are removed at birth an interesting disease

develops in mice, and to a lessor and more voidable extant in rat3

and hamsters (farrott and aat, 1,64; Miller, 1965). In the mouse,

the earlier the thymectomy, the higher the incidence of the wasting

syndrome which overtakes its victims when they arc a few -.reeks to

several months old. The disease is fatal and closely resembles

immunological runting (G.V. ...) in its finer details. The affected

subjects display hyperplasia of the retioulo-endotUli ,1 system, ..1th

increased phagocytic activity, diminished immunological competence,

terminal lymphoid atrophy and trophic disturbances. The . ale

causes which could account for this syr are ion, auto¬

immunity/
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suto-iminunity and loas of soo« thyRus-apecific growth-proffloting

factor. It waa found that germ-free neonatally thymoctoniaed mice

exhibit none of the signs of the disease for up to 8 months, ( .11aon

et al, 19641 Feintire et al. 1964). However, if they are con¬

taminated and "conventionalised" at any stage, they develop the

disease within 4-0 weeks. Failure to detect pathogenic bacteria in

the diseased animals cannot exclude the possibility that & viral or

rickettsial agent say be responsible.

It has been mentioned that immunological runt disease (C.Y.H.D.)

night be due to an oarly immunologically procured destruction of the

thymus, (Parrott and Hast, 1964). An argument against this

possibility is that while immunological runt disease (G.Y.H.D,) occurs

in gem-free nice (Kelntire ©t.ajj 1964) that of post-thymectomy

wasting syndrone does not. It had also been noted that the poat-

thycsectofey wasting syndrome can be abolished by subsequent inoculation

of iaologoua or homologeua thymus grafts ("tutsan gt 1967).
7. Rating Moeooe Induced by Heterologous! /Jiti lymphocyte 'erua

Fonaco et (1966) have shown that a wasting syndrome, similar

to homologous disease (O.V.K. 1).) and to many of the wasting syndroms

described above, develops in adult mice chronically treated with

rabbit-entimouse lymphocyte esrun. After several weeks the enimla

become oevsraly wasted and display progressive weight loss, hunched

lacks, severe alopecia and variable degrees of diarrhoea associated

with profounc atrophy of the lymphoid organs. Although the

treatment results in ©1©y?? tod level® of circulating corticosteroid

which/
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which contribute to the lyrrpholytic effect, the authors are of the

opinion that the latter effect is due to destruction by antiserum.

In none of the syndromes described above, are thero at present

valid grounds for considering that lymphoid coll per ao is sufficient

to cause the wasting conditions associated with it. Mnong the

vsrioxis hypoth- ■ • advanced to account for the pathc -ononis of these

syndrom " ' - ion .-•* - -c - • •• * • lymphoid

tissues, "asynchronous molecular synthesis and deprivation of a

postulated trophocytic function of lymphocytes", (BUlingham, 1966-67).
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OBJKCTIV r> OF THI : THF3IS

1. tudiea on the ''istopathology of G.V.H.D.

There are only a few reports dealing with the histopathology of

graft versus host disease. The changes in the lymphoid tissues of

rats with .V.H.D. are fairly clear in the early stages (first 72

hours). Gowans (1962) had shorn, using auto-radiogr&phic labelling

techniques that the inoculated donor lymphoid cells transform into

large pyroninophilic blast cells which subsequently divide into small

lymphocytes.

The importance of host cell proliferation in G.V.H. reactions was

first demonstrated in chickens by Biggs and Payne (195S) who identi¬

fied approximately 50 per cent of dividing cells in enlarged female

spleens (4 days after inoculation of cockerel blood)as being of host

karyotype. In mice, liavies and oak (1963) using the ?6 trans¬

location chromosome marker, estimated the proportion of donor cells

among all dividing cells in the spleen. They found that the vast

majority of proliferating cells were of host origin. Howard et al

(1961) induced G.V.H.D. in the parent - F. hybrid model and during

tho phase of spleen enlargement estimated the proportion of donor

cells among all immunologically competent cells by the discriminant

spleen assay. By employing 2-strain combinations they noted that

36-100 per cent of the immunologically competent colls were of host

origin 1-58 days after the inoculation of parental cells. Howard

(1961a) had also shown that in mice undergoing G.V.H.D. the phago¬

cytic index was increased 2-10 fold two weeks after the inoculation

of/



of the donor cello. These results show that not only the donor cello

show evidence of oroliferation "but also that of the host. Mllirig-

has and treilein (1969) said that "it is difficult to account at

the moment for the massive host cell proliferation in the lymphoid

organs and the question remains unresolved whether the incitants are

products of antecedent local Q.V.H. reactions". It appears that the

host cell proliferation occurs in the later stages after the

inoculation f doner r^lls, at a time when the animals manifest

evidence of clinical disease.

?y preliminary histopathological studies showed that the lymphoid

tissues) of the G.V.11.D, animals wore replaced almost entirely by

macrophages and the possibility existed that the massive host coll

proliferation was the result of multiplication of macrophages.

Hence I decided to r.ak® a serial study of the hi a topa tho1ogi ca1

changes in G.V.H.D. not only to study the tissue lesions in all the

organs but also to investigate the purpose of this massive host cell

proliferation in the pathogenesis of this disease.

2. Cell Culture "tudies in G.V.H.D.

It is known that macrophages play an important role in many

biological reactions such as chronic infections, homograft rejection,

tumour immunity, hypersensitivity and auto-iraunity. The role of

macrophages in G.Y.H.I), is not clear; they may play a primary role

in the pathogenesis of the disease. As regards the role of donor

cells in G.Y.H,D. there is as yet no sufficiently analysed case to

substantiate the theory that the grafted cells can pursue their

attack/
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attack on the hoot indefinitely ("imonaen, 1962, p.414). The

number of donor cells present in sice with G.7.H.D. is variable;

this Implies that continued proliferation of donor cell® is not

necessary in order for the host to experience the cost severe of

G.V.B. reactions, (Gov&ns and I cGrogor, 1965). It is possible that

the donor lymphoid cells can cause an altered state of reactivity in

the macrophages of animals with O.V.H.D.

l^r histopa ' deal examination of the tissues of G.V.H.D.

sice shows a massive proliferation of macrophages in the lympho-

haematopoietic organs with loan of lynphoid cells in lymph nodes.

Phagocytosis of lymphocytes or the presence of cell necrosis was not

seen in these organs. It may be that the macrophages are responsible

for the depletion of lymphocytes in lymph nodes. Certainly there is

sufficient evidence in the literature to demonstrate the destructive

ability of macrophage®. Thus, eiaer ©t. ill (1965) had shown that

specifically sensitised peritoneal macrophages from mice inoculated

intraperitoneally into appropriate mice, produced a fulminating

disease in which the animals died in 3-4 days. Tsoi and eiser

(1968) had shown the capacity of immune macrophages to specifically

suppress the growth of farcoma 1 cells in irradiated intact animals.

Granger and eiaer (1964, 1966) had shown that sensitized macro¬

phages had the capacity to destroy specific target fibroblast® in

vitro. by a non-phagocytic contact mechanism. Investigating further

on the mechanism of action of these cells ©iaor ejt (1969) had

shown that sensitized macrophage® possess surface cytophilic

antibodies/
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antibodies which can be destroyed by trypsin or ©luted by heating at

56°C. Immune macrophages "disarmed" of antibody by trypsin can be

"reamed" with antibody by exposure to "immune ae: m" or heat-eluto

of immune macrophages. A better understanding of the behaviour of

macrophages in G.V. D, is made possible by in vitro techniques

where macrophages from normal or C.V.H.D. animals could be cultured

in test tubes in either normal or diseased animals* aerum. Koltay

et ai (1965) had ehown that the serum of mice undergoing G.V. .D,

had low levels of serum immunoglobulins and also showed the presence

of antibodies directed against the host tissue (in the parent - Fj
hybrid experimental model). Thus it is possible that macrophages

in C.7.H.D. could interact directly with lymphoid cells and replace

them. The central hypothesis underlying my experimental work is

that the macrophage of G.V.H.D. has cell-destructive properties.
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(a) materials and methods

1. Animals

These were inbred strains of mice. Two strain combinations

were used, the first being C57BL females and the first generation

hybrid (C57BL x CBA)?^ derived from mating C573L males and CM
females, ( the parental strains c57bl and CBA were obtained from

'Ani-sal Carriers', London,and the F^ offsprings were the result of
breeding the in the apartment of Pathology, University of Edinburgh,)

The second strain combination was C57BL/6J males and B6AF^ /J hybrid
males (produced by mating C57BL/6J males and a/J females) and was

obtained from Jackson Laboratories, Bar Harbor, Paine, U.S.A.

The animals were 6-8 weeks old at the time of the experiment

and weighed between 20 - 25 g. They were kept in plastic cages

(six animals in each cage) and were fed with fillers autoclaved diet

and water. The temperature of the room was thermostatically con¬

trolled and maintained between 20° - 25°C.

2. The Production of G.V.H. Disease

The C57BL+ and C57RL/6Jcf were the donors of lymphoid cells and

(C57BL x CBa)Fj and B6aFj/J(? were host animals which were injected
with the donor cells (parental lymphoid cells) i.e.

C57BL? £ (C57BL x CB.4)F1 males or females.
C57BI./6JC? —^ B6AF1 /J$

3. Bleeding of the Parental trains

The mouse is held in the left hand and the thumb and forefinger

holds the mouse by the scruff of the neck using sufficient pressure

to/
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to keer it Irrobile but not to choke It. The body of the animal is

held in the pal® of the hand. By caking uae of a Pasteur pipette

'ith a fairly fine point, the end is inserted int the retro-orbital

venous plexus of the oy®, It is possible to collect between 0.4 -

0.6 ml. of blood from each animal by this procedure.

4. Preparation of lymphoid Cell "uspensions for Injection
into the Prospective ?y ]!ybrida
fter killing the animal by cervical dislocation, the fur is

well swabbec! ith 70 per cent etfcylalcohol. A horizontal cut is

made on the ventral body skin with/oair of scissors and the akin is

pulled away towards the head and tail end of the animal. The inner

aspect of the integument is thus exposed in which the inguinal, and

submandibular lymph nodes ar® visible. The axillary and brachial

lymph nodes are found in the axilla and in the outer surface of the

upper limb. A cut is made on the abdoei >al muscle and the mesenter¬

ic, para-aortic lymph node® and the spleen are removed. The lymph

nodes and spleen are collected under sterile conditions in a Petri

dish containing tissue culture medium 193 and 10 units of Heparin

per ml. The lytsph nodes and spleen are cut into small pieces and

teased at the oacc time, using a fino pair of foroepo and scalpel.

The suspension is then transferred to a loose fitting ground-glass

tissue homogenifser and the cells released from the connective tissue

framework by using gentle pressure. The suspension containing the

cells was filtered through a fine-mesh stainless steel sieve to

remove the coarse tissue debris. The tissue culture medium

containing/
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containing the lymphoid cello is then allowed to remain in a beaker

for about 10 minutes thus permitting the relatively fine tissue

fragments to settle on the bottom* This is very important since

the fine tissue fragments can emboliae in the capillaries of the

lungs of the host animals and cause death.

The supernatant was pipetted into conical centrifuge tubes and

spun in a refrigerated (4°C) K.C.S. centrifuge at 50 g. for 10

minutes. At t " om, the lymphoid cells form a pellet and the

supernatant was pipetted off. It is very necessary to pipette off

this supernatant since it contains cytoplasmic constituents which

are toxic to the host animal when given by the intravenous route.

The cell pellet was brought into suspension again by adding a

small volume of heparinized tissue culture medium 199, Thin is done

by mixing the suspension with a Pasteur pipette. The suspension was

then drawn into a plastic syringe through a fine bore needle (23 G)

and was gently ejected out of it into a small beaker.

procedure was repeated two or three times till a suspension of

single lymphoid cells was obtained.

Now, using a standard haemocytoaster and improved neubauer cell

counting chamber, the total cell count was made and the suspension

' ted to the volume which contained the required number of cells

(see numeration of lymphoid Cells).

To determine the viability of the lymphoid cell suspension, one

drop of 0.4 per cent Trypan blue and one drop of the suspension was

mixed on a glass nlide. After a few minutes the dead cells appeared

aa/
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ma large spherical light-bluish stained colla. The viable cells

are smaller and are unstained. A total of 100 cells was counted

using the counting chamber and the number of dead cells was

determined. t the end of two hours after the removal of lymph

nodes fro© the donor nice, $0-95 per cent of the cells wore viable.

5. numeration of Lymphoid Cells

pperatua: An improved Neubauer cell counting chamber and a

standard ret cell 1 tto of known capacity. The lymphoid cell

suspension was drawn into the pipette to the 0.5 mark, and the white

cell diluting fluid was drawn up to the 101 nark and the contents

thoroughly mixed. The diluting fluid was made up as follows.

Glacial acetic acid 1.5 ml

1 per cent solution of gentian violet in water.. 1.0 ml

Distilled water 98.0 ml

Ketfcod: The counting chamber and the special thick coveralip

supplied with it were cleaned and the covers lip placed ce. 'ally

over the bar of the counting chamber. The fluid in the pipette

was thoroughly mixed and about one-third of the contents of the bulb

was expelled and discarded, The fluid in the pipette was allowed

to run under the coveralip by capillary attraction. Bubbles must

ided and the fluid just fill the space under ihe coveralip

between the two grooves.

Taunting! 11 the leucocytes contained in an area of 4 •q.mm. wcr©

counted and the average for 1 sq.ram. obtained. ith the Keubauer

ruling the four squares, each of t sq.ran., at the comers of the

chamber/
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chamber v«?re used. "ince the lepth of the chamber is 1/10 m.n,, tho

number of colic found on 1 sq.sas. i- that contained In 1 '10 e.rr, of

M inted blood.

Calculation: Che average number of cello in the vhole of tho rulod

area of the counting chamber van the number present in 1/10 c.tra. of

diluted lymphoid cuopennion. 'ince the dilution of the lymphoid

ruspenaion i» 1/200, the number of cells counted must be multiplied

by 2,000.

6. Technique of Injection into Animals

nch (CBA x C57BT. ^ hybrid received lymphoid colls obtained
from two donor mice (140-160 million cello} and. each B6AFj/«T mouse
received lysmheid cells from three donor mice (250-300 million cells).

The former group of aninalo received the cells intravenously in a

single injection in a volume of 0.3 ml. while tho latter group were

injected intravenously cn two consecutive days using a dose of 125 *

106 cells in a volume of 0.3 ml. Preliminary experiment indicated

that in the first strain combination, the animals became emaciated

end diedby 20 days whereno in the second strain combination the

animals diedby 30-35 days when the above dose schedule was used.

The host animal was enclosed in a small cylindrical mesh

c - which was fixed on to a retort stand. The tai l was warmed with

cotton wool soaked in water. The injection was given very slowly

through one of the lateral tail veins. This procedure was repeated

with the rest of the experimental animals. Twenty-four animals were

inoculated in this manner and a similar number of animals wore kept

as/
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as controls.

rhe control and teat animals wore weighed daily for two weeks

before the injection of oello, and daily thereafter. At the time of

'•sighing the animals were examined for their gait, the condition of

the fur and oigno of diarrhoea. Hie control aniiaalo were also

examined at the astro time.

The first batch of six animals was killed on the 5th day after

the injeotion of The second batch mo killed on the 10th

day, the third batch on the 15th day and the last batch on the 19th

or 20th clay. eriai thological study was cade on the (CRA x

C57BL)F. hybrids which were inoculated with C57B" cells.

7. Tissues for Histology

The organs and tissues were examined naked eye and notes wore

made describing then. "mall pieces of tissue were then taken from

the organs and were fixed in 10 per cont buffered neutral formalin

for 12 hours and then fixed in 5 per cent corrosive subli te for

48 hours.

The following organs and tissues were removed and fixed: lymph

nodes (inguinal, axillary, submandibular, mesenteric and lumbar),

liver, cpleen, kidney, pancreas, the alimentary tract, e tery,

a or testes, thymus, lung, heart, sternum, in" rcostal muscle,

skin, brain, thyroid, salivary gland, adrenal and pituitary.

Similar organs and tissues were removed from fivo normal litter

mates and were fixed in a similar manner.

8. Injection of Colloidal Carbon into Normal and OVHD rice

tfnterialo: /
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Tutorials* 1. ' gluea and metal tuberculin eyringe. This i3

preferable to the nil-glass kind. flight pressure on the rot -.1

plunger enables the graduation narks to be easily seen despite the

presence of carbon.

2, v beaker of war© water and cotton wool for varying

the tail of the mouse.

3, suspension of carbon in a stoppered tube at 37 C.

"he carbon in c" ' •* from Sunther agner, Pelikan orfco, Hanover,

Romany, and is stored in a stock solution of 64 Bg/al with a small

amount of gelatin. « stock solution is mlted in boiling water,

thorc ;hly shaken and diluted to a concentration of either 8 mg/rl

or 16 rag/ml.

"hroe normal (CBA x 057X)^ nice and three (CBA x C573L)?1
mice 12 and 17 days after the inoculation of parontal cells vare

used to inoculate carbon.

Pothod of Injection: To decide the dose of the carbon, weight

of the mouse was divided by 100, ©.p. the done of carbon for a 21 g.

mouoo is 0,21 ml. Tho carbon van diluted to a concentration of

16 ng/tal and on day 1 all the nine sico were injected subcutanoously

into the four flanks with 0.8 ml. of carbon. This woul mlt in

■k c rbon passing up the lymphatics into the axil! ry and inguinal

lymph nodes. On days 2, 3 and 4 each animal received 0.2-0.25 ml

of carbon consecutively each day. The injection was given into the

lateral tail vein and the first injection was given at ihe root of

the tail ao that th© veina would be visible in the distal part of the

tail/



tail to rive the second and third injections.

9. Processing of Tissues

Lymph nodes and endocrine -lands were processed by hand; the

procedure was as follows:

1. Le thylated spirits mm 1-Jr hours

2* Alcohol - 1 hour

3. lcohol - 1 hour

4. Chloroform - 1 hour

5. Chloroform - 1 hour

6. :ax - 1 hour

7. Wax mm 1^- hours

nbedded at 5 o'clock.

The rest of the tiesues were processed in the continuous

running Kiatokinette (Kondrey delays and lectrical quipaent Ltd.,

Bath oad, lough, Bucks.)
The procedure was as follows:

1. 70 spirit - 6 hours

2. Lethylated spirit - 1 hour

3. 74 O.T. (99.18 ) - 1 hour

4. 74 C.P. - 1 hour

5. Absolute Icohol - 1 hour

6. Absolute lcohol - 1 hour

7. qual parts of Alcohol
and Chloroform - 1 hour

8. Chloroform mm 1 hour

9./
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9. Chloroform - 1 hour

10. Benseno - 1 hour

11. ax 1 hour

12. ax - 1 hour

isbedding was done the following morning.

Cutting of Tissues

he wax blocks were then cut on a Cambridge rotary rocker

microtore and the sections cut at 5n.

tsining of Tissues

he sections wero routinely stained by huematoxylin and eoain.

The special et ins only will be described.

T". .B. (lartius coriot Blue) Method for ibrin (after Lendrus
ot al, 1962j see frury and allington, 1967).

fixation

rinary or secondary fonnol-sublim,.te, up to 8 weeks,

ectiono

Thin paraffin sections,

echnijue

1. ections are taken to water.

2. tain nuclei with celeatine blue - haemalum.

3. inoe in tap water.

4. Differentiate nuclei in 0.25 per cent hydrochloric

acid in 70 per cent alcohol.

5. ash oil in tap water.

6. Circe in 95 rer cent alcohol end stain with 0.5 per cont

rartiuo yellow in 95 per cent alcohol containing 2 per cent

phoophotungstic acid for 2 minutes.

7./
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7. 'lince \r. distilled water and stain in 1 per cent

bi lliant et*yatal scarlet in 2,5 per cent acetic

acid for 10 Einutes (see note 4).

3. inae in distilled water and treat with 1 per cent

rho;:photungstic acid to fix and differentiate the

.red stain for up to 5 minutes.

S. '.Inae rith distilled water an.: stain in 0.5 per cent

noluble blue in 1 per cent acetic acid for up to

10 rinutca.

10. inae in 1 per cent acetic acid, blot, dehydrate

in absolute alcohol, clear in xylene and count in

a synthetic re. in medium*

esulta

* uclei - M ok; erythrocyte® - yellow; fibrin - red;

connective tissue - blue.

Fotea

1. In the absence of the roccr-.r ended fixation, Lendrus

et al advice that sections be treated with trichlor-

ethylene (de-greasing) for 24-40 hours immediately

after de-waxing of sections in xylene. This say

with advan tap® be followed by aordanting for a few

hours in alcoholic picric acid containing 3 per cent

mercuric chloride.

2. Thin, flat sections are essential, it being difficult

to remove the red stain from dons® collagen in thick

sections.

3./



3. The method is highly selective for fibrin though

not specificf P&nath cell granules and other

cytoplasmic inclusions may stain red. Bone may

also retain the red stein,

4* Brilliant crystal scarlet 6R has several synonyms.

They are acid red 44, crystal ponceau 6R, Naphtha¬

lene scarlet 6R# ponceau 61.

Methyl Violet - Crystal Violet Method (after Jurgens, 1875} see
leruxy and aliington, 1967)

Fixation - hot critical

Carney, formal-sublimate and 10 per cent formal-saline are

suitable but long immersion in the latter may cause failure of

stain,

"ccticms

Paraffin or froccm sections are suitable, the latter giving

superior results. Crjrostnt sections of freah tissue are

particularly recommended.

Technique

1. Take sections to water.

2, 3 tain on 1 per cent aqueous methyl or crystal violet

for 2-3 minutes.

3, aeh in water and examine with the microscope (me note 1 )•

4. Differentiate in 0.5 - 1 per cent acetic acid until

amyloid is purpliah-red or red in good contrast with

the blue - violet staining of nuclei and normal tissue.
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5. 'as:*' in running tap water for at least 5 minutes.

6. Drain he lide and while the action ia atill moist,

mount with modified Apathy *8 gurn syrup (not© 5).

ing coverall' with nail varnish.

osulto

Amyloid - purplish-red to red.

5'uelei, cytoplasm and connective tissue - shades of blue -

violet.

Notoo

It is necessary to examine sections microscopically

at si -ro Z because in some casoa, little or no

differentiation in acid is required, amyloid showing

bright and sharp metachromatic staining at this point.

It i© not possible to dehydrate sections and aount in

resinous media because the stain is readily soluble

in alcohol. ' •: ilory (1930) however, quotes Kayar'o

method -hereby paraffin sections arc flo ted on the

surface of the stain, differentiator and water, before

being affixed to slides, de-waxed in xylene and mounted

in a resinous medium.

Wuaerous modifications of the above bi-aic method have

beon devised. 11 air. at avoiding fading by preventing

•bleeding* of the stain in the aqueous mounting media,

ith the mounting medium recommended above one* protection

of the slide from strong light, there should be little

fading for some years.

4./
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4. Clue glass filters should be removed from microscope

or light source when examining metachromatic staining.

5. pathy*s (1392) I cuntunt (l .1. 1.92)

Preparation

Pure gu» arable (cry: tela, not powder) 50 g.

Pure cane sugar . 50 g.

iatilled valor % ml.

Thymol 0.05 g.

issolvt? it!, the aid of gentle heat and store in tightly

stoppered jars or scraw-cap collapsible tubes.

Alkaline Congo od Method for Amyloid ( uchtler, "west and Levin©,
1962} see Druxy and ailing ton, 1967).

Fixation

imoy's fluid or cthaaol are recommended but results are

adequate after formalin and mercuric chloride fixatives.

action*

Paraffin or frocen sections

Preparation

Ikallns solution

took solution: 30 per cent alcohol saturated with sodium

chloride.

orking solution: dd 0.5 nl. 1 aqueous sodium hydroxide

to 50 nl. of the atocl solution. liter and use within 15 minutes.

Technique

1. Take sections to water.

2./
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2. t in nuclei in alum hasmatoxylin.

J. anl , differentiate, and wash n water.

4. "rest with alkaline clution for 20 minutea.

5# tai la onjo red for 20 minute#.

6. Dehydrate with three brief rinses with absolute alcohol.

7. Die ir xylene and mount in a synthetic resin medium,

©suits

fuclei - blue; amyloid - deep pink to red; elastic fibreo

c: o oytopl ; r.c granules may be stained pink to rod.

Ifotes

1• This method is highly selective and requires no

differ ntiatien.

for
2. Both stock solutions will keep/several months.

7. roshly prepared Congo rod solution should bo allowed

to st ;nd for 24 hours before use. It must be saturated

with the dye.

4. The workIn .olutions are not stable.

Thioflavin© T fothod for Amyloid (see Drury and silington, 1967).

fixation

10 per cent formal-saline io suitable. laxatives containing

salts of heavy metals are less satisfactory,

ections

Paraffin or frozen sections may be used.

Technique

1. ections nre taken to water.

2./
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2. tain wit], alun h&eiaatorylin for 2 ninuteo to quonch

fluor, uconco of nuclei. Dif ;r<mtiation is not

necessary.

5. ash riefly in water.

4. tain in freshly filterad 1 per cent aqueoua thioflavine

T for 3 cinutoo.

5. iiase in wattr.

6. Treat ith 1 per cent acetic acid for 20 minutes (this

ia to reduce background fluoroaeence).

7. ash wo 11 in running water.

8. . ount ir. ..pethy's gun cyrup.

osuits

ayloid and mat cells fluoresce bright yellow agairat an

olive-v;rcon background,

hotee

1. olutionc of thioflavine T do not keep indefinitely

and a control section should always be used.

2. actions should bo thin; with thick sections, bone

y fluoresce strongly and extension of treatment with

acetic acid and water nay be required.

3. Robba and rorgan (1963) have favourably compered

results using this technique with those of the other

methods for amyloid but icKinney and Orubb (1965)

stated that false positive reoults may be ^ n by

hyaline substances due to the persistence after

staining/
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otai) "ln,: ot their otror. autcfluorwocenae.

'."he I- ethyl roen »• yronin tain for 1/N and ,vh. (l&ppenheim, 1399,
1901; I'nna, 1902, 1913} see rury and allington, 1967).

The following modification (Trovan and harrock, 1951) ia

suitable for material fixed in neutral formalin,

viration

Neutral formalin and other fixatives, including alcohol,

Camoy and alcoholic formalin,

octionu

uraffin sections

Vreparation

olution A

Kake a 2 per cent aqueous solution of methyl green rnd extract

all the methyl violet with chloroform. ash the solution with

several changes of chloroform in a separating funnel until the

chloroform remains colourless. This washed solution is stable and

can be u«*r 1 "a a stock solution from which the following ia prepared

freahi

2 por cent aqueoua methyl green (chloroform washed) .... 10 ml.

5 per cent aqueous pyronin Y 17.5

IstillQd water 290 ml.

Solution B

l"/5 acetate bui'for solution, pH 4.0. Kix 119 ml* of 0.1 K

sodium acetate with 81 ml., 0.1 J acetic acid. The w..,;;lnal method

also used orange 11 (21 ml. of 1 per cent aqueous orange 01 in 200 ml

of tho buffer solution) but this is not essential.

The/
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The working solution iu prepared by mixing equal volumes of

solutions i and 2 la a loplin Jar#

Technique

i♦ >uke roffin sections to water.

2# Rinse in die tilled water and blot dry.

3. :tain for 20-30 minutes in the working solution of

methyl green and pyronin*

4# Rinso in distilled water for a few seconds and blot

lightly until almost dry. oca pyronin is removed

during this washing and the correct tine should be

dotercinod by trial and error#

5# .ehy«r...to in acetone for not cor© than one minute.

6# -linsc in equal parts of acetone and xylene and clour

in pure xylene.

7. } ount in a synthetic resin Eodiun#

Results

■ Ka (Chromatin) - green or blue green#

RM (Nucleoli) - rose red} (granules) - dark rose red;

(plasma cell cytoplasm) - purple.
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(b) i lit:

1 • Changes in ijht of -ontrol and T -t ico Inoculated
with narental Lymphoid Cells

a gr ii was dravm with days after the inoculation of cells as

absciaaao and the weights of the rdce as ordinate. The (C57BL x

CBA)Fj mice inoculated with parental lymphoid >. lis (test mice)
showed (Jig. 1 ) that the average of six teat nice had a significant¬

ly different weight curve, compared to that of tho average of five

control mice. Initially there wa3 a fall in weight of 2 g. over

the first three days and thereafter the anirmls gained weight till

day 6 and then the weights fell off again till day 10. From then

on, the trend was one of progressive loss of weight even though

there were two small peaks of increase in weight. Bi-om day 14

onwards a significant loss of weight was noted in comparison to the

control animals. On day 20 the differencesin weight betv/eon the

tost and control animals were most marked and they differed by as

much as 6

The B6aF^/J hybrid mice inoculated with C57BL/6J (parental)
lymphoid cells showed a similar pattern of weight changes as the

first strain of animals (Tig.2). The weights of tho control and

the test mice were not significantly different till day 0 after the

inoculation of cells. From then on until day 25 there as a

significant difference in weight betvreen the control and test mice.

The difference in the graphs of the two strains of mice wa3

that, in the latter combination, the disease process lasted

longer/
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BEIKDIYIBU.U.VSIOBT"(IK8MS)OFfJSTBLxCgA)?1HOfiKAL KICK.THEIRMB-UISISSTr,/NDTHE:;?AHDARDDHYIATICN V/t.of

wt.of

wt.0f

Wt.of

wt.of

Mean

Day

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

at.of

S&f

moose

moose

ssouae

mouse

mouse

5alee

1

O

22

27

22

24

23

23.6

1.89

<C

3

24

28

23

25

23

24.6

1.89

4 C

23

27

22

24

24

24.0

1.54

5 6

27

25

25

24

24

25.0

1.09

7

24

24

26

24

25

24.6

0.89

8

25

25

29

24

25

25.6

1.78

9

24

24

24

24

26

24.4

0.89

10

25

24

26

26

24

25.0

0.89

11

25

24

26

25

28

25.6

1.41

13

24

27

26

26

25

25.6

1.09

14

25

27

27

24

26

25.8

1.14

15

28

26

25

25

26

26.0

1.09

16

29

26

25

26

27

26.6

1.41

17

28

27

27

25

26

26.6

1.09

18

27

28

27

25

26

26.6

1.09

20

28

26

28

26

27

27.0

1.00

21

28

25

28

28

28

27.4

1.26



THEINDIVIDUALveicht3(IHgears)of(C57BLxCBa)F<GVEPMICE. THEIRRHAHWEIGHT:: .3DTHEstaipardDKVIatics.LTMPH0I5CELLS VERSHTOCPLATSi)OHDAY2
Wt.of

wt.of

Wt.of

Wt.of

wt.of

Wt.of

Mean

Day

1st

2nd

5rd

4th

5th

6th

Weight

3D+

Bouaa

souse

souse

fitOBN

Bouse

souse

ofsix adoe

1

26

25

23

22

22

23

23.5

1.41

2

CELLS

IHOCTJLATSD

5

25

19

21

21

22

21

21.5

1.87

4

26

21

24

22

23

23

23.2

1.58

6

24

25

26

23

23

25

24.0

1.14

7

25

22

24

24

23

25

23.8

1.09

8

25

22

24

23

23

24

23.5

1.09

9

26

20

23

23

22

24

23.0

1.81

10

25

20

23

23

23

23

22.8

1.51

11

26

22

24

24

24

24

24.0

1.14

15

26

22

23

25

23

25

24.0

1.41

14

26

22

24

23

22

24

23.5

1.48

15

24

22

23

24

23

23

23.2

0.70

16

26

21

23

24

23

24

23.5

1.58

17

26

22

22

25

23

23

23.5

1.58

18

26

20

21

22

22

22

22.2

1.87

20

25

18

20

21

22

20

21.0

2.12

21

25

18

20

19

21

20

20.5

2.28



TT3INDIVIDUALV-lOni(HiOR,K'j)OFB6aFi/JNOKK-.LHYBRIDKECS iTgi;,MI:M:IGBV:,jqTU,s?^SD;:;ddsviaTICK
wt.

wt.

Wt.

t.

wt.

t.

Wt.

t.

Wt.

t.

Wt.

;t.

feanwt.

ay

let

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

Sth

5th

10th

11th

12th

of12

SD£

mouse

mouse

mouse

mouse

souse

House

mouse

EOUSC

mouse

mouse

mouse

mouse

normalmice

1

24

24

22

22

24

24

24

21

22

24

24

24

23.2

1.12

2

24

23

24

22

22

24

24

24

23

23

24

24

23.5

0.86

4

25

23

24

22

22

24

21

26

24

25

24

25

23.7

1.44

6

26

22

26

27

23

24

24

25

24

24

26

24

24.5

1.44

7

27

23

26

22

25

24

24

23

26

23

25

24

24.3

1.47

9

23

23

27

24

26

27

26

24

24

25

23

26

24.9

1.47

10

26

27

25

23

27

24

25

26

26

23

24

23

24.9

1.44

13

26

26

23

24

26

24

26

25

25

23

24

24

24.6

1.15

14

28

22

24

27

24

25

22

26

26

27

24

26

25.1

1.85

15

27

23

23

24

26

26

27

22

26

24

26

28

25.2

1.82

17

28

25

27

23

27

24

27

28

26

28

26

24

26.1

1.85

18

28

27

23

29

26

23

28

27

26

29

28

24

26.5

2.12

20

27

28

28

24

25

25

27

26

24

26

27

26

26.1

1.32

21

24

28

26

23

30

27

30

26

28

27

29

30

27.2

2.23

22

27

30

26

28

25

24

30

29

25

29

30

28

27.5

1.98

23

25

29

25

27

24

30

28

28

30

26

30

23

27.4

2.16

24

28

30

24

25

28

24

27

28

26

27

30

28

27.0

1.94

25

27

30

25

26

24

28

27

30

29

27

30

28

27.2

2.02

27

29

28

28

26

25

29

29

30

29

30

30

27

28.2

1.55

28

27

25

26

25

30

28

28

29

30

31

28

29

28.0

1.87

29

28

30

25

26

26

30

30

29

30

30

28

28

28.3

1.77

30

27

26

31

28

27

26

30

30

29

28

30

30

28.5

1.73

32

31

28

24

23

29

28

32

28

31

30

28

29

28.8

t .89

33

28

32

25

31

28

29

30

32

32

28

29

30

29.5

2.06



THEIHDIVIDUL■..MGfrVi(IK}Cr36AFi/jHYMID.;VKPhlGh.TH^XII■ ,iSKT:>A.KDTHS /I.('JY3and9LYI:liC:C.LJX'i-I&OCUL;T:',L7.?.
Wt.

Vt.

Vt.

vt.

■'t»

Vt •

vt.

Vt.

t.

Vt.

Vt.

Wt.

Kean

Day

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

10th

11th

12th

13th

wt.of

sd£

mouse

mouse

recuse

mouse

mouse

mouse

mouse

mouse

mouse

mouse

mouse

mouse

mouse

13mice

1

24

24

24

20

22

22

23

23

22

24

22

24

23

22.9

1.48

2

21

21

22

20

23

21

24

24

20

24

22

24

23

22.4

1.49

4

21

23

24

20

24

22

25

25

23

25

21

24

22

23.0

1.62

6

22

23

23

19

23

23

26

26

23

25

23

25

24

23.5

1.84

7

25

24

25

20

24

22

24

24

23

24

23

25

24

23.9

1.48

8

CE

LLS

GIVE
HI.V

9

24

23

24

19

23

23

25

26

25

* 25

23

26

24

23.8

1.75

10

24

23

24

20

24

24

25

27

26

26

24

26

24

24.3

1.73

13

25

24

26

21

24

22

26

28

26

26

24

25

24

24.6

1.80

14

25

24

24

20

25

23

26

27

26

27

24

27

26

24.8

1.90

15

26

24
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longer (30-35 days for 80 per cent of the nice to die of the iaeaee),

2. Unicoi a.a..ijiUiion cf nit-la it ..f.d.f.

h© aninais appear physically noracl till the 6th day in the

(C57B: x Co.,}T« t -t nice and up to day 13 in she B6;,F^/j strain.
Thereafter the animals developed a ruffled fur hick «?aa moot obvious

during the terminal atagea of the illMsa* The fine cXocs of the

integument seen in the control mice ia not noted in oice with disease.

Ac they begin to waste, they appear to be lose active and sees not to

bo interested in th- aurroundingB. They tclerete handling and

interference nuch more than control nice. The wasting when marked

was confined mainly to the thorax, neck and face. The neck oceas

to bo ♦drawn in* so that it a; pecan short. The back become hunched

and the nice keep their four feet clone to each other and this

results in the avelopment of the hunched posture. The animals also
¥

wall, ith a characteristic laincing gait. They j peared emaciated

and clinically •sick* even though the weights had gone down by only

2 or 3 g, a rrhoea la an uncommon feature and the packed cell

valuce was not markedly decreased in these strain combinations.

xax.i tion of tho leucocytes during the terminal stages of the

disease shewed that they had a normal or slightly increased leucocyte

count but the total lymphocyte count in six animals was reduced by

50 per cent on the 15th day after the injection of cells.

3. Kacrosccpic and Kicroecopic appearances of Normal House
Tissues and Tissues from G.Y.H.D, Kice

The functional r eg-ions of a Normal lymph Node

fix/



a.

'ix ri lyKph noi» . csa, Ix "i:;tinguinhed ("ifi- 3),

Cortex: This i . 1 vided into on out- r c rtex and a Bid and deop

cortex.

(a) C-uter aortc - This consists of a unall rim of closely packed

-all lyt:rl ecytc • h». "olliclr u*e pr' r.t in 1Mb rap-'on.

(b) fid nnd d< ;r cortex - This part is found between the outer

cortex and the redulla. It occupies a relatively large area

of the node. It has a uniform appearance and the lymphocytes

are spread out in e loose ide sheet r ther than as nodular

aggregation;: of lymphocytes. This area has been called the

"para-cortical" rea by ort and Turk (1965).

(c) "olliclas - These ftre neon as condensations of small lympho¬

cytes in the outer cortex. The cells are closely packed

together and appear as nodulca which ejts distinct from the

surrounding cortex,

(d) Terr.ina.1 centres - In aono follicles early germinal centre

for:a tier, is ..oen, These are lightly staining, cellular areas

inside tJv? follicle. The cello are large, have vesicular

nucl< :' and -re regards':.! bo lymphoblasto.

(e) ?edulls - This area is found between the hllum and the deep

cortex. It consists of cords of lymphocytes which are packed

between the many sinuses found in that region,

(f) inusos - The cortical ainunes are soon very easily and in

son© nodes a few sinuses are seen in the para-ct sal areas.

Macrophages line these sinuses and a few of then are also aeon

scattered throughout the para-cortical areas.

Macroscopic/
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Fig* 3. Normal (C57BL x CBa)F, mouse lymph node. This shows the
lymphoid follicles in the outer cortex (arrow) and germinal
centres (g) are seen in two of them. The mid- and deep
cortex ('paracortical area1, P.C.) contains loose sheets
of lymphoid cells.

H. and E. x 50

Fig. 4. T'art of a lymph node from a 5 day old GVHD mouse. This
shows the marked expansion of the •paracortical' area (P.O.).

H. and E, x 110
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Kaerosoopic 'npearance of Lymph Ifodoa in T.V.H. ])•

The lymph nodes removed on the 5th day after the inoculation of

parental lymphoid colls were twice as large aa those from normal

control animals. bey were normal in shape and colour but were

firmer than usual. The lymph nodes examined from animals sacrific¬

ed on the 10th and 15th day after the inoculation of cells, wore

three-quarters the sire of the corresponding lymph nodes. Their

shape was normalf they were usually adherent to surrounding tissue

which ooro times made their removal difficult. hey were oiaber-

coloured and firm. Lymph nodes removed from animals during the

terminal stages of G, . . . were extremely small and were visible

only ao email yello-dah-brown spots. They were firm and adherent

to the surrounding fibro-fatty ti rue.

?icrooccpic opearance of Lymph Nodes from C. V.F.I). Lice

Histological examination of the lyrnh nodes removed on the 5th

day from nice undergoing G.V.H.D, showed a marked expansion and an

increase in cellular!ty of the para-cortical areas (Figs. 4. 5).

The lymphoid colls were seen aa diffuse shoots or aa closely packed

groups of dark, round cells. In some areas clusters of many large

cells 2-5 times the aire of small lymphocytes were seen. These

cells had big vesicular nuclei and had the appearance of lyiaphoblaats

(Figs. 6, 7). 'ethyl green-pyronin staining showed these cells had

an intensely pyroninophilic cytoplasm, a prominent pyvoninophilic

nucleolus, and a large pale vesicular nucleus with u Tine clxroxsatin

structure. I have called these cells "large pyroninopiJLlic cells"

(iga. 8, 9).

xamination/
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!lg. 7. laigher pov©? view Ox part of -Xg» '■*• ih^ cells &r© large
with oval nuclei. They have abundant granular cytoplasm.
These cells apnear like lymphoblasta. Three of these
cells are clearly seen In mitosis(arrows).

H. and B. x 800

?lg. 8. " aracortioal area of lyraph node of mouse with GVHI)
(5 iays). Kost of the cells do not show pyroninophil

K.O.P. x 550
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Pig. 9« High power view of part of an area from ig. 8. This
ahowa pale staining macrophages and cells probably
lymphoblasts which show marked pyroninophilia.

M.G.P. x 800

?v«si• Jk&

Pig. 10. Shows a sinus in the •paracortical• area. Two lymphoid
cells are seen in intimate contact with a macrophage
(arrow). Another macrophage 3hows lyrrnhophagocyto3ia
(arrow). Lymph node from a mouse with QVHD (early stage).

H. and E. x 800
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xamination of the sinuses in the para-cortical areas revealed

many macrophages. Tie sinus lining cells were prominent and the

lumen of the sinuses contained clusters of typical macrophages,

usually found in small groups of 5-15 cells. ;t this stage of the

disease, the para-cortical areas showed three cell types,

(a) nail dark round lymphocytea.

(b) "lumps of pyroninophilic cells with small lymphocytes

surrounding them. The sections showed 6-8 areas of

these clumps of pyrcninophilic cells in the para-

cortical area of the node.

(c) Clusters of macrophages intermingling with the

pyroninophilic cells or with small lymphocytes.

1 any small lymphocytes are seer, in intimate contact

with the macrophages. "ore n- eropha -ea show evidence

of lymphophogocytosie (Fig, 10). The lymphoid follicles

were well preserved at this stage.

In the intermediate stage of tho lisease, 10-15 days after the

inoculation of parental lymphoid cells, the lymph nodes had lost

their normal architecture (?ig.1l). The cortical, para-cortical

and medullary areas no longer appear as separate entities. In moot

lymph nodes, the follicles were seen to be completely or partially

replaced by macrophages. The bizarre morphology of tho macrophages

are seen clearly in th© lining sinuses ( Ig.12), para-cortical

areas wore alco almost replaced by macrophages ( ig.13). The

medulla contained many macrophages and in addition had large numbers

of/



Pig. 11. Iymirh node taken from mouse during the intermediate
stage of GVHD, The lymphoid follicles have disappeared.

H. and E. x 60
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Fig. 12. Cortical area of lymph node of mouse with GVHD
(intermediate stage). This shows the bizarre morphology
of the macrophages (arrow) which is a feature of the
intermediate and late stage of the disease.

H. and E. x 700
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Fig. 13. laracortical area of lymph node of mouse with GVKD
(intermediate stage). Ais shows the gradual depletion
of lymphoid cells with replacement by macrophages. The
circular rings seen are blood vessels whose walls appear
eosinophilic and "byalinised" (arrows).

H. and F-. x 60
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Fig. 14. Kedullary area of lymph node of mouse with GVHD (late
stage). This shows large numbers of pyronlnophilie
cells and macrophages.

M.G.P. x 500
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of pyroninephilic cello (Pig.14). The medullary area also displayed

prominent dilated lymphatic channels (Pig. 15). The picture at this

stage was one of complete or partial loss of architecture of the

lymph nodes accompanied by diffuse proliferation of pyroninophilic

cello and macrophages which replace 50-75 per cent of the lymphoid

tissue.

Jothy1 green-pyronin staining of the lymph nodes at this stage

showed islands of macrophages and abundant large pyroninophilic

cells. ?ultinucleate giant colls were also seen throughout the

lymph node but they were few in number. They had 5-10 nuclei per

cell and were arranged mostly around the periphery of the coll

(Pig.16). Those cells had abundant cytoplasm which was eosino¬

philic and finely granular.

In the terminal stages of the disease process, the lymph nodes

•ere very small and the lymphoid tissue was atrophic (Fig.17). The

lysroh nod© was almost entirely replaced by macrophages which were

seen as one continuous sheet of cells with few small round lympho¬

cytes between them (Fig. 18). In some areas the fibroblasts had

increased in number and an appearance similar to granulation tissue

was seen. one lymph nodes also showed areas of acellular pink

hyaline material similar to that seen in the malpighian body of the

spleen of O.V.H.D, mice (Fig.19)

Macroscopic Appearance of Normal and G.V.H.D, Spleen

The spleens of normal control animals were an inch long and

0.2 inch wide. Thoy were elongated, dark red raid the vascular

hilum/



Fig* 15. Medullary area of lymph node of mouse with GVHD
(intermediate stage). This shows the prominent
lymphatic channels, strands of macrophages and
many mononuclear cells.

H. and z 425
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Fig. 16.
lw, 4arr., ii ■

Paracortical area of lymph node of mouse with GVHD
(intermediate etago) This shows two multinucleate
giant cells (arrows). The appearances of the cyto¬
plasm are similar to those seen in the macrophages.
The small dark round cells seem to be adherent to
these macrophages (arrow).

H. and E, z 700
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Fig. 17. Iiesenteric lymph node of a mouse with G7HD (late stage).
The node is markedly hypocellular. Islands of macrophages
are seen scattered throughout the node.

H. and E. x 70

Pig.18. Higher magnification of the islands of macrophages shown
in Pig.17. These cells are seen to form a sheet of
tissue.

H. and E. z 450
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Pig. 19. Lymph node from a mouse with CVHD (late stage). An
irregular almost structureless area is seen (arrow).
This area has a similar appearance to the areas seen
in the malpighian bodies of spleens of late GVHD
mice.

R. and E. x 100

ig. 20. Lymph node of mouse with GTOD (late stage). This shows
the phagocytosis of subcutaneoualy inoculated colloidal
carbon by almost all the cells of the lymph node. Hence
these cells are macrophages.

R. and E. x 100
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hilutt ..as at the centre of the visceral surface. The spleens from

control animals were uniformly small*

he C.V.. spleens examined on the 5th flay after the

inoculation of cells were normal in hape and were one and a half

ilr. the size of the control spleens. They were dark red and

firmer than the control spleens. The spleens removed on tha 10th

and 15th day after the inoculation of the parental cells were twice

the normal size. They wore such firmer than the control spleens

and th© cut surfaces presented pale whitish area® surrounded by red

pulp. 'Die spleens of terminal stage animals were normal in size or

slightly larger. They were red in colour with irregular elevated

whitish-yellow areas on the surface.

Microscopic \ppearance of Normal "pleen

Vo rorphclogical areas are distinguishedt the 'white pulp*

forming the malpighian bodies with prominent arterioles present

either centrally or eccentrically, The malpighian bodies represent

nodul r enlargement of the perivascular sheath of lymphoid tissue*

Th® ciiff of lymphoid cells close to the arteriole is known as the

'thyrua-depen&ent'region of the malpighian body since neonatal

thymectomy results in depletion of arall lymphocytes in this areaj

this area io believed to be concerned with cell-mediated immune

reactions. The periphery of the mlpighian body ia probably con¬

cerned with humoral antibody production (Parrott ar ' "oussy., 1966}

Tarrott ©t al, 1966).

The red pulp is omvosed of sinusoids and the cords of Billroth}

the/
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the latter has a heterogeneous population of cello which are con¬

cerned with haeaatopoiesis and phagocytosis. Macrophages are seen

in abundance lining the sinuses and ir. the areas surrounding the

malpighian body.

Ficroacopic ppearence of C.V. . ". pleens

The spleens examined on the 5th day after the inocalas±oa of

c.11a hewed marked proliferative and reactive changou, The

r Ini ' i; n bodies were slightly larger and more cellular than in the

control spleens (Fig.22). Hie periphery of the malpighian body

cor t ined numerous large cells with basophilic cytoplasm and large

oval vesicular nuclei. Fany of these cells were in various stages

of mitosis (2-10 colls in each ralpighian body) and appeared morpho¬

logically as lymphoblasta. I ethyl greon-pyroaia staining demonstm-

ted the presence of large round pyroninophilic eella in the substance

of tho malpighian bodies. The pyroninophilic cells were less than

1.0 per cent of the total malpighian body.

The 'red ulp* was much more cellular than normal. The most

prominent cello were email dark round lymphocytes and intermingling

with them were large prominent 'blast* cells which were also found in

large numbers (fig.23). The macrophages were seen in tike periphery

of the m&lpighian bodies but they were far outnumbered by the rest of

the lymphoid cell population at this stage. The venous sinuses

appeared to contain numerous red cells and auvy macrophages wore seen

lining them, ! any multinucleate giant colls wore seen and in

several places they formed large clusters (fig.24). These cello

had/



r. 22. 3nowe proliferative ana reactive changes in tne
spleen. A lymphoid follicle (arrow) is present at
the right side of the photograph. Freminent dark
staining cords of lymphocytes are seen in the sub¬
capsular region. Spleen of mouse with 07RT3 (early
stage).

E. and x 120
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Fig. 23. GVHujspieen.
the malpighi

sn the contrasting
and ths lip1

arly stage
appeara.nee s
The former area is pale staining while the latter area
has many pyroninophilic and dark round cells.

K.G.P. x 500



1g,24. *":©d pulp* of the spleen of mouse with QVKD 'inter¬
mediate stage). This shows an island of nultinucleate
giant cells. fne cell is seen in division (arrow),

'I. and . x 450

ig.25. n area of the nalpighian body of the spleen of sous©
with OVHD (internediate stage). On© cell near the
centre la in division (arrow). This cell is probably
a faaoropha;-© since almost oil the cells in this area
are macrophages.

H. and K. x 000
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had 3-20 nuclei situated for the most part centrally. I any cello

containing 'doughnut* nuclei were seen and these were probably

precursors of the «rythropoietic and nyelopoietic aeries.

hethy1 green-pyronin staining tshowed that about 60-70 per cent

of the rod pulp was composed of pyroninophilic cells which in many

areas were in intimate relationship with small round lyr,rve.i'? cells.

Use multinucleate giant colls nleo appeared pyroninophilic. The

nyroninophilia of the 'red pulp' was a very striking feature in

contr ' to the h/liit# pulp', which was almost colourleos by com¬

parison (Flg.23).

"ho spleens of* the animals sacrificed on the 10th and 15th day

after the inoculation of parental lymphoid colls showed that the

architecture of the malpighian bedien wore markedly altered. The

•red puln' was relatively unaffected. In a few malpighian bodies

macrophages were seen to extend into it and, form a 'band*, thus

breaking up the calpirhian bodies, one of these colls were in

mitonis ("lg,2':). In the rent of th© areas, the macrophages had

entered the malpighian bodies and were coen to partly cr completely

replace thorn (Fig.26, 27). these macrophages had joined each other

by cytoplasmic processes forming an interweaving network of cells

which were arranged around th© central arteriole. In a later stage

these cells showed the early stages of degeneration and necrosis

(Figs. 28, 29).

he thy1 green-pyronin staining at this stage shoved that the

malpighinn bodies wore renincod by macrophages, which did not take

the/
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fjrots GVHD BIOU&9 % 8) • ^nls shows
ths complsts roplscw'ot of tho psrivssouliir sho&th of
lymphoid tiusue with 3 acr©phages. The central &i*toriole
(arrow) sarka the usual site of perivascular lymphoid
sheath. A collection of dark staining lymphocytes is
present at the left of the photograph.

H. and » x >00
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Intermediate stag© OVHD spleen shoving the perivascular
lymphoid sheath of the spleen (arteriole arrowed). The
area is hypocellular and contains macrophages and lymphoid
cells, /cellular structurelose hyaline material is
rresent (arrow). These foci of early "breakdown" of
architecture are widely distributed throughout the
follicles at this tine.

B. and E. * 130

high power view of >ig.28 showing thick strands of
hyaline eosinophilic material (arrow), /ho question
whether this represents insudative fibrin or the
formation of amyloid from the degenerating macrophages
is discussed in the text. Intermediate stage GVHD
spleen of mouse.

H. and K. x 430
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tho pyronin stain. In marked contrast to this the red pulp was

almost packed with pyroninophilic cells with sone small round

lymphoid cells in close contact ,iith then. No macrophages were

seen in the red pulp (Fig.50). Many clusters of pyronin-ataining

multinucleate giant cells were also seen.

"lie npleeno of animals sacrificed during the late ateg® of the

disease showed that the raerophages which were replacing the

t..-,lpi hisn bodies wore undergoing a gradual process of degeneration

and dc ..<u In many areas, the pale-pink cytoplasmic remnants of

the macrophages were aeon to form a whorled maaa of material and in

between them co;..e degenerating nuclei and a four mononuclear colls

wore seen (;igs.31» 32). Jethyl greon-pyronln did not atain these

areas. The 'rod pulp* had the eaae cell population as was seen in

the earlier stages. fothyl greon-pyronin staining showed that 70

per cant - 80 per cent of the cello were pyroninophilic. pecial

stains wore done to determine the nature of the acellular fine-

granular hyali to material which occupied the areas of the salpighlan

bodies. !'• . . staining of tho apleena (fiartiua carlet Blue method

for fibrin; see Carlton's Histological Technique by Druxy and

allington, 1S67) showed that thsao areas stain partly fibrin.

[ethyl violet-Crystal violet method (after Jurgenc, 1875), and

alkaline congo red method for amyloid (buchtler, Cwoat and nvine,

1962s see irlton'a Histological Technique by .rury and allington,

1967) do not show a positive reaction for amyloid. However,

thioflavine T staining and examination by the fluorescent microscope

(see/
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Fig# 30. "pieon from a OTID mouse (intermediate stage). The
•rod pulp* has abundant pyroninophilic cells and the
malpighian body is composed of pale staining
macrophages.

K.3.P. x 350

Fig. 31. Spleen of a mouse vith GVHD (late stage). This sheers
extensive replacement of malpighian bodies by acellular,
pale staining, confluent masses of hyaline material.

H. and E. x 50
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(oee Carlton*a Histological Technique by rury and allington, 1967)

shows evidence of bright fluorescence in areas occupied by the

pinkish eosinophilic material; the control slides with amyloid also

had the sane intensity of fluorescence and slidea of normal spleen

did not show any fluorescence. It was thus very likely that this

autorial ma prionry amyloid (est and J-'urrhy, 1965) nix1*-" ith a

certain amount of fibrin.

ianination of :rp Icons of animals of the 36 F^/J strain taken
during . j terminal otagoc of the disease, showed that two out of

six oploons had macrophages and other mononuclear cells infiltrating

through the splenic capsule (Fig#53). These cello were seen to

extend into the substance of the pancreas a® sheets of cells and

wore replacing the pancreatic aolni. ".'his infiltration of cello

from the spleen to the panoroaa had a resemblance to tumours directly

infiltrating from one organ to another.

Kacroacopio Appearance of the Liver in O.V.H.B.

The liver of the animals sacrificed on the 5th and 10th day

after the inoculation of parental cells, were normal i shape, size,

colour and texture. The livers of the enisala sacrificed on the

15th and 20th day were paler than usual but were otherwise normal.

Ficrosoopic xnsdnatlon of the liver in G.V.H.D.

The general architecture of the liver was well preserved. The

lobules were easily n&de out. The hepatooytes wore normal in size

and shape.

The sinuses were not dilated and some contained small dark

mononuclear/
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mononuclear cells. The Kupffer cells lining the sinuses presented

a marked difference compared to the control livers on low power

examination. They were much larger th n normal and appeared as

plump spindlo-shaped cells with a prominent nucleus and abundant

cytoplasm.

he periportal region were infiltrated by r.ononuc^- a cells.

"hr i c lis were i.round the bile ducts, port 1 vein and hepatic

artery. In many regions, they formed largo collections of cells

and the; . ijaoont hepatocytee appeared to undergo atrophy. In some

periportal areas, t'ne peripheral hepstoeytoo were markedly thinned

out and the poriport .1 macrophages were virtually enclosing them

(Tigs. 34, 35).

xandnation of the liver after the intravenous injection of

colloidal carbon shows that the Xupffer cells are markedly enlarged

and numerous compared to the normal controls. The increased

activity is seen by the massive uptake of colloidal carbon by these

co 11a compare to the cella from control laice. The periportal

macrophages had not taken up carbon.

hethy1 groen-pyronin staining did not stain the colls in the

sinusoids and in the periport.il areas. Thus most of the cells in

the latter region had the morphological appearance of macrophages

and had also not taken up the pyronin stain.

These changes were seen in mice at all stages of tho disease

without any apparent change in tho amount of tho infiltrate.

No subcapsular necrosis of liver cells and no fatty change waa

seen/
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neen. The central vein, hepatic artery, hepatic vein and the bil©

duct appeared normal.

Fluoroscopic ppearance of the Thymus in G.V.H.D.

The thymuses examined from animals sacrificed on the 5th day had

a norths 1 appearance and sise. The thymuses from mice sacrificed on

the 10th an. 15th day alu-r -He inoculation of colls were - bout half

the si r •* t'-* corOrel nice, hyrn 1 f i--o ! "• n rV ring the

terrina 1 stage;-; of the illness were very assail.

Microscopic 'ppearance of the Thymus in O.V.H.D.

The tost animals sacrificed on tlx© 5th day after the inoculation

of cells had a distinct cortex and medulla but the cortex showed some

depletion of thymocytes compared to normal. The test animals

sacrificed on the 10th and 15th day showed narked losa of thymocytes

in the cortex and the medulla appeared relatively more cellular.

Thus nany thymuses presented an 'inverted1 type of appearance

(Fig.36, 37). The thymuses of the 20th day teat mice had a marked

distortion of architecture and cortex and medulla could not be

distinguished. Hies© had many macrophages, reticulum cells, few

row mononuclear cells and many fibroblasts. Methyl green-pyronin

stain did not show tho presence of ryroninorhilic colls in these

thymuses.

Macroscopic Appearance of the Pancreoa in O.V.H.u.

Tho pancroae of the animals sacrificed on tho 5th und 10th day

after the inoculation of cello appeared normal compared to the

pancreas from control animals. The pancreas of the animala

sacrificed/
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Fig, 36. Lobe of a thymus of a normal mouse. This shows the
pale medulla and the dark cortex.

H. and E# x 25

Fig. 37. This shows the lob© of a thymus from a mouse in the late
3tage of GVHD. The cortex is greatly depleted of thymo¬
cytes and the medulla is darker than the cortex. Thus
the thymus presents an 'inverted1 type of appearance.

H. and E» x 65
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sacrificed on the 15th and 30th day after the inocul. tion of cells

were whitish-yellow in colour and gelatinous*

Microscopic Appearance of the Pancreas in O.V.H.D.

The pancreas of animals aacrific d on the 5th day after the

inoculation of cells showed missive accumulations of dark mononuclear

cells which were found mainly along the connective tissue septae,

blood vessels rnd around th< islets of 'anrerhana. xsrainntlon of

the pancreas of animals sacrificed or the 10th, 15th and 30th day

after the inoculation of cells showed n cellular infiltrate around

blood vesaela, oncller ducts, acini and around islets. In many

areas these infiltrates had accumulated as large manner of cells and

wora compressing the acini and inlets. Those latter structures in

these areas appeared small end seemed to undergo varying degrees of

atror1 v and destruction ( ir.28), This infiltrate of cello was

also seen to extend into the pancreas from th» neighbouring lymph

nodes. The infiltrate was composed of racrool >.gea and •nyronino-

nhilic cells. Cn an average, 5-10 nor cent of the p&ncre&tie tissue

annearod damaged and hence serious functional disturbances of the

glands would not be ernected. Examination of the pancreas of

G.V.H. » animals inoculated with colloidal carbon in the intermediate

and terminal stages showed that the infiltrating cells had efcago-

cytoaed massive amounts of carbon (••'i«rs. *9, 40).

Therefore there can be no doubt that these colls are mononuclear

phagocytes.

Macroscopic 'poearance of the delivery Glands in C.V.P.h.

The/
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Fig. "sQ, liia ahova the extensive infiltration of the pancreas fcjr
nononuclear cells. These- cello have replaced the
pancreatic tissue in the bcttoc. left of the photograph.

H. and E» x 120

Big. 59* This shows the pancreas of a carbon-inoculated GVHD
mouse. .'he cells infiltrating and replacing the
pancreas have Ingested large amounts of colloidal
carbon. Hence those cello are macrophages.

H. and B. *110
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alivary gland of a mouse with GVKD. Xhere is extensive
destruction of the acini but the ducts are intact. . mall
dark round cells are seen mostly around blood vessels
(arrow). lacrophagos are also seen diffusely scattered
in the damaged areas (arrow).

K. and S, x 140
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The salivary glands ware normal in also and shape compared to

the control animals, However, the glands appeared yellowiah-brown

in colour whereas the control glands wore light yellow,

micronconic Appearance of alivary 01 nda in 0.V,h,D,

The animals smcrifiood on tho 5th and 10th day after the

inoculation of parental lymphoid cells showed focal infiltrations

of dark mononuclear cells, <® colls wore seen between the acinar

tissue and around the ductules and venules. The salivary glands of

the 15th and 20th day animal8 wore involved quite markedly. There

was marked infiltration of lymphoid cells and macrophages,

'"ethyl qroen-pyronin staining showed in addition tho presence

of pyroninophilie colls, Tho acini were damaged to r,ueh an extent

that the tissue contained merely the ducto, cell infiltrates and

fibrous tissue (^1^,41). The salivary glands which wore pre¬

dominantly mucous in type, did not show any change.

Macroscopic Appearance of the Alimentary %stem in G.V.H.D.

The tongue, fauces, pharynx, oesophagus do not show any changes

compared to control animals. The stomachs of animals examined

during the terminal stages of the disease were somewhat small and

contained undigested food material. The jejunum, ileum and caecum

had localised arras of dilatation of about an inch in length;

creamy fluid material could be seen through them, xpoeure of the

lumen confirmed the prononce of this creamy material and the wall of

the intestine in these areas appeared thinner than normal. The

Payor*a patches were markedly atrophic. The colon and rectum did

not/
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not show any chtinge. The localized areas of dilatation in the eco.ll

bowel wore seen in all stages of the disease in the (C57BL x CBa)P^
strain#

Kicroaconic Appearance of the Alirent j yotcc in G.V.K#D.

Hie small intestine was involved in all stages of the disease,

FiId to moderately severe lesions were seen in the early and inter¬

mediate stages# In the late stages there tain in addition evidence

of sere reparative reactions# flthowh the lesions were distributed

in a patchy manner throughout the length, of the intestines, the ileum

was more affected than the jejumas. The lesions noted in the

jejunum and ileum were similar. "ramination of normal ileum showed

normal villi, normal subtnucoaa and normal muscular and serous coats

("ir.4-2), The Psysr*s notches had large collections of lymphoid

cells and many germinal centres were seen in them (Fig.43).

tudies on (C57BL * CBA)?1 and B6hF^/j mice with G.V.H.D.
showed that the tissue lesions were similar except in the latter

strain where more reparative reactions were noted.

The lesions seen in the two strains will be described

separately#

Picroseooic Changes ir the limentary Tyatom of (C57BL x CBA)F.
•. v....l ice

The outstanding change noted was damage to the villi. The

epithelial culls lining the villi showed 4e. ororat:Us necrosia.

Gften nausea of epithelial cells, consisting of 5- cells of the

superficial p&rt of the villi were separated from the rest of the

villi and were embedded in mucus and intestinal contents. The tips



Pig. 42. A low power view of the normal ileum (longitudinal
section). The villi, the 3ubnueosa, the macular
and serous coats are clearly seen.

H. and E# x 140

Tig, 43* Payer's patch in
nerminal centres
lymphoid tissue.

the ileum of a normal mouse,
(arrow) are seen within the

R* and IS. x 55
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of ths villi in tho damaged areas did not have tho normal covering

of epithelial cells and hence the lacteals appear to be exposed

directly to the lumen. The number of goblet cells in the undamaged

part of the villi also appear to be decreased, in number. Damage

was also noted to the submucosal glands in the duodenum and to the

crypts of Tieberktthn.

In many other areas the villi appeared clubbed. In the mucosa

and •lubnucoos many dark round mononuclear cells were seen. Similar

cells were also seen in the lamina propria. Croups of lymphoid

colls were also seen in the muscle coat and in the cuboerosnl region.

nimals sacrificed on the 15th and 20th day after the inoculation

of parental lymphoid cello in addition to the above changes showed

the presence of macrophages in the mucosa and suterucosa (Figs.44. 45,

4<S, 47). few pyrcninophilic cells were also seen. The F®yer*s

patches in the early stages were hgrpercellular and in the intermed¬

iate and late stages, macrophages had almost entirely replaced these

patches (Tigs.48, 49).

The colon and rectum showed an increase in the amount of mono¬

nuclear cells in comparison to the control organs. However no

parenchymal damage was noted.

Changes in the Alimentary ystem of B6/F./J Hybrid G.V.H.D.
lice

Dissecting Hicroocope Appearance

The jejunum .and ileum showed quite remarkable changes, scon

specially during the latter half of the life of the animals. Initial

examination of the whole of the alimentary tract was made in ten

animals/
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ig, 44. "he ileim of a (cr7£L r <r\) <r: swuae. The
epithelial cells of the uppor half of the villi
are absent and the laaina propria are exposed to
the lumen,

E, and J.« x 130

Fig, 45. Ilexun of a (C57BL x CBa)f^ OVH~ nouae» The villi are
irregular, incomplete and shortened, Ihe Payer's
patch is markedly diminished in size.

H. and &» x 70



ig.46. Transverse section of the ileum of a (C57BL x CR'OFj
mouse. This shows an area (arrow) where the mucosa
and submucosa is severely damaged.

H. and x 60

Tig. 47# lllgh power view of Tig.46. This shows clearly the acute
necrotic changes in the mucosa and submucosa. The
cuboidal epithelial cells of the villi arc seen adjoining
the necrotic area (arrow). Numerous neutrophilic poly¬
morphonuclear cells have invaded the necrotic area.

H. and . x 130



Fig. 48# Ileum of a GVHD mouse. This shows extreme atrophy of
the Peyer's patch and formation of granulation tissue.

H. and E# x 55

H. and E» x 200
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animals using the di secting microscope at a magnification of x 24.

Tho alimentary '.ract van cut into 5 inch lengths and was placed on a

filter paper and ©rsained using reflected light, xanination of the

nucooa of nornil intuatinen showed fi> ;or-like projections of the

villi arid the hole mucosa was uniformly syr.notrical ( ig,50). The

Jejunum and ileum of the diseased animals shoved many irregular

♦punched out1 areas, and in ao& places tho int stinos had a honey¬

comb-like appearance. The walls of the intestines appeared

extremely thin in those areas. In other areas, prominent irregular

elevated ridge :- of mucosa were seen (hig»5l)» The appearances seen

are similar to tho flat and featureless jejunal mucosa of patients

with idiopathic stoatorrhoea, (Booth et al, 1962).

light Microscopic Appearancet

ho Jejunum and ileum wore markedly damaged compared to the

control intootinea. There was obvious attern tion of the villi

( ig.52). In many arena, thero can complete destruction of villi

including tho crypts of Lieberktlhn void damage to the submucosal

glands in tho duodenum was also noted, Psion of villi was a

common feature. Tho picture was one of destruction as woll as of

repair. The epitheli. ; lining th® fused villi was cuboidal. In

the lamina propria and in tho subnucosa chronic granulation tissue

formation was aeon. In those areas many mononuclear • lis, macro¬

phages and fibroblasts were seen. he circular ar1 longitudinal

muscle wan much thinner over areas of mucosal damage. The elevated

ridges which were seen under tho dissecting microscope appeared as

• 1-r-ted/



Pig*50#ihisshowstheileumofanormal8weekoldB6AP./Jsalemouse, rhevilliareseenasfinger-likeprojections.
x24



Fig*51.Thisshowstheileumofan8weekoldB6AF./JmaleGYHDmouse(late stage).Thereisevidenceofsubtotalanatotalvillusatrophy. Themuscularcoatisextremelythinandtransparentinplaces(arrow). Thehorizontalbarrepresentsaridgeoffusedvilli. z24
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Fig. 52. A low power view of a section taken fro® tissue shown
in Fig. 51. Many villi appear absent and the three
0GC11 w in subtotal villus atrophy (arrow). The eub-
Eucosa and the nuscular coat are thinned (arrow).

H» and E# x 140

Fig. 53. ternum of a mouse with GVKD. This shows the extreme
loss of cellular!ty of the marrow.

E. and E« x 70
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elevated areas lined by irregular funed villi.

The Peyer*e patches were replaced by macrophages. The

appearances were those of a alow and steady damage to the mucosa

with an irregular and ineffective attempt to restore the mucosa to

normal,

tailsr changes were seen in two human infanta dyi*"* of O.V.H.D,

fpnthavay et a^, 19*>5)» The small intestine was ievoid of lymphoid

tiaau« and the ileum showed severe atrophic villi, 'The lamina

prcmrip retained focal infiltration of histiocytic cells,

v-^inr.tion of the alimentary tract of animals inoculated with

y.rental lymphoid cella but which did not develon significant weight

loss, showed virtually no intestinal -ethology when examined by the

dissecting «nd light microncooe.

"ncrwcooic ?r>pearano© of hone Farrow in O.V.H.T),

• niece of skull bone from the occipital region, the sternum

and the lower thoracic vertebrae were examined. The bones appeared

normal but th; marrow was less red than the marrows of control

animals,

hicroaconic onearance of Bono Farrow in O.V.if, D.

The bone marrows of the animals sacrificed on the 5th day after

the inoculation of parental cells were hyoercellular. In addition

to the normal erythropoietic and rayelonoietic cellular precursors,

e ual numbers of small dark round mononuclear colls were aeon.

These latter cells were not seen in the control bone marrows. The

marrows of animals sacrificed on the 10th, 15th and 20th day after

the/
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th* Inoculation of cello showed a progressive hypocellularity where

the normal haematopoietic and myelopoiotic elements were depleted

and in their place were many macrophages. Theee macrophages were

similar to those seen in the lymph nodes and spleen. Clusters of

megaknryocytic cells were »l*o aoen in the early stages ( Igs. 55#

54, 55, 56, 57).
. acroocopic ppaartnee of the '• idney in I.V.H.D.

The kidneys of the animala sacrificed on the 15th and 20th day

wore r..u-v pale than usual. The shape, ui|.o and texture were

aiui*.., to the kidneys fror control ani.ale.

''icroucepic • ppe-.rur.ee of the 'idney in -.V, .:.

"o significant changes were oh .r red in the animals sacrificed

on the 5th day after the inoculation of cells. "ho anir.wle

sacrificed on the 10th, 15th and 20th day of the disease nhowed

evidence of prominent aooui ulationn of .wall dark mononuclear cells

around tho intralobular and int. rlobul:r art ries. sail collect¬

ions of colls were also aeen in the periglc. erular and peritubular

areas O'igs.50, 59)• The cortex and medulla of the kidneys were

nonfcl and tho cortico-modullaa-y junction was clear. The pelvis

appeared normal. Uo damage to tho warc-nchyral cells of the kidneys

wore aoen.

"ncroacopic Appearance of the heart in :.V.h.p.

xn-:ination did not show any c!v,n,-on in the aiae, shape, colour

or texture of tv ; organ. he tricusni', mitral, aortic nd pul¬

monary valves were norr. .1. thickness of the right end loft

ventricloa/
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ig. 54, High power view of Fig. 53# This shows the extremely
hypocellular narrow and the presence of a few clumps
of dark mononuclear cells.

H. and -j. x j'00

Fig. 55. High power view of Fig. 54. This shows the morphology
of the dark mononuclear cells; dispersed among them
are large megakaryocyte cells.

H. and E. x 350



aononuclec.r cells on tho left and larfre li^ht-nink
masses of macrophages on the right. Many sinuses
In this region are seen to contain red cells.

H. and St x 225

BS & s»1

fa

«fV*i , '.#'1'Ujf»v 1 *£--

^ • ijJfc-'liiV,/3
powvx viov oi uii© iiacropnogea soon in x(jo tn>o

nr.so 00X19 xOm a syncytial rniso oi tissue* xUey

oytop «Lasm»

H. and . x 600
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- j• w. 0Gx. 0 w!'V' kidJ>XCy OX tt -t v j.-j Xk0XlXiX'. .»■Xl<iO iciXOW G XJ. j0'
infiltration of dark mononuclear cells into the intoratitium
of the tubules. fhe cells are distributed diffusely
between the tubules and around the glomeruli.

H. and K« x 120

:-'ig.5S. 1'edulla of the kidney of a GVHh mouse. I'hia shows the
presence of large numbers of dark mononuclear cella
ar /jad an interlobar artery.

II. and E. x 120
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ventricles were similar to the ventricles of control -niEialn. The

lunton of tbe ventricle contained clotr cf blood but no thrombi vere

neon,

J'iere.-conic Appearance of the Heart in T,V,H,h.

There were -anil foci of mononuclear cells around the venules

between the mode fibres in the region of the insertions of tho

aitrnl and tricucnid velvets. The mnolo ibren around these cells

contained deeply eeinonhilic areas. In ecne foci, one or two

wscle fibres appeared sore lightly stained nd vacuolated and had

nrobcbly undertone cloudy de-e-;erction. "he changes noted in the

heart "re not iapressive,

"'scrosconle Appearance of the .drenal Slnnde in 3,7.5, .

Hie anii-il" sacrificed on the 5th day after the inoculation of

cells had adrenal gl ado which were enlarged by "bout 25 pur cent

compared to the glands of tho control mistaln. '"hey were of a

normal shape, colour rnd consistency, "lie glands of the nnimls

examined on the 10th, 15th end 20th day nftor the inoculation of

colln did not show ny change in cORnnrison to the cry-- "ending

controls.

Kieroeconie 'ppenr.ance of the drennl Hi ndo in f.7, *,r..

In tho norrr.1 adult rouse the adrenal gland Is composed of the

corter <-nd medulla, "he cortex is made un of the sons pLonerjlosa,

which ia rich in lipid -nd lies under the cannula. Sort to this is the

aonn fasciculate, the cells of which contain abundant lipid and this

one constitutes nor© than h If of the cortex, boat of then h ve clear

or/
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or vacuolated cytoplasm (c&lled clear cells) in E&efflatoxylin an 1

osin preparations. Sobs calls are eosinophilic with very little

lipid (called compact cells). Both these cell types are diffusely

scattered throughout the zona fasciculate. The zona reticularis is

next to the fasciculate. These cells are rsueh more eosinophilic

and poor in lipid, which is scattered in fine droplets throughout

tho cytoplasm of the cell. In H. and 8. preparations the distinct¬

ion between zona glomerulosa and fasciculate is not clear. In many

areas the zona fasciculate is adjacent to the capsule and hence the

zona glcmeroloaa does not form a continuous outer layer.

The adrenals of G.Y.H.D. nice sacrificed on the 5th day of the

disease had enlarged zona glomerulosa and fasciculate but the latter

area® were more prominent than the former. Most of the cells were

clear cells containing lipid and tho root wore compact colls. The

medulla of the gland did not .-hot: any change from the controls. The

adrenals of 0,Y.H.I), mice sacrificed cm the 10th day did not show

any significant change.

Tho adrenals of S.Y.H.D. mice examined on the 15th and 20th

day of the disease showed distinct changes. The zone glomerulosa

t id the adjacent faocleulata were completely depleted of lipids and

cytoplasm and were small. Many other cells had pykaotic nuclei,

diminished amount of lipids and pale cytoplasm, thus showing cyto¬

lytic degenerative changeo. The solid cords of cells of tho rest

of the zona fasciculate showed lipid depletion and the cytoplasm was

more eosinophilic (like compact cells). In between the cords of

colls/
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colls,many elongated oval nuclei are seen and these are probably

reticulo-endotheliul cells lining the sinuses of the vascular system.

In the outer cortex they were found intermingling with the lipid

depleted degenerating cells of the zona glomerulose and fasciculeta.

Many macrophages and mononuclear cells were also seon in the

junction between the zona reticularis and the medulla. ._.e cells

appear to extend into the latter two areas (j'ig.60).

The brain, skeletal muscle, bone, cartilage, thyroid,

pituitary, ovaries, testis, lungs and skin were examined macro-

scopically and microscopically in all the stages. No significant

charges were seen in comparison to the tissues from control mice.
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F4 *.60. ArenaI :1 nd of a T": ) nouoe, 7ho architecture of the
sona rrloajerulosa and the fnaciculatti appears distorted
and shown cytolytic degensretire changes* The rest of
the zcnci fnaciculata show *tarksd lipoid depletion* "any
nonoimclear cells are soon in between the ssona reticularis
and the adrenal medulla.

H. and .;* x 120



table 2

.he number of mice with lesions and the degree of changes
in the various organs of animals undergoing G.V.H.T). on the 5th
day ( tag® 1} after the inoculation of parental lymphoid cells.

Tissues No* of
"ninals

Io. of .nimala
with lesions

Infiltration
by cells

lymph node 6 6
I

""pieon| *
6 6 X

T iv r € 6 +

Thymus 6 0 -

Bore marrow 6 «
♦

| Intestine 6 6

"ellvary gland 6 5 +

rnncroaa 6 4 +•

Kidney 6 1 +

Peart 6 1 +

'drenal 6 0 -

- » ho infiltration br lywohoid cells and/or macrophages.

+ » Infiltration by lymphoid cells and/or macrophages.
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TABLE 3

Tho number of nice with leaiona and the degree of changes
in the various org?in« of animala undergoing C.V.H.D. on the 10th
d y ( ta-;o II) after the inoculation of parental lymphoid cells.

Tissue•
ho. of
'niraals

o. of nimals
with lesions

Inf11' • on

by cells and
degree of damage

'

yrvnh node 6 6 ++

pleen 6 6 +4

Liver 6 6 +

hyr.us 6 6 +

Bone marrow 6 2 +

Intestine 6 4 ++

a 11vary gland 6 2 +

"ancreaa 6 6 ++

Kidney 6 6

Heart 6 2 +

\drenal 6 0 -

- b So infiltration by lymphoid colic or macrophages.

+ m Infiltration by lymphoid cells and/or macrophages.

++ m Infiltration by cells with minimum to mo derate
damage to tissue.
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?/. BLH 4

The number of mice with lesions end the decree of changes
in the various organs of animals undergoing G*V*H*1). on the 15th
day ( tore I1T) after the inoculation of narental lymphoid cells*

Tissues
Eo* Of
Animals

ho* of Animals
with lesions

Infiltration
by cello and

degree of damage

lymph nod© 6

f ",J J J ' " 1 ' ■" L ' ' 1

6 +++

"ploen € 6 +++

r> 6 6 +

Thymus 6 6 ++

Bene marrow 6 4 -M-

Tntostine 6 4

"tlivnry "land 6 4 -M-

fancre-a 6 6

Sidney 6 3 +

Heart 6 2 +

Adrenal 6 j 2

- m o infiltration by lymphoid call*, and/or i^croph«,t;es*

+ » Infiltration by lymphoid ceiia and/or macrophagea.

+> « Infiltration by cells with minimum to moderate damage
to tissue*

-M-e * Infiltration by cells with modor-.to to severe damage
to tissue.
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TABLE 5

The number of mice ith lesions and the degree of changes
seen In th® various organs of animals undergoing O.V.H.D. on the
20th day ( tag© IV) after th® inoculation of parental lymphoid
cells.

Tissues
HO. Of
niia&ls

J?o. of -niseis
with lesions

Infiltration
by cells and

degree of daaage

T.ynmh node 6 6 +++

Gploen 6 6 ++-f

liver 6 6 +

Thymus 6 4 +++

Bone marrow 6 4

Intestine 6 6 ++

aliv;rry frland
;

6 5 ++

!nncroas 6 5

Kidney 6 5 +

Heart 6 2 +

/dreaal
'

6 5 ++

- » "o infiltration by lymphoid cells and/or macrophages.

+ » Infiltration by lymphoid cells and/or macrophages.

->+ m Infiltration by colls with minimum to moderate damage
to tissue.

+++ « Infiltration by cells with moderate to severe danage
to tissue.
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T BLF 6

rho sequence of ch/-.n.;;ea seen in th® various tin sue a of
rice with C.".JT.T. when examined at various otngea of the disease.

risaues tago I Gtaga II tag® 111 . tag© IV

lywnh node + 444 +++

•nleen +
•

4-f 444 444

Tiver + + 4 +

ThyBU.8 + 44 444

hone marrow ♦ + 44 44

Intestine 44- 44 44

"a livery gland
. •

+ 44 4+

Pancreas 4* -Hh 44 4+

Lidney + 4-
.

+ +

Heart + ♦ 4 4

drenal
'

.

mm 4-4' 4+

+ m

4+

4 44

".'o infiltration by lymphoid cells and, or macrophages.

Infiltration by lymhoic1: cells and/or uncrophaptts.

Infiltration by cells with miniiauE to coderate damage
to tissue.

Infiltration by cells with moderate to severe damage
to tissue.

i&ge I
tare II
tage III
'tage IV

5th day
10th day
15th day
?0th day
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(C) DI8CC 31OH

lymph Nodes

The normal lymph node can be divided into two functional areas

depending on the response to antigenic or chemical stimuli. hite

(1960), in his studies on the primary response to a soluble antigen

noted the development of plasma cells of varying grades of maturity

in the medulla without in many cases any changes in the outer cortex,

follicles or 'para-cortical1 areas. He was of the opinion that the

cells concerned in antibody formation were mainly confined to the

medulla. "ubsequently, other workers showed that the germinal

centres and plasma cell proliferation in the medulla were associated

with the humoral antibody response, (Turk and Oort, 1967; Parrott

and Oousa, 1966; Cottier et al, 1967).

The term 'para-cortical zone' (mid and deep cortex) was intro¬

duced by Cort and Turk (1965) as a result of studies on the auricular

lymph nodes of guinea-pigs after initial sensitization with the

chemical sensitizing agent Cxazolone. They found that the area in

the lymph node between the outer cortex and medulla had enlarged and

contained an increased proportion of large pyroninophilic cells. No

changes were noted in the outer cortex, follicles and in the medulla.

Similar changes were noted in the 'para-cortical areas* of the

draining regional lymph nodes of homografted rabbits (cothorne and

McGregor, 1955). Cort and Turk were of the opinion that the para-

cortical areas of lymph nodes were associated with specific cell-

mediated immunity or delayed hypersensitivity whereas the germinal

centres/
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centres and plasma cell proliferation In the nedulla were associated

with humoral antibody response. The para-cortical areas of lymph

nodes had also been called 'thyfima-dependent areas' by Parrott et al

(1966). These orkers found that mice thymectomized at birth,

showed a depletion of lymphocytes in the lymph nodes, primarily

restricted to the para-cortical area, leaving the outer cortex,

follicles and medulla relatively unaffected. Autoradiographic

studies made by thera also demonstrated that thymus cells localise

almost exclusively in the thymus-dependeilt areas (para-cortical) of

the lymph nodes. These studies show that lymph nodes have two

functionally different regions.

Pig.21 demonstrates the behaviour of lymph nodes during various

types of antigenic stimulation} primary response.

The lyx-ph nodes of mice undergoing O.V.H.D. on the 5th day after

the inocul Hon of parental lymphoid cells, showed an expansion and

hypercellularity of the para-cortical areas. Pyroninophilic blast

cells were seen in large numbers in the medulla and in the para-

cortical area. The germinal centres were normal in appearance and

new .germinal centre formation was not seen.

Pyroninophilic cells were seen in the para-cortical areas of

lyrnrh nodes in guinea-pigs after initial sensitization with the

chemical sensitizing agent Oxazolone (Oort and Turk, 1965). The

increase in large pyroninophilic cells was mainly confined to the

para-cortical area of the node and this was associated with delayed

hypersensitivity reactions. Pence the para-cortical area of the

lymph/
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lyisph node was associated with specific cell-mediated immunity.

The presence of pyrcninophilic cells in the para-cortical aaoa

of the lymph nodes of sice with G.V.H.D. thus nay reflect reactions

of cell-mediated nature. Govans (1962) has shown the presence of

large numbers of radio-labelled thoracic duct lymphocytes in the

cortex of lymph nodes of hybrid rats inoculated with radio-

labelled parental cells. He has also demonstrated by means of the

above technique the transformation of parental snail lymphocytes into

large pyroninophilie cells. Hence the parental lymphoid cells could

be expected to transform into large pyroninophilic cello in the para-

cortical area of the lyisph node of G.Y.K.D. nice. ince pyronino¬

philic cells are found in the pars-cortical arer ?. in cell-mediated

irasun© reactions, it is possible that the pyroninophilic cells in the

para-cortie 1 areas of the lymph nodes in G.V.H.D, are also involved

in cell-ru 'atod reactions.

Tyroninophilic cells are also seen in the medulla of C.V.H.I),

lymrh nodes. The medulla is normally involved in humoral antibody

production and this is reflected by the presence of plasma cells of

varying degrees of maturity ( hito, 1960). It may be that the many

pyroninophilic cells seen in the medulla of G.V.H.D. lymph nodes are

precursors of plasma colls. The presence of macrophages in the

lyroh nodes of G.Y.H.% mice was one of the significant features

noted. These cells had a characteristic morphology and they phago¬

cyte ad colloidal carbon in significant amount®. It is not possible

to dist: _iish the parental and hybrid colls in my histopntholog-

ical studies. The macrophages were initially found in the para-

cortical/
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sura-cortical areas and steadily replaced the cells of the G.V.Ji.B.

lymph nodes ao that in the terminal stipes of the disease they ti.uoet

completely replaced the node. These cells were alao eeen to be in

ml tools in mny areas. They were noiv-pyroninophilic and many cells

showed nuclear pleossorphiam, !ympho-phagocytoeis wao another

feature that was noted in these nodes, one of these macrophages

were in the form of giant cells with many nuclei and abundant cyto¬

plasm.

In the early phases of C.V.E.2. the nodes had moderate numbers

of ryroninophilic cells and macrophages while in the late ct.sgea most

of til© cells were macrophages. How;ard ot al (1Q6S) and '3oak et al

(1968) have shown by use of the combination of echniques such aa the

use of chromosome marker, auto-radiography and colloidal dyes, that

a proportion of donor lymphoid cells in mitosis have ;..acrophage—like

propertic. as seen by the uptake of colloidal particles. This was

noted in the liver, eritonoun and lungs of G.V.K.D. mice, Honce

it is possible to speculate that a proportion of pyroninophilic

cells ooon in the para-cortical area of G.V.I!.D. lymph nodes say

have transformed into macrophage a and perhaps the excess foreign

antigens of the hybrid host could be a stimulus for these cells

to transform.

"pleen

The increase in spleen weight was an important finding in

0.V.H.3. In the strain studied by me the spleen was maximally

enlarged/
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enlMPfcrd t*»r. hyr? .J"t ■: • • • inoenl 1 on of rnmntsl colls* In the

early stager of the lis-wine tho » -hit? -ulp• van hypercellular and

many mitotic figures were soon. The malpighian holloa contained

pyronincrhilic colls (loos than 1 rer cent" and rout of theae w^-re

confine' to tl '• periphery while the root were around the central

v rteriele* In tl intc r-'-diete of the disease , tfcer* wne

steady diminution of the nur.ber of lyrrrhocytGr m<l pyroninopfcilie

cells while at the mme time the r-'crophnyes were oro/.rrec.eiyely

increasing: in numbers until finally they completely replaced the

whole follicle, t this eta «e the appearances of the 'red and white

pulp* wore Post wmrl ible. The •red ruin' v :■ racked with

prominmt reii-nt inlay r>yrowinonhilic c lis while tho 'white pulp'

was of a pale-pink colour containing* only macrophageo# These, colour

difforoncce rado the Junction between those two regions quito

distinct* Thus th^ nnearanoes of the Ealpighian bodies of the

a-lean ver<- . Lril- r to that observed in the lyt '• nodes*

The 'red pulp' which initial*- hour-,.' mil round cells and

pyroninonhilic cells in eliroot eqvl numbers had in the final stages

pyroninorhilic cells to cn extent of 70 per cent* Thus it is poss¬

ible that the donor and the host were responsible for the increase

in these cello. ."he lymphoid cell auaponeion mn prepared front the

epleen «sad lyrrrh nodes. It may be that the 'red pulp • of the

went 1 or loon h* ! 'bored' in the 'red nulp * of tho hybrid, it

was also significant that macrophages which were abundant in the red

pulp of the normal o Ic on were absent in the red pulp of G,V.T .D*

spleens./
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spleena. It was hence possible that the hoat macrophages had

migrated to the malpighian bodie. and had caused the destruction ;f

those colls. The presence of elu-rpa of large multinucleate giant

calls in the 'red pulp* was also a regular feature. These cells

were pyroninophilic and they could be megakaryocytes derived from

to parent or F* hybrid or both. inco the presence of 'foreign

body' giant cells is a regv! ir feature at aitoa of inoculation of

non-antigenic material, it may very well bo that these cells

represent, in part at least, a ferrs of hoat response to the harmful

non-antigenie parental oells.

In the terminal stages,the macrophages which were present in the

malpighian bodies appeared to have undergone deg aeration and death,

1" wing the cytoplasmic materials as a pale pink homogeneous finely

grt mlar j& . It is very likely that this material is primary

amyloid h normally may not stain with the conventional stains

for amyloid except with thioflavine T. Tlie fibrin or "fibrinoid"

which was also found in those areas nay have come from the blood

v cools in these regions, by a process of insulation.

The changes seen in the spleen are thus a part of a generalised

c' ange that is aeon in the lyrph&tic tissues of 0.7, .D, animals.

Liver

Like the lymph nodes and spleen, the liver also showed definite

changes in all the animals examined. The increase in eise and

number of -upffer cells in C.V.'I. D. animals correlates well with the

increased/
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Increased function of rapid clearance of intravenously injected

colloidal carbon. It was notot that cells in the periportal t t

hich 'ere non-ryrcninophilic and which had the appearances of r.acro-

phagee, had not phagocytosed colloidal carbon. It is possible that

the inoculated colloidal c rbon had been taken up by the Kupffor

colls and thus the periportal macrophage®) roro not presented with any

colloidal ^articles for * 'Yroaytoaia. *.n alternative possibility
is that the be reticular cells.

The ole of th© Thymus in the Pathogenesis of G.V.H.D.

There are no reports in the literature to mention that the

thymus undergoes initial enlargement before it begins to atrophy.

Rlldemamt et al_ (1964) noted that as early as the first day after the

inoculation of donor cells the thymus underwent diminution in weight

at a time when the lymph nodes and spleen showed a significant

increase in weight. These workers were of the opinion that the

thymic changes preceded that of the peripheral lymphoid organs and it

was argued that the depletion of lymphocytes in lymphoid organs7aeon

in the intermediate and late stages, were secondary to the thymic

atrophy. Ihuc the possibility was put forward that G.V.H.I), was due

to 'immunological thymectomy* where the thymus was primarily destroyed

by th® inoculated donor cells and the changes aeon in the rest of the

tissues of G.V.H.D, animals were as a result of the destruction of

the thymus. (neonatal thymectomy in mice produces a wasting syndrome

which bears a similar resemblance to the wasting of O.V.H.D. animals).

However,/
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However, thymic involution based cn immunological assault in the

G.V.H. reaction appeared unlikely because Gowano and Knight (1964)

and Harris and Ford (1964) had observed that peripheral lymphoid

cells did not reach th© thymus in their pathway of recirculation

within the lymphoid tissue.

In contrast to the above view Ileim et al (1967) was of the

opinion that the changes in G.V.H.B. were independent of thymic

involution and that the changes seen in the latter organ wcre

probably the result of adrenal hyperactivity. Thus these workers

studied the effect of adrenalectomy on the thymus gland in mice

undergoing G.V.H.D. They adrenr.lectoraized a group of Fj hybrid
mice and inoculated parental lymphoid cells and also inoculated

parental lymphoid cells into a group of non-adrenalectoaisod

syngeneic mice. Both groups exhibited the typical clindco-

pathological findings of G.V.H.D. but the adrenalectomized mice did

not develop any destructive changes in the thymus. Thus it appears

that the destruction of the thymus in G.V.H.B. ie due to the presence

of the adrenal gland. These workers conclude that the thymic

involution observed in G.V.H. reaction does represent iraouno-

logical thymectomy but results from the stress of mi immunologically

induced disease.

Vj examination of the thymuses in G.V.H.D. showed the

presence of significant numbers of macrophages, a marked reduction

of thymocytes and an absence of pyroninophilic cells. These

appearances were closely similar to those seen in the lymph nodes.

It/
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It is ay hypothesis that the macrophages of the thycrua have developed

an altered reactivity towards •self* and have caused the depletion of

thymocytes. The absence of pyrcminophilic cells was a very notable

feature.

Pancreas

'-.alters (1966) noticed severe granulomatous pancreatitis in

neonatal nice with G.V.H.D. He found that sheets of lymphocytes

and macrophage*! arising from the lyspho-reticular aggregates of the

covering serosa spread as an inflammatory parous throughout the

pancreatic interstitial tissue and ultimately only the degenerating

remnants of acini, islets and ductules were found to remain. Gorer

and Boyse (1959) using pre-immunized donor cells to produce G.V.H.D.

in adult Fj hybrids, noticed extensive infiltration of the omentum,
pancreas and patches of fat necrosis. It must be noted that these

workers inoculated the donor cells by the intra-peritoneal route.

Those workers had not described the infiltration of nacrophages into

the pancreas as was described by me.

The Alimentary Tract in G.V.H.D,

It was noted that when the G.V.H.D. animals did not develop

wanting, no intestinal change occurred. It was also observed that

all the animals which appeared ill and wasted had intestinal

pathology. In the strain (C57BI * CBa)F^ hybrid which developed a
more severe form of the disease, intestinal lesions were more of a

destructive nature with less evidence of reparative tissue changes,

on/
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ha the contrary, in tha ^ /J hybrid r.nimls, the -'i cease process

ran a longer clinic 1 course before death. In thesa animals the

repair of th® intestinal d--mage did not restore the architecture to

normal. ' irsilnr charge are seen in hurv-n Idiopathic teatorrhoea,

(Booth et :il, 1962). has a results show that damage to th© intest¬

inal nucooa was one of the factors in the e-meation of •: sting. This

da <e could cnuse loss of protein:' from the intestinal vescols.

hue Cornelius (1970) studied the loan of plnsr proteins into the

bowel of adce with V'. reaction' and compared the rosul tr 'ith the
51

histological eh n.-as in the • liaentaxy tract. "y t • pging 'Or Cl~
51

to plasm proteins, he found that the lose of Cr Cl^ into th©
faeces was considerably •'renter than in control mice and histological

i*o was detectable in every rusting animal. Ijypoalbuainaeraia

was also noted in these aniaalo. hia author was of the opinion

that orotain loss into the intestinal tract woe one of the factors

responsible for the generalised wasting in 1.7.5. .

sating amy also result from inside-mate intake of a b?il«'Uiced

diet. Tha ood nd water Intake taa inveatigatsad fro day 6 ifter

the inocul tion of cells to day 23. ror day 6 to 13, the test mice

ingested less amounts of food .nd water compared to control mice

( "able 7). 'rosa day 13 to 23 the teat and control mice in.tested

almost the s-ie 'count of food and her oven though the test • nimals

-ere losing weight gradually (lbhie 8).

sating in 1.7.5.% nay also result f'-or other causes. The

d- rw- ■" to the intentinnl mcoc- could result in ^ney "cce-o of ocrrml

nd/
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TABLE 7

FOC AMD Xfm INT.'EE OF M/tP./j BOHBAL AMD OVHD (TEST)
MICi. FRCP :r.T 6 to 1? \FT:a IHCCOLATIf* OP PAR T?'L CELLS

Kice
Kuatbar

Of EllCC
food

Intake
"'ater

Intake

. mount of
food per
bouso for

7 days

mount of
water per
siouue for
7 days

GVHB
(Test)

13 190 e. 175 m 14.6 g. 13.5 «1

Formal 12 265 g. 290 al 22.0 g. 24.0 ml

FOOD AMD <>'AfLR 1STARB
KICK FACE DAT 14 to 23

table e

OP B&VF./j SC.iKAL MB GVHD (TEST)
aft:at INOCULATION OF PARENT,"L CELLS

Pice
^lumber

of nice
"T>0d

Int - ke

'• 'ater
Intake

imount of
food per
mouse for

10 days

.mount of
W:r per

mouse for
10 days

GVBD
(Test)

13 425 g. 400 ml 33.5 g. 30.0 ml

Formal 12 420 g. 330 ml 35.0 g. 27.5 al
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and pathogenic bacteria to the wall of the intestine and cause

infection of the rut. This infection could then spread systemically

in the ir"imologically deficient animal. However histological

examination of the tissues did not show evidence of uyctenic infection.

Investigation of the plasma of Q.V.K,D. mice by Billingham and Brent

(1959) showed that infection cannot be transferred by plasm. They

inoculated newborn nice with lightly spun heparinirod plasma from

O.V.H.D, sice and found it to be entirely Innocuous.

The role of endotoxin in causing wasting disease had been

invooti -ated by many workers. Howard (1961b) had shown that in mice

undergoing d.V.H.•',» the resistance to shigella dysenteriae type I

endotoxin was reduced at a time when these mice showed maxima phago-

cytic activity. "imilar studies were mvle by Feast (1968), Be

produced the vesting of G.V.fi.D. In neonatal sice by the inoculation

of allogeneic lymphoid colls. "hen a similar b tch of nice were

treated regularly with TJeomycin sulphate garages so as to reduce the

bacterial flora of the gut, the wasting was found to be markedly

reduced. Tt was found that less than 20 per cen of the niisala

survived in the C.V.H.P., groups, whereas 75 per cont of the animals

survived to 70 days in the O.V.H.group receiving neomycin sulphate

garaging. Bistopathological changes in Q.V.F. ;. animals receiving

neomycin sulphate were also less acute. The animals examined from

day ?t to 50 showed minimal lesions in the liver, pancreas and small

intestine (feast and alters, 1968). Heomyr5*' "-rage may exert its

beneficial action by preventing rr-'-th of the bacterial flora of the

gut/
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gut and this would mean reducing: the amount of endotoxin that was

produced in the gut. It was possible that the damaged gut in

O.V.H.D. allowed abnormal amounts of endotoxin into the circulation

and this would lead to wasting and generalised toxaemia. It had

been shown by Feast (1968) that inoculation of bacterial endotoxin

into normal nice produce: runtinr and that this had nany features

almilnr to a. . . p.

nother possibility was that lymphocytes hau a part to play in

maintaining the vitality of normal gut epithelium. Gowans (1962)

had shown by radio-labelling techniques that the large lymphocytes

derived from the thoracic duct of parental strain rats •home1 in the

stroma of the villi of the intestines.

It is also reported that the lymphocytes exert a trophic effect

on the growth of rapidly proliferating cells (Loutit, 1962). Hence

the lymphocyte aggregates found throughout the ileum and large

intestine may be a source of growth factors. Home evidence suggests

that this is true. Isologou3 lymphocytes appear to be necessary to

maintain vitality of the intestinal epithelium after irradiation

(Delonne, 1961). However, decrease in regeneration of bowel

epithelium occurs, in irradiated nice after the injection of homo¬

logous spleen cells, (Novel and nolo, 1961). It my he that

colonization of the gut of G.V.H.D. mice with parental lymphoid cells

alters the proper inter-relationship that normally exists between

isologoue lymphoid cells end gut epithelium. This may in turn

cause damage to the gut epithelium.

The/
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The Consideration that the Alimentsxy Tract and th© other Associated
Glandular structures are T'riraary 'Target Organs* in G.V.H.D.

The results show that the main pathological changes were con¬

fined to two main groups of systems.

1. lympho-haemopoiotic system.

2. Alimentary system and glands that are eobryologically

derived from it. The crypts of LieberkUhn are glands

derived from the intestinal epithelium and found in the

mucosa. The submucosal glands present in the duodenum

also develop from the same epithelium. The salivary

glands, liver and pancreas (exocrine) also develop as

out-pouching from the alimentary ays ten and their ducts

maintain th® connection with the alimentary system,

(Ham and looaon, I960*
It was noteworthy that the non-lyoph r-haemopoiotic organs that

were involved in G.V.H.D. were the intestines including the glands

contained within their walls as well as the salivary glands, liver

and pancreas which were embryologically derived from it. It was

noted in these organs that there was damage to parenchyma and also

that macrophages, a few pyroninophilic and mononuclear cells were

present. Hence these structures are probably important target organs

in mice with G.V.H.D. In rats with G.V.H.D. severe skin lesions

were a conspicuous? finding and it was postulated that the skin in

this species could be a primary target organ for allogeneic lymphoid

cells, (Billlngham, 1966-67).

xperimental studies on allografts of intestine show that the

mucosa/
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Kucoaa of the gut is an early target tissue in the rejection

-henctsenon. The euco&a showed isaxiiaal early damage and the central

lacteals were also found to be dilated and associated with the damage,

(: reston ©t al, 1965; tat®, 1969). 11 this evidence tends to

suggest that the gut and structures derived fro© the gut nay be

primarily involved in the interaction between it and prrental lymphoid

cells. However the damage to the pancreas, liver ...,u salivary

glands was not serious enough to reduce the functions of these organs.

On the contrary, the intestinal damage could lead to, as discussed

above, losa of plassta proteins and absorption of excessive aaounts

of endotoxins which could lead to wasting and toxaemia in those

lyEphocyte-deplet&d ©ice.

Bone harrow

Githens «t al (1968) studied the bone narrow changes in sice

undergoing 0, V.H.D., froia birth to 4 weeks of age. It was noted

that a significant proportion of animals develop narrow abnornal-

itles. In the early stages myeloid hyperplasia tan not' 1 followed

by marked hypoplasia or aplasia during the 2nd and 3rd week. A

characteristic infiltrate of the narrow with lymphocytoid, rlaaisa-

cvtoid and histiocytic cells was frequently seen by these workers,

"'he marrows examined by m also showed hypoplasia and in addition

there were sheets of macrophages replacing the normal marrow tissue.

;idney and Heart

Cornelius et al (1966) renders 'A' atrain mice tolerant of

( x C573L/1 )r. hy^i^ tissue by a haavy doue of total body

irradiation/
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irradiation and injection of hybrid spleen cells. Thus these

animals had an P. hybrid 'lymphoid system1. To these animals *a*

strain £ leer. cells were injected and these animals developed haeaa-

tologic&l and pathological features similar to animals with G.V.K.D.

In these animals renal and cardiac changes were seen. The kidney

had poorly outlined pale areas. homogeneous glomerular d—oaits

were seen which were positive for periodic acid- cL. and ongo red.

Tubular atronhy was widespread and sev re. Myocardial necrosis was

seen in almost half the tolerant sice injected with ore-immunised

donor cello. Xheoe changes are considered to be non-specific as the

inoculated ' ' spleen cells cannot interact with the 'A' strain

kidney and heart cells of these tolerant nice.

The sononuclear cell infiltration and the ninicial parenchymal

..lajsnge to the kidney and heart noted by ae in nice . ith 3.V.H. D.

are probably of no significance.

Adrenal Gland

The ssona gloaaruloaa and fasciculate were f< and hp ^"tmhic

during the early stage© of the disease. This would rean that these

sonen of the -land were hyperactive probably as a non-aoaeific

response to prolonged stress, (.- unafield, 1967). It la possible

that this hyperactivity has in turn led to exhaustion,. The changes

noted in the intermediate and terminal stages of the disease support

this view. The reaction of the adrenal cortex to stress and trauma

had been extensively studied in human beings, ( yrdnrton, 1969).

The/



The most outstanding chEtnge that occurred in the adrenal cortex to

stress of a known intensity and lasting for a definite period of time

was the variable distribution and. sis© of the lipid globules. In

addition yisington et_ al (1955) took into consideration the signi¬

ficance of such factors as alteration in cell-type, presence of

degenerative cell changes, the distribution of RHA and non-specific

cytoplasmic ensyaes In assessing the changes that occur in stress.

In the row* gloraeruloea and the ad Joining fnscieulata, the moat

severe changes were seen while the rent of the fasciculate showed

linid depletion. "uch changes are seen in adrenals in conditions

such as roet-oeeretiv© states cow-"lie? tod by haemorrhage or

infections, in acute generalised peritonitis end in severe fatal

bums. Pone© the changer scon in the adrenals in these states must

necessarily involve severe adrenal stress. The changes seen in the

adrenals in the intermediate and 1st© stage of 0.V.E. f. are dm to

the state of stress probably caused by alor progressive cell damage.
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(A) HI C'ilC' . . lOUltT "Jl > A VI : I' LI? ( I; VP-.
IHT/XACTIC?'.: OF CELLO AID TISSUES IK CULTURE

.'he- technique of tissue and cell culture was developed in the

last century, as early Uw 1885, when ilhelsn Rouz m intwined the

medullary plat© of the chick embryo in vans saline for a few day®,

'ince then, great interest !ias been shown by workers all over the

world and this resulted in raany refinements of the original tech¬

niques but until the 1340's the stuciw wore mainly focuased on the

mechanism of growth and differentiation of tissues, as studied by

the embryologiate at that time. host of th® early investigators

Bade us* of pieces of animal tissue as cultx. :q materials, (explanta).

Just as such as tissues could be grown in, vitro, tissues eculd

also be grown in vivo by implanting fragments of tissue from ono

animal to another (transplantation). This development of trans¬

plantation is naturally to be expected as th© techniques of tissue

culture and transplantation have many factors in common. Murphy

(101S) transplanted adult chic en spleen fragment™ on to the chorio¬

allantoic membrane! of th© chick embryo and noticed th® en .'-rgement

of th© rrploon of the embryo. 'ince then, transplantation had

aroused a good deal of interest but it was only in the 1S50'a that a

serious attempt we a made to study the mechanism and control of th©

homogrsft reaction. At that time, workers in transplantstion

biology made use of th© technique of tissue and cell culture to study

the mechanism of rejection of tinsue graft®.

For purposes of clarity and convenience, information on cell

culture can bo classified into three broad groups. Those are:—

1./
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1. Experiments based on the principle that lymphoid cells or

macrophages sensitized by donor histoincorapatibility antigens have

the cap? dty to destroy donor target cells in culture. These fall

into the following sub-groups -

(a) Experiments which study the mechanism of rejection

of normal tie,sues transplanted within the same

rceie ; and in between species.

(b) Experiments which study the interaction between

tumour cello and sensitised lymphocytes or macrophages.

(c) xrcrimen to which study auto-icr inity in human beings.

(d) Experiment# which study experimental auto-immune

conditions induced in animals,

2. xneriments which study the interaction between target cells

(in cell culture) and lymphoid cells which are non-specifically

stimulated by various agents such as phytohaemag/clutinin ( .]?•&.)»

xenogeneic antibody, poke-wend mitogen, streptolysin-G and staphylo¬

coccal filtrate.

3. xperiments which study the capacity of lyr riocytea .aitisred

to soluble antigens (such as bovine serum albumin, ovalbumin and

iV .u.) to cause cell death in cell culture when incubated with the

specific (Antigens. Ms model has been used for the in vitro

study of the mechanism of hypersensitivity.

1. The historical account dealing with the significant landmarks

in the evolution of the knowledge in the first group will now be

discussed,

hen/
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hen a tissue such as .?kin is transplanted fron one- antral to

another antral of a different strain or species, the transplanted

skin af » an initial "take" dies within 10-14 days. Thus the heat

antral was able to cause death of the cells of th© rafted tissue.

t the site of this reaction, many cell tynes wero seen such as

lymphocytes, merophages and plasma colls. It was hence naturally

assured that the small round cell (lymphoid cell) played at least

sore p,vrt in th© destructive process. Thus an attempt was nade by

early orkera to .prow fragments of tissue ouch as skin and th©

up cifically sensitised regional lymphoid fragments in culture in

order to study tha cellular interaction.

The early work by four workers was found to be not very

encouraging. Harris (1943) first made a brief reference to growing

expiants from two species together in th© praamo© or absence of

cytotoxic antiserum. !o cytotoxic effect was noted and hia paper

h. I., i-.aiiily with the cylofo-.i affect oi' heterologous ontieera on

explante in tissue culture.

The experimenta of 3 edawur (1943) also did not throw -;uch light

on the in vivo rejection phenomenon. Using rabbits, ho cultured

fragmentt2 of lymph node or spleen from homografted aniiaulo, in

intimate contact »ith the okin from the original doner. noticed

no adverse effect either on mitotic cr migratory activity of the

cultured epidermis, font ;ct betweer the donor ukin and recipient

lymph node was particularly intimate; in i. ea the lymph node

was coi-plotely invented by the mig. ting epidermal cells. ■ ©dawar

used/
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used spleen fragments and only in a few experiments were lymph node

fragments from the draining lymnh nodes used. At that time, it was

not known that the regional lymph nodes play a major part compared to

spleen, in the genesis of the immune response to orthotopic skin

homografts.

The experiments of eaver et (1955) involved the use of

diffusion chambers. The target cells and the specifically sensiti¬

zed spleen cells in diffusion chambers were placed into the peritoneal

cavity of iaologous hosts. They noted death of the target cells but

their attempt to demonstrate this cell death in vitro resulted in

failure. The causi of the failure may be that the lymphocytes were

unhealthy. It is also mentioned that the large volume of fluid

necessary to maintain a given number of cells in vitro may have

resulted in too great a dilution of substances released by cells and

necessary in a certain critical concentration for a positive result.

Another possible cause of the failure is that the lysis of hornograft

colls involves the release from "immune" lymphocytes of antibodies

which are active only in the presence of complement. It could be

that the absence of lysis of target cells is due to the presence of

insufficient complement.

Further refinements to the in vitro study of heteroplastic

associations such as rat lymrh node and mouse ureter or mouse lymph

node and rat ureter was made by Trowel! (1959) who showed that such

associations survive normally in culture for six days and that rat

tissues could be cultured satisfactorily for four days in contact

with/
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with lyranh nodes from sice previously immunized by injections of rat

tissue. He also did not observe any cytotoxic death in his in vitro

studies.

Using more refined techniques of culture, ::cothorne et al (19G0)

cultured fragments of lymphoid tissue in close apposition to each

other. The regional lymph node fragments from mice which were

immunized with donor 3kin ?aa cultured in intimate side by side

contact with similar node fragments from the original donor of the

immunizing grafts. They did not notice any significant difference

between the control and te3t cultures. Cultures of nodes from

autografted or unoperated mice were set up as controls.

The first successful in vitro demonstration of cytopathic effect

on target cells by immune lymphoid cells was by Govaerts (i960). He

was chiefly concerned with the search for circulating (humoral or

cellular) antibodies in dogs that had received a kidney hoinograft.

One donor dog kidney was transplanted to the recipient dog. The

second kidney of the donor animal was removed 3 days after trans¬

plantation and small fragments of the kidney cortex were incubated

with 0.25 trypsin solution, and the supernatant which contained the

kidney cells was centrifuged, washed and suspended in culture medium

containing calf and horse serum. The cells were cultured in

stationary tubes at a concentration of 800,000 viable cells per ml.

(1 ml, per tube). To these cultures thoracic duct lymphocytes from

recipient animals were added in the presence of serum obtained from

the recipient dog at the time of or 4 days after graft rejection.

It/
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It woe noticed that fibroblaat-Iik© cells wore not affected but

most of the enitholittl-like cells were retracted, round and somewhat

agglutinatedj their cytoplasm was granular with some vacuoles and

nany of the cells were surrounded with lymphocytes. These alter¬

ations were increased by complement, in the presence of which some

cells wore completely destroyed. In the absence of recipient serum

or with recipient serum obtained beforo transplantation, some

retracted epithelial-like cells with granular cytoplasm were observed.

The success by Sovaerts in demonstrating the cytotoxic activity

of lymphocytea froa *sensitised* dogs to the doner colls jja vitro

could be du© to the us® of monocellular suspensions of dissociated

cells where close association between target and aggressor cell ia

possible. In explant cultures ouch close contact is not possible.

Since then,many research workers inl created in various fields

of biology and medicine cade use of similar experimental techniques

as used by Govaerts and demonstrated this cytotoxic effect (on

target cells) by lymphoid cells specifically immunised towards the

target tissue. Thus Soaeoau and J'oon (1961) studied the effects of

Sensitised* lymphocytes of MIl/C nice on homologous cells (fibro¬

blasts) of the *L* atrain, originally derived from a C3H mouse. The

cells wez'e grown in milk dilution bottles in 90 per cent medium 199

and 10 per cent OX scrum. Rosen&u was the first to describe by

in vitro technique the initial clustering of lymphocytes around

target *L* colls. This was followed by marked and progressive

cytopathogenic changes in the *L* cells which finally resulted in

destruction/
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destruction of most of these cells. These changes were observed in

the absence of complement, The sen® of the sensitized nice did

not contain humoral antibodies demonstrable by precipitation, immuno¬

diffusion or fluorescent antibody techniques. There was also, no

demonstrable antibody bound to the 'L' cells, as determined by the

fluorescent-antibody technique. The main findings in Rosenau and

Foon's work was the necessity for close contact between aggressor

lymphoid and target cells initially with the subsequent lysis of the

target cells In the absence of complement.

Stuart (1962) demonstrated the capacity of normal mouse lympho¬

cytes to adhere to monolayers of HeLa cells and cause eytopathic

changes, after incubation for 48 hours and the optimum dose of

lymphoid cells required was 100 million. Immunized spleen cells

produced a similar but more rapid and severe effect. This cytotoxic

effect was not noticed when heat killed lymphocytes were added. This

work shows in addition to demonstration of cell death in the hetero¬

logous system, that viable lymphocytes are necessary for the inter¬

action.

'.osenau and icon (1362J demonstrated that hydrocortisone when,

incubated with the target and ricitized lymphocytes, although not

preventing the adherence of the sensitized lymphocytes, nevertheless

had a partial effect in reducing the cytopathogenic effects of the

sensitized lymphocytes on the *L* cells. Thus hydrocortisone

appears to partially block the interaction between the two cell

types, although the recognition of the homologous cells by the

sensitized/
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sensitised lymphocytes was not prevented.

An experimental model for the study of autosenaitization

reactions in vitro was devised by Koprowski and Fernandes (1962).

These authors found in vivo techniques to have its limitations in

the detailed study of ' xperimental Allergic ncephalomyelitis.

Tissue culture technique ma used as a tool to determine the iomuno~

logical reaction of the host to brain tissue antigens. They

prepared monolayers of glial cells on coverslips placed in Petri

dishes, from newborn puppies and the cells were grown in 10,' calf

serum. As a source of 'sensitized* lymphocytes, rata were

immunized with c " -pig spinal cord suspension in complete Fround's

adjuvant. The 'sensitized' lymph node cells were incubated with the

cells from the brain in 5, 00^ at 37 C and the sensitized cells were
noted to adhere to glial elements like oligodendroglia, astrocytes,

and not to the fibroblasts. About 10-15 'sensitized' cells

a glutinated to each glial cell and the reaction was most intense

on the third hour of contact. Ho agglutination was noted with

either normal lymphoid cells or lymphoid cells prepared from rats

sensitized with Freund's adjuvant alone. The authors name this

reaction 'Contactual Agglutination'. C5n the sixth day of incubat¬

ion, the brain cultures originally exposed to sensitizod cells

consisted entirely of fibroblastic type cells. The glial elements

had disappeared, presumably destroyed by contact with the sensitized

cells.

Thus the sensitised lymphoid cells acted specifically towards

the/
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the glial elements of the brain culture and this was further con¬

firmed by on experiment in which the sane sensitized cells did not

interact with the cells of the kidney (mainly fibroblasts) obtained

from the same puppy. The specificity in this experimental model,

unlike those described so far, zooms to be directed towards an organ

rather than to the species, since rat lymph node cells sensitized to

guinea-pig spinal cord reacted with glial cells of puppy brain but

not with fibroblasts. Thus the coll interactions here are •organo¬

typic* and not species specific.

Taylor and Gulling- (1963) studied the cytopnthic effect in

vitro of aensiti . aologouo and heterologous spleen cells on

fibroblact3. Xhey demonstrated that the cytopathic changes can be

induced in fibroblasts by contact for a short time with specifically

sensitized living spleen cells. It was also shown that normal

control lymphocytes, killed sensitized lymphocytes and spleen cells

"non-cpecifically" sensitized to bovine serum albumin (B. .A.), had

a growth stimulating effect on the fibroblasts. The study of smear

preparations of sensitised spleens indicated that the cell populations

seen are similar to those seen in secondary immune response and 50,

of the cells harvested were pjfiuninophilic suggesting that they were

potential antibody producers. These authors speculate that the

death of the fibroblasts could be due to the secretion of humoral

antibody by these washed sensitized cells, during the period of

incubation with the target cells.

ilson (1963) made among other investigations, a quantitative

study/
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study of the destruction of homologous target tissue by immuno¬

logically activated lymphoid colls. He cultured cell3 fror. the

kidney cortex obtained from 3-6 day old rat or mouse donors, in

culture medium containing 10 calf rum. ensitized lymphoid cells

from rata and mice were aided to the appropriate kidney cultures and

incubated for 40 bourn. The number of viable residual kidney cells

were enumerated by preparing nuclear isolates of the target cells.

The media were discarded (or saved in some cultures for enumeration

of lymphocytes), the tubes gently rinsed three titles with Hanks'

salt solution and 1 ml. of 2f ( /V) citric acid was introduced into

each tube. .ft-: " '0 minutes incubation at 37°C the tubes were

thoroughly agitated for a few seconds to suspend the kidney cell

nuclei. One-half ml. of 0.1;' ( /v) crystal violet dye (in 2 citric

acid) was added to each tube and the nuclei were counted in a

standard haonocytomoter. The large rounl or oval kidney cells were

easily distinguished from the smaller hyperchrcmatic nuclei of the

lymphocytes. The number of lymphocytes present in the media was

also deter* ted in som xperiments.

hen the sensitised lymphoid cells and target colls were

incub: ted for 4C hours, signifi nt numbers of the latter were

destroyed and this had been made the basis of a test system to

establish the following points.

^1) The effect of sensitised lymphocytes is not one of

mitotic inhibition. Homologous, non-dividing target

cells are destroyed in the presence of sensitized

lymphocytes;/
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lymphocytes; whereas target cello cultured with

normal lymphoid cells are unharmed.

(2) Keither complement nor immune serum is required

for this reaction.

(3) Lymphocytes sensitized to a different set of

transplantation antigens do not exert any

deleterious effect on isologous target cells,

i.e. the effect is immunologically specific.

(4} lymphocytes obtained from the thoracic duct of

homografted rats are fully as effective as immune

lymph j-wLc .... lis in destroying donor strain kidney

cells.

(5) No evidence of "allergic" cell death on tho part

of immunologically activated lymphocytes in contact

with homologous versus isologous target kidney cells

was obtained.

(6) Those target kidney cells which do not succumb to

tho effects of homologous sensitized lymphoid colls,

do not represent a resistant population. It was

suggested that the cruae culture conditions impose

a limit on the optimum performance of lymphoid

cells in culture,

ranger and eiser (1964) reported the capacity of 'immune1

peritoneal macrophages from C57BL/6K mice to cause specific

adherence and destruction of donor target cells derived from h/jax

mice./
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mice, 3oth the interacting cells died and cell destruction

apparently resulted in a non-phagocytic mechanism involving intimate

cell contact rather than the effect of humoral antibody. Target

cells were either normal fibroblast or macrophages. Cell destruct¬

ion was determined by the plaque technique on monolayer cell cultures.

This is the first report of the capacity of macrophages from mice

immunised with donor tiasv to cause cytotoxic death of donor target

colls.

Granger and \'eiser (1966) further demonstrated that normal

peritoneal macrophages treated with specific humoral antibody,

derived from inmn 1 iors do not interact with donor target cells

to produce cell destruction. The specificity of the *immune"

macrophage-tsrget cell interaction was demonstrated by the fact that

macrophages immunised towards various hiotoincompatible antigens

other than target "L" cells did not cause specific adherence and

cytolysis of target *" cells, A specific haemagglutinin

responsible for specific ; dherence was eluted from well-v shed ir une

macrophage by heat tr ant. In another experiment it was noted

that metabolic inhibitors such as . ctinonycin-D and Chlon rphenicol,

while not preventing adherence, inhibited cytolysis of target cello

by specific "immune" macrophages. Thus adherence between the target

coll and "immune" macrophage may be a passive phenomenon determined

by ~n immunological interaction between the membrane of the two cell

types. Target cell destruction requires perhaps further inter¬

actions between the cells, where the biosynthotic activity of the

•immune•/
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'ir line * macrophagea nay be necessary,

Stuart (1967) studied the interaction between macrophagea and

norral lymphocytes. It was noted that 03/ peritoneal macrophages

did not interact with 0573' mouse mphocytes when incubate- in

normal 03.' mouse serum whereas in immune CBA serum, marked adherence

and phagocytosis was noted. This shows the importance of specific

immune serum in altering the behaviour of macrophages towards

nucleated cells.

Bronda (1964) demonstrated that immune lymphocytes obtained by

i - unising different strains of mice with homologous sarcoma cells,

when washed and t "-rred to monolayer cultures of these sarcoma

cells or donor macrophages, adhere to the colls in culture and

destroy them in 2-4 days. hen cultured with normal lymphocytes,

no cell death was seen. This cytotoxicity was dependent on the

dose of lymphocytes and was effected in the absence of complement

and irrune serum. This interaction resulting in target coll death

occurred only if there was an TI-2 antigenic difference.

Ginsbrr; and achr ''965) devised a new experimental model which

involved addition of normal rat lymphoid cells to monolayer cultures

of mouse embryo cells. It wa fcund that the rat lymphocytes

transformed into largo pyroninophillc cells (IPC's) after 5-7 days

in culture. The cells transformed into blast cells in >-4 days and

und -went a series of mitotic divisions which finally culminated in

the formation of large pyroninophilic cells (IPC's), The cello

were also found to ly30 the mouse embryo monolayers.

Hence/
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Hence in thin ayatcr the lymphocytes are "sensitized" in vitro

to the transplant-;tion antigens present on the surface of the mouse

erf ryo cells. "his system is in contrast tc the techniques of

previous workers -.There the lyrphoi cells are sensitised in the

intact aniral by injecting into them transplantation antigens.

Those workers in later years made further refinements in culture

method and in the sunntit *ive evalu tion of the degree of lysis

(Cinahurg, 1960; ^rke et al, 19^9"b; Thrice et al, 1969c). 'l"he rate
51

of lysis van deterrined by three ways; raoftsuring Cr release from

lysed fibroblasts, by direct count of surviving fibroblasts and by

f5 tion and at: ' ' for ex-miration of ren of lysis. "he kinetic

analysis of the reaction indicated that one IPC wan required to lyse

one "ibroblaet and that each fibroblast died independently as a

re ' of " single hit by a large pyroninophilic cell (Lr,C). The

lyoic of a target cell starts immediately when cell contact between

IPC and fibroblast is accomplished. The number of IPC*3 are not

decreased during the lytic reaction. Hence IPC's are not subjected

to an "allrr !c death" fter exerting a lytic effect on target cells.

. quantitative study of the specificity of the lytic reaction with

regard to the antigens of the t ,\;et cello indicated that IPC's

recognise strain differences of the mouoe fibroblasts,

"erlmaim and Troberger (1963) cultured freshly isolated foetal
them

hum~r colon cells and exposed/to white blood cells (mainly lympho¬

cytes) from children with ulcerative coliti3 or from healthy controls.
•>52

The colon cello were labelled wit] "h-orthophosph-te or

14 /
C-aminoacids./
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;~:cminoacids. xpoouro of the colon colic to patients' white

colls led to a rapid isotope roloose, significantly higher than

that obtained ith normal white colls. or obtaining a significant

cytotoxic effect of the patients• uite sells, the presence of 10 to

20 per cent of frooh guinea-pig or human serum ~a the incubation

medium was required (complement). the above experimental model

had boon made use of by a. y workers :o study the ; utkogenesia of

human and animal autc-iaruno-like states. In tho case of huEans,

the target cells arc groan in culture and the lymphoid cells of the

patient suffering from the auto-immune disease are added to the

culture and incu , ...

In animal models, explanta of the target animal tissue are

grown in culture and lymphoid colls fron animals suffering from the

co~. ... ponding experimental auto-immune disoaoe are added and

incubated.

hus trigeminal ganglia of foetal rats ( inkier, 1965) or glial

cells prepared from neons; .1 rats (Berg and Kttlldn, 1963) were

cultured d : lymphoid cells fron animals suffering from experiment-

al allergic neuritis or encephalomyelitis. this resulted in

doayolination of nerve fibres in tho former culture and destruction

of -he glial cells in the latter culture. The culture of cxplanto

of limb-girdle muscle of foetal fpwtgue-Jawley ruts with lymphoid

eel1 from rats sensitised to rabbit pelvic skeletal muscle also

ro. ulted in marked cytotoxic death of the oxplants (hakulao, 1566a,

1966b).

. imilarly/
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'inilnrly, thoracic duct 1yrphocytcfs froc rats with experiment¬

al auto-irrune thyroiditis exerted r. destructive effect on explants

of thyroid tic ue fron no *nal rets of the snre strain fTi&rfclund,

1964). blnr et rl (1565) did no-' observe any cytotoxic!t- to

thyroid cell monolayers vhcr. incubated with 3y -hocytes from

animals sensitised with thyroid nntirrona. "one et al (1563)

observed the inhibition o'" groirth of rabbit thyror" ' cell cultures

-her incubated with rabbit lyr-hoid cells sensitised to -uinea-pig

thyroid antigens. Control lymphoid cells fror rabbits injected

-.•ith unrelated entiren (bovine r.erur.: albur.in) produced similar

effects but v 1 •"• 'her of these control cells were recuir 1 to

cause damage of a similar degree,

"zperimer.tr; of a similar nature wore performed using appropriate

h - target cells and. lymphoid colls fror patients diagnosed

clinically no rhotcsntoid arthritis, systonic lupus erythematosus,

multiple fscleronio and ulcerative colitis. In rheumatoid arthritis

nrS in syntonic lupus erythematosus, exudate mononuclear cells fron

synovial joints cause ' ---tetoxic death of cultured human fibroblasts

or amnion cells (Prsunsteiner et al, 1564; ^odberg and "Klldn,

1564a; Hedberg and FSlldn, 1964b). However, "edberg (1967)* as a

result of studios on 11*5 patients, found that the cytotoxic effects

inflicted by mononuclear colls mere obtained predominantly in a

srnll .series of p. t-. 7. and r.''.-lihe syndromes and that only one-

third of rheunr toid arthritis patients, predosinently those -,1th

nodule a, shoved cytotoxic effects. It ir necessary to note that

the/
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the exudate ccaonucleur cells need not necessarily be sensitized

lymphocytes. Berg and Slldn (1964) added mononuclear cello from

potiontw with multiple sclerosis to monolayers of rut glial cells

and cytotoxicity of the glial cell- was caused by cello fro;; 11 out

of 53 multiple sclerosis patient®. Cells from rorssal individuals

did not cause this effect,

2. Target Cell Destruction Caused by Hon- pacifically Stimulated
Lymphocytes

.ola et al (1964) demonstrated for the first time that lymphoid

coils need not be ocifically stimulated to kill target cells. He

demonstrated tha t» Z1G X lymphoid colls would kill target cells in

tissue culture if non-spcoifically stiaulatod by (a crude extract

from the bean - hasaolus vulgaris), provided the cells are homologous

vis.. r-gard to their l'-2 antigens. In this experiment primary

cultures of foetal human kidneys (obtained from legal abortions) or

kidneys from new-born pragw—Lawloy rate were set up in ugle *s

tedium supplemented with 15. host inactivated calf sorua. The cells

wore labelled with carLon-14 thymidine, lymphoid cells ware isolated

from hapurlnlEcd human peripheral blood or from the blood of normal

prague-luwley rata. Varying numbers of these lymphoid cells

(1-10 x 10 ) ware nixed with labelled target colls (10") in roller

tubes. 0.1 ml. of il% extract was addod to some of the tubes, fhe

tut were fitted loosely with sere;.-caps, placed at 45° angle and

incubated at 37°C for 18 hours in an atmosphere of air containing 55'

carbon dioxide. (The Fill extract . ,.s prepared by extracting 40 grams

of/
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of crushed '"hr.noolus vulgaris beans with "00 ml. of 0.19 ' phosphate

buffer (p!T7.2; at 4°" for 24 hours. Trie suspension wau contri fugsd

at 4500 r.p.m. for JO minutes and the supernatant dialysed in the

cold for 04 hour-, against sever-.1 '.inges of phosphate buffer).

"he result.: of the ?e experiments she-- th the isotope

released (due to cell death) mr always higher in the presence of

"TTA than in its absence. "he magnit ide of this c "ect depended on

th» ratio Of lymphoid to target cells. .a a rule only a slight

cytotoxicity obt r ' tth r tio of 10 ; 1, *hereaa a r .tio of

100 : 1 gave a pronounced cytotoxicity. "1though the results of

the " experiment . native of the capacity of r:*;. to ind- ;e

cytotoxicity on lymphoid cells, the target cells used with the

different lymphoid coll ratios were different and in one of two

e ' ntc her the ratio of lymphoid colls to target cells was

100 : 1, there was no noticeable difference bet eon the results of

V e test cold control. In another experiment the lymphoid cells

re placed in cell-imperr 'able aillipore chambers rand placed in
"

otri died which cor ., inod "HA and target cells. The experiments

were done under the sane standard conditions as before, and no

cytotoxicity -.-as noted. This - auld mean that TTT -stimulated normal

lymphocytes do not release a diffusible cytotoxic factor. Perhaps

if the coll ratio of 100 : 1 had been used the results may have been

liferent as with a ratio of 10 : 1 a mild degree of cytotoxicity

war noted when the target and lymphoid cells wore mixed in the

presence of '"HA. The cause of th ototoxicity ray be due tos

(1)/
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theee cells block the surfaces of target cells,

thus depriving the latter of nutrients or by

inaucing various :.«Luoi:- disturbances.

(2) hie lymphoid cell ..ay play on active art in

producing cell damage. the damage nay ee cue

to contact be two a hie taxi, . t and lyaphcai. cell,

the contact being tiedin ted in some banner by PHA.

The wore contact between target cell and lymphoid

cull of the ui&um species is not enough to cause

cell ueata# »hia in shown oy the fact tiiat non~

upecific aggregation brought about by polylysine

uiu not result in obvious ceil death (uosenau,

156>;. it is possible that the lymphoid cells

are 's tiraula tea* by PHA and «ui» nuy be related

to its mi oogenic activity,

idller (1965; also dt. aonstrateu the cytotoxicity of lymphoid

ceils towards histoinccmpatible target cells in the presence of I HA.

However, in the control culture *uoas a notable degree of cyto¬

toxicity was noted even though * ha was not added to the culture

medium. hen the calf scrum was replaced by the foetal call' serum

the cytotoxic effect >*ns markedly reduced. when the calf and

foei I calf serum were separately agglutinated with red cells from

strain .. nice, a Litre or /l6 was obtained with the serum of the

older calves and no agglutination now. with foetal calf serum.

Thus/
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Thus it i.j pot ";i'bl'; t; t heterologous antibodies to nous© tissue

present in older calf serum c .used nixed ag lutination of non-immune

lymphoid cell raid target cell resulting in close cellular contact

end subsequent coll death. Forth- r exporironts wero performed to

t at this possibility by adding normal alioper.- > lyr hold cello to

t rent cello previously Incubated with inrune rabbit serum strongly

reactive against mouse cells. A mar'eod cytotoxic effect was noted

unlike control cultures ithout immune rabbit serum and unlike

controls her-- yrneic lymphoid cello ■ r.d ir.rune rabbit serum

were cIdod to t -rget cello, Thus heterologous antiserum to mouse

ti me has t! c ' , like PK-', to bring bout gglutinatic

between lymphoid and target cells. I'bller also added semi-

isologouo P. hybrid lymphoid cello to the parental target cells in

t' -senee of heterologous antibody. In thi system the normally

accepted conventional imrune response cannot occur tince the

parental target colls lo not have any -ntigens which ore foreign to

the F^ hybrid lymphoid cells. Hence in this experimental system a
primary dr.- v.ne response cannot be induced by the heterologous anti-

bod ie. stir.ulrting the lymphocytes. As control.-, i ologous lymph

nod" cells (i.e. parental) vera Med. It as noted that the semi-

ioologous hybrid lyrrh node cells caused pronounced cytotoxicity

to parental target colls. imilar experiments were "one in the

-r •••nee of M"", ins toad of h- torologous antinoram end similar

results were noted. The cytotoxic effect cause" by normal cells

pre-Tited to tV t - ' • ~ s that oh erred ith i une

lymphoid/
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lymphoid cello and between 25 and 90 of the target cells were

killed.

Further work on contact-induced cytotoxicity between parental

and semi-ioologous F^ hybrid colls was performed by KBller and
! bller (1966). In one experiment they cultured sarcoma cells

derived from parental strain mice and also embryo cells of the

parental strain. To these monolayers, sead-isologous F^ hybrid
lymphoid cells were added in the presence of FHA» harked cyto¬

toxicity to the monolayers was noted which was not seen in the

controls (i.e. serai-isologous Fj hybrid target and semi-isologous
hybrid lymphoid cells incubated 'ith PHA). In a second experiment

parental lymphoid cell3 were added in the presence of PHA to mono¬

layers of F^ hybrid embryo cells. A marked degree of cytotoxicity
was noted. The explanation offered to the first experiment was

that cell death of parental target cells occurred because of iao-

antigenic differences. Parental target cells interacted with the

foreign antigens present in the membrane of the semi-isologous F.

hybrid, lymphoid cells, and this resulted in the death of the former

cells. Hence in this experimental model iaoantigenic differences

were responsible for cell death. In the second experiment, if iso-

antigenic differences were to be the cause of death, then one should

expect the F^ target cells to survive and the aarental lymphoid
cells to die, because the foreign antigens present on the surface of

the target cell should interact with the membrane of the parental

lymphoid cell. However, the result of the experiment is that the

target/
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target cells die. The explanation that is offered by these authors

is that even though the parental lymphoid cells do not have antigens

which are foreign to the semi-isologous hybrid target cells, yet

there is a structural difference between the two membranes of the

cells that results in the death of the hybrid target cells. Hence

in this experiment it is the structural difference that causes cell

death. In the situations where there are no antigenic or

structural differences between the two reacting cell types, as in

parental target cells interacting with parental lymphoid cells or

Fj hybrid target cells interacting with hybrid lymphoid cells, no
cell death occurred in the presence of PHA. These authors are thus

of the opinion that cell death occurs in vitro between interacting

lymphoid and target cells due to antigenic and/or structural

differences between the membranes of the Interacting cells. It is

also their view that PHA or heterologous antiserum helps to effect

close contact between the two cell types.

A logical consequence to the above hypothesis of contact-

induced cytotoxicity is that not only lymphoid cells would be

competent to mediate cytotoxicity but also other cell types contain¬

ing foreign histocompatibility antigens, provided that the cells are

brought into close contact with the target cells. Further support

for this view might be provided by the work of Mellstrbm et al

(1965). They found that homozygous tumour cells grow in a higher

frequency and after a shorter latency period when small numbers of

tumour cells are transplanted to syngeneic hosts than to *semi-

syngeneic'/
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'semi-syngeneie * hybrids. IMs phenomenon has been designated

by the term *syngeneic preference * in relation to the homozygous

host and 'allogeneic inhibition' with reference to the hybrid

host (HellatrtSm, 1963, 1964^.

This difference was not abolished by pre-irradiation of the

hybrids (to abolish any oossible immune response) and also by pre-

tre&tment of the hybrids prior to grafting with normal or tumour

cells of the homozygous strain. Thus allogeneic inhibition could

not be due to reaction of the hoot towards any hypothetical

antigens which might have been present in the homozygous cells and

hosts but absent from the P^ hybrid. Further, tissue culture
experiments by Hellstrbm showed that cell extracts or homogenatos

containing foreign histocompatibility antigens inhibited the growth

of explanted target cells, suggesting that allogeneic inhibition in

vivo might be du© to the contact between the grafted tumour cellc

and the foreign isoantigens of the host. This hypothesis was

subjected to further test by neutralization experiments. Here

lymphoma cells were exposed in vitro to spleen or tumour cells

containing foreign JI-2 antigens and their outgrowth in syngeneic

hosts was measured after subsequent implantation. It was found that

allogeneic and P^ hybrid spleen cells inhibited the outgrowth of
lymphoma lines as compared to syngeneic spleen cells.

Kbller KBller (1966a, 1966b) performed another series of

in vivo experiments to test the validity of the hypothesis that

antigenic and/or structural differences between cells will result in

cell/
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cell death, aa seen in tisane culture. They rised neoplastic oella

with syngeneic or llopsnelc .-irradiated (3000 rada) lytrhoid colls

respectively in the presence of , nd tho mixtures were inoculated

into sublethally irradiated hosts (the hosts being syngeneic with the

neoplastic cells). It was found that allogeneic lymphoid cells

caused a pronounced inhibition of tuxaour growth, su coup;, od to the

growth of neoplastic cells tree tod with syngeneic lymphoid cells.

This vac lco true if allogeneic lymphoid cells were of hybrid

origin, unable to carry out immunological reactions s gainat tho

parental t rget tuncur cells.

lundgren at a,! (l?C8) deooiuJtrated that nnn-lnmune hurv-n lympho¬

cytes caused destruction r hie n fibroblast nonolnyere cultured frost

skin in the presence of PH . In this syeteis, lymphocytes were able

to kill llogenelc r, v.-all an autochthonous fibroblast! in the pre¬

sence of » : t is isrug^erted by these *orkern that tho ctual target

cell destruction is ianunologicnlly non-specific. "Tieee workers also

found thnt hu?am 10! •.-omhcmicle ;r leucocytes c* u od 1 ch-sont of

allogeneic end autochthonous hurrn fibroblast mono! yarn. The cells

were detach?'! from tho tr-rf ice of the culture vc ~<-<-»l into tho medium

and the detached target fibroblasts could be cultivated from the

supernatant, ''hue, although -la uee were seen in -ionol*iya:rfi, the

target cells were not filled but sorely detached from the surface.

\irther :foz*: on tho cytotoxic offset of non-lrnunisei huvwn lymphocytes

v. r -tudicd by Tnnd.pr-u rd bller (1?69) -here the ly-nhocvtos were

added to human fibroblast/
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fibroblast monolayers of different genotypes. Efon-immunined

lymphocytes wero not cytotoxic to the various target cell genotypes

provided the lymphocyte suspensions were free from contaminating

granulocyte:::. "hen PHA was added to the culture of lymphocytes and

fibroblasts, the lymphocytes became strongly cytotoxic. The cyto¬

toxicity was equally expro ;sed on allogeneic and autochthonous

fibroblasts. 'v""l tion of lymrhocytw remit" in ni mentation

of cytotoxicity, increased synthesis of RNA, DKA and protein and

also blast trans formation. By studies using various metabolic

inhibitors like Mitomycin-C (inhibits DSA synthesis), .ctinorycin-C

(inhibits DHA dependent SEA synthesis), X-irradiation, Kethyl

Prednisolone (inhibition of SNA and SNA synthesis), it van shown

that cytotoxicity end other manifestations of PHA stimulation are

probably independent processes.

streptolysin 0 or anti-lymphocyte serum also acted like PHA?

caused cytotoxicity cf normal human lymphocytes and induced it to

destroy fibroblasts of allogeneic and autochthonous genotype. These

results suggest that expression of cytotoxicity is an immunologically

non-specific process caused by stimulated lymphocytes. hen the

lymphocytes h-.vc acquired a cytotoxic potential they do not

discriminate between the target cell genotype, The specificity of

the cellular immune reactions is probably confined to the immuno¬

logical recognition step, initiating the cytotoxic potential. This

recognition step is by-passed if the lymphocytes are stimulated by

PIIA or other non-specific stimulators.

EolV
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Holm (1967) demonstrated that only cells of the lymphoid cell

series could exert cytotoxic effect on allogeneic "hang cello (human

liver cells grown in tissue culture) in the oresence of PR". Chicken

red cells, rat kidney cello, fibroblasts from mouse, Chang cells,

Bullitt*• Intel cello,did not cause cytotoxicity of Chang liver

cells. Pence cells of the lymphoid series are the immunologically

competent cells. The lymphocytes survived the contact with

allogeneic target cells as determined by release of isotope from

radio-labelled lymphocytes. It was also noted that lymphocytes

were not damaged (in mixed lymphocyte cultures, where either of the

two sets of lymphocytes were radio-labelled in different sets of

experiments) when exposed to a 100-fold excess of allogeneic lympho¬

cytes for up to 72 hours. Holm and Perlmann (1967a) found that the

human lymphocytes were not cytotoxic to syngeneic fibroblast

cultures as noted lay Lundgren and Ibller (1969). They also found

that the cytotoxicity of the lymphocytes on allogeneic fibroblasts

was dependent on the concentration of the PHA. in the culture medium

and cell damage was maximal at concentrations of 4-8 pi P11A/ml. It

was also noted that pre-treatment of lymphocytes with crude filtrate

of Staphylococcus aureus damaged Chang target cells.

Holm (1967)j Holm and Perlmann (1967a) investigated the

relationship of the cytotoxic activity of the lymphoid cells to its

various synthetic and metabolic functions. If the lymphocytes play

an active role in the cytotoxic reaction, it could be expected that

contact with foreign cells induces in them synthesis and/or release

of/
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of some effector substance leading to target coll damage. If this

is true, it should be possible to inhibit the cytotoxicity of the

lymphocytes by treating them with antimetabolites. hydrocortisone

inhibited the -ytotoxic reaction when 10-100 ng/al. was present in

the incubation mixture. This runge of concentration also reduced

the incorporation of 14C-thymidine into lymphocytes cultivated with

F-HA (reduced lymp ocyte stimulation), Inhibitors of protein

synthesis such as puromycin and purafluorophenylalanine seemed not

to reduce the cytotoxicity of the lymphocytes towards target Chang

cells. SNA synthesis was impaired in lymphocytes treated with

1-10 jig/ml. of .ctinomycin-J while their cytotoxicity measured at

..—6 hours of incubation with the target cells was not inhibited.

Thus, under these conditions the cytotoxic reaction was not related

to RNA synthesis. Dinitrophenol reduced tho cytotoxicity of the

lymphocytes towards target cello. jinitrophenol impairs regenerat¬

ion of high energy phosphate intermediates and uncouples oxidative

phosphorylation. This would lead to less efficient utilisation of

energy-yielding processes of the cells, and suggest that energy-

yielding processes of the cells are involved in cytotoxic reactions.

The cytotoxicity of the lymphocytes was partially or completely

inhibited by iodoacetute in concentrations which inhibit anaerobic

glycolysis. Antimycia-A irreversibly blocks the electron transfer

step between cytochrome B and C find thus blocks oxygen consumption

and glycolysis of lymphocytes. The inhibition of cytotoxicity of

target cells by Antimycin-A was correlated with the inhibition of

respiration/
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respiration of the lyrnhoeytes. This suggests that energy acquired

from aerobic processes is involved in the effector mechanisms of the

cytotoxic reaction. These results are compatible with the assumption

that the PR/-induced cytotoxicity of human lymphocytes depends on

energy requiring processes but is independent of RNA and probably

protein synthesis.

In contrast to the above emeriBents Herke et ol_ (1969a) had

shown that PHA blocked the sensitization of rat lymphocytes to mouse

cell antigens. These workers demonstrated that rat lymphocytes when

frown on mouse embryo fibroblast monolayers transformed and differen¬

tiated into large pyroninophilic ce} Is. These cells when added to

similar monolayers caused lysis of the mouse embryo fibroblasts,

hen PHA was added to cultures of rat lymphocytes and mouse embryo

fibroblasts the former cells were predominantly medium-sized

lymphoid cello and not large pyroninophilic cells. These medium-

sized lymphoid cells when added to similar monolayers of mouse embryo

fibroblasts, were not able to bring about significant lysis. Thus

PHA., in this instance, seemed to prevent the sensitization of rat

lymphoid cells to foreign tissue antigens. The experimental model

used by these workers simulates the in vivo condition more closely

in that rat lymphocytes are cultured together with mouse cells and

there results a natural differentiation of the lymphoid cells. This

reaction is highly specific because the 'sensitized• rat lymphocytes

n- r. interact only with the specific mouse colls. PHA added under

these conditions seemsto block this specific sensitization. FH/

stimulates/
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stimulates lymphoid cells to transform and differentiate but it may

;oll be that the resulting cell populations are different from the

cell lines produced as a result of specific stimulation by tissue

antigens.

The next major advance in the studies on the joechanism of cell

death in cell interactions was by Granger and co-workers, (Granger

.nd illiams, 1963; illiams and Granger, 1963; Kolb and )ranger,

1968; Granger and olb, 1968). They cultured lymphocyte3 from

several mammalian sr cies (frco mouse, hamster, cat and from humans).
-he lymphoid cells of these species when cultured in vitro with PHA

or xenogeneic antibody (rabbit anti-mouse serum) transformed into

•blast' colls and at the same time developed the capacity to cause

cytotoxic death of target colls derived from the mouse, cow and

huiaans. It was also noted that when lymphoid cells were cultured

for 48 hours at 37°C, the supernatant3 bad the capacity to cause

cytotoxic death of cell lines derived from many species of animals.

hhey called this soluble toxic factor •lyraphotoxin*. Thus lympho-

toxin-like substances are found in the superantunta of cultures of

H -treated lymphocytes from humans, mouse, cat and hamster. Ths

action of this lynphotoxin is not specific since it causes cytotoxic

death of cells grown in. vitro derived from many species of animals

other than from which the lynphotoxin ia prepared.

3. xporinonta devised to ,tudy the Capacity of lymphocytes
'ensitised to oluble ntlgens, like BAA, Ovalbumin and

PPi) to Cause Cell death in Tissue Culture when Incubated
with the Specific dntigen

In/
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In this category, lymphoid colls sensitized with heat-kill>d

tubercle bacilli or hen-egg albumin, both in complete round*a

adjuvant, were incubated with iaologous and allogeneic target embryo

fibroblasts and the corresponding antigen* A significant degree of

cell death was observed in the isologoua and allogeneic aystems

(Huddle and Wakawan, 19675. Granger et al (1969) similarly

incubated lymphocytea sensitised to bovine serum albumin and P*P.D.

with the corresponding antigen in culture tubes for 72 hours* The

cell-free supernatant was then added to indicator cell cultures for

48 hours and cell destruction was observed in these cultures. These

workers thus postulate that the initiating step(a) in this reaction

Is highly specific, but the effeot on oelle surrounding the

stimulated lymphocytes ia non-specific. The incubation of the

sensitized lymphocytes with the corresponding antigen probably

result® in the release of a non-specific cytolytic lyanhotoxin*

Graft-vereus-Host reactivity In Vitro

On® cardinal munifoetation of Groft-versua-Hoet reactivity

in vivo can also take place ab initio ip vitro* Auerbach and

Globerson (1966) had shown that following the addition of a

suspension of splenic cells from adult G3H mice to very small splenic

ezplants from perinatal (C x C3H)F1 mice, a narked enlargement of the
expl&nt occurred within 3 to 4 days* The addition of splenic cells

from isogenic donors was ineffective* Histological changes within

the enlarged spleen grafts closely simulate those which occur in the

spleens/
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rroleena of animals suffering from G.V.H.R.

This review of the literature confirms the value of cell

culture experiments in the investigation of cell-mediated immunity.

It also reveals that ao far no one has applied these techniques to

the study of G. V.H.D, !'y account of the histopathology of this

condition has emphasized the role of the macrophage and accordingly

a series of cell culture experiments has been designed to study the

function of this cell in G.V.E.D.
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(B) H r I !.' TFffr

The control mice used In thee© experiments belonged to C57BL

and B6A?1 /j hybrid str ins. C.V.H.O. was -^reduced in B6a.F^/J
hybrid mice by the intravenous inoculation of parental cells - as

described in Chapter II. Cn the twenty-first day after the

inoculation of p rental lymhoid cells, the nice shoved significant

weight loss compared to the control animals. The control and

C. 3. nice were first bled. The preparation and sterilization

of the 3era ,111 be described later.

1. Collection of ieritonoal Cells from G.V.K.v,, i arental and
Normal F1 Hybrid Nice
The technique for collection and culture of peritoneal nsacro-

phageo was that described by Stuart (1967a). The mice with G.V.H.D.

are sacrificed by cervical dislocation, the fur thoroughly swabbed

with 70 per cent alcohol and a small horizontal cut is made on the

ventral body skin of each mouse. By placing the thumb and fore-

fin," r of each hand on either side of the cut, the akin is retracted

towards the head and tail end of the body. The mice are placed on

e paper towel, under a plastic hood. A 10 or 20 ml. sterile plastic

syringe with a sterile 210 (medium bore) needle is filled with

ellcome tissue culture medium 199 containing 10 international units

of heoarin per ml. The exposed ventral body wall of the mouse is

sterile and the needle is inserted through, the midline of the body

wall into the peritoneal cavity. The needle is inserted obliouely

at an acute angle of about 30° to the horizontal, to a depth just

enough/
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enough to enter the peritoneal cavity and extreme care is taken not

to puncture the cut. If the gut io punctured, the animal, syringe

and noedle,containing the culture medium is discarded and a now

noodle, syrlng > and culture medium is used. /bout 4-5 ml. of

culture medium is injected into the peritoneal cavity of each mouse

(usually injected into 5 or 6 mice at a time;. How the paper towel

on which the nice are laid is gently "rocked" from side to side a

fev times so as to detach the peritoneal colls from the serosal

surface and get then into the culture medium. The neodlo is then

inserted into the upper left flank of the abdomen, posterior to the

spleen and the needle i3 gently swung outward, while still inside

tho peritoneal cavity. This results in tho formation of t. pocket-
%

like •.tv oe in hich the culture medium cont■ining the cells collects

itself. The medium is then aspirated and transferred into a sterile

measuring cylinder.

After pooling all the peritoneal cells from the nice, a coll

coun "one, using the BC counting pipette, BC dilution fluid

and the counting chamber (improved Heubauor Counting Chamber), By

adding tho required amount of culture medium 199» the cell concentra¬

tion in adjusted to a million cells per millilitre. To this

suspension, normal hybrid, parental or G.V.II.B. serum io added

so that the final suspension in culture medium 199 (C.H.199)

contains 5 per cent serum.

In a similar manner, peritoneal cells were harvested from

normal hybrid and parental mice. These macrophages vei-e alr.o

cultured/
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cultured in •*.V,F.D#, normal hybrid and parental aorum.

2. Technique of Culture of I eritoneal ( acrophagea

1 ml. of t^e suspension of G.V.H.L. peritoneal cells is

transferred into each pre-sterilized rimless pyrex tube (16 x 125 mm.)

containing a 'fiying'eoveralip (Chance No. 1, 19 x 6 mm.). The

tubes are stoppered with white rubber bungs (,,uco hubber Ltd.) and

incubated at 37°C (at an angle of 5°C from the horizontal) in a

plastic rack which i3 constructed to hold j>6 tubes at an angle of

5° froa the horizontal.

imilarly normal ^ hybrid (syngeneic with the strain develop¬
ing the disease) end parental peritoneal cells ure incubated for

13 hours (overnight). The tubes are then examined under the low

power of a light microscope for growth of the cells. In a standard

culture, the macrophages settle down on the 'flying ' glaa3 cover

slip and adhere to it in between 1-2 hours. In 4-6 hours the

macrophages which were initially ovoid or spherical in appearance

had spread out and appeared spindle-shaped. hen examined after

13-24 hours, the cells wore well spread out.

sterilization of Mouse era

The blood ia collected in a centrifuge tube and ailowed to clot.

. ftor 2 hours the blood is separated from the sides of the tube to

allow the blood clot to retract. After a further period of 4 hours

the blood is spun in a refrigerated K.C.E. centrifuge at 1000 r.p.o.

for 10 minutes. The supernatant serum is pipetted off and trans¬

ferred into a bijoux bottle. Ince the serum collected from mice

was/
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va3 of limited amount (about 2 ml.) the Iocs during preparation and

sterilization was minimised by diluting the serum with O.K.199 in

•qual volume.

The dilute serum is collected in a 10 ml. sterile plastic

disposable syringe and the nozzle of the syringe is fixed into the

top of the upper compartment of the sterile metal millipore filtor

ch.mber. A sterile bijoux bottle collects the sterile serum that

comoo down from the lower compartment of tho filter (the "filter"

which sterilises the serum is placed in between these two compart¬

ments supported on a fine mesh steel sieve). The sterile serum i3

collected in 1 ml. volumes and store 1 in a deep freeze at -20°C after

1 belling and dating. Chi the day of the experiment the bo.cle

containing the serum is thawed and chocked for sterility.

3. ; reparation of Lymphoid Cell suspensions for Addition to
Monolayer Cultures of Macrophages

Normal hybrid mice are sacrificed by cervical dislocation.

The fur is well soaked in 70 methyl alcohol and a cut is made on

the ventral body skin and the pelt is retracted to expose the body

wall and limbs. The inguinal, axillary and submandibular lymph

nodes are removed with fine sterile forceps and transferred into a

sterile ^otri dish containing a small amount of C.f.199 with 10 i.u.*s

of heparin per ml. cut is made in the ventral abdominal muscle

end the mesenteric, lumbar and iliac lymph nodes are removed,

f irg a fine scalpel, the nodes are cut into very small pieces and

then tranferred to a loose-fitting ground glass tissue homogenizer.

Using/
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Using gentle pressure, the cells are separated from the connective

tissue stroma of the node and the supernatant is decanted using a

fin® mesh steel sieve. The coarse particles are allowed to sediment

to the bottom and th® supernatant is collected and a cell-count done.

The cell concentration is adjusted to 5 million cells per ml.

Addition of Lymphoid Cells to G.V.H.D# Macrophages in Culture

G.V.I;.L. macrophages were grown in 5 per cent normal hybrid

serum (10 tubea). To the first set of two tubes nothin.. a added

and these were used as controls to study the morphology of macro¬

phages. The second set of tubes received 0.1 ml. of a 5 per cent

suspension of haenolysin-coated human erythrocytes. To the third

set of tubes 0.1 ml. of 5 million normal hybrid lymphoid cells

were added. To the fourth sot of tubes 0.1 ml. of 5 million

parental lymphoid cello were added, and to the final two tubes 0.1 ml.

of 5 million G.V.H.D, lymphoid cells were added.

G.V.H.D. macrophages were also grown in 5 per cent parental

(10 tubes) and G.V.H.J). serum (10 tubes). These tubes were also

treated in an identical manner to those macrophages grown in normal

F,j hybrid serum i.e. the first set of two tubes received nothing,
,e second set of tubes received haeraolysin-cootod human erythrocytes,

the third est of tubes received normal hybrid lymphoid cells, the

fourth set of tubes received parental lymphoid cells and the final

two tubes received G.V.L.u, lymphoid cells.

Addition of Lymphoid Cells to Normal Hybrid and Parental
Macrophages

Hirailar/
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imilar to the experiments with Q.V.H.D. macrophages, normal

hybrid macrophages were grown in 5 per cent normal hybrid serum,

parental serum and Q.V.H.D. serum (10 tubes in each sera). The

second, third, fourth and fifth sets of tubos received haemolysin-

coated human erythrocytes, normal F^ hybrid, parental and G.V.H.D.
lymphoid cells as in the previous experiment.

."he macrophage a from parental animals wore also grown in the

three different sera (10 tubes in each sera) and were tr t t with

particles in a similar manner to those described above, i.e. in each

sera the first set of tubes received nothing, the second set received

haciaolysin-coated human erythrocytes, the third set received normal

F. hybrid lymphoid cells, the fourth et parental lymphoid cells and

the last set G.V.H. . lymphoid colls.

Incubation of the Cultures

The duplicate sets of tubes containing macrophages nd

haemolysin-coated human erythrocytes were incubated for two hours

while the tubes containing macrophages and lymphoid cells were

incubated for four hours.

Fixation and Staining of the Monolayers

After the incubation of the lymphoid cells with the macrophages,

the culture tub© racks are removed from the incubator and the rubber

stoppers of the tubes arc removed. The culture medium is aspirated

out after gentle shaking of the tubes. About 1 ml. of normal saline

is added to the tubes and the saline is aspirated out. To each tube

1 ml. of 100 per cent methanol is added and left for 10 minutes to

fix/
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fix the cells. The methanol is aspirated out and about 1 ml.

(1/200 dilution) of Oiemsa (improved Giemsa "R»66M from George T.

Gurr, Ltd.) is added to each tube and the stain is left for 12 hour3

(overnight). The stain is now aspirated out and 1 ml. of distilled

water is added. The 'flying* coverslips are then removed from the

tubes, using a very fine pair of forceps, taking care that the

surface of the coverslip containing the monolayer of cell3 is facing

upwards. The cover3lip3 are passed through water, 70 per cent,

90 per cent and 100 per cent ethyl alcohol, and then through xylol to

remove the alcohol. The coverslips are now placed on a labelled

filter paper and subsequently mounted on labelled glass slides using

DPX. Finally the slides are allowed to dry and then examined under

the microscope.

4. General Plan for Experiments

SERBM
FROM

CELLS ADDED

Control Haemolysin-
coated
rythro-

cytes

Norma1 F.
Hybrid
lymphoid
cells

Parental
lymphoid
cells

GVHD
lymph¬
oid
cells

Normal
F. Hybrid
Mice —

Parental
'train

Mice
!

GVHD
Mice

— —

Normal/
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Normal hybrid, parental and G.V.H.D. macrophages were

cultured in normal F^ hybrid, parental and in G.V.H.D. serum. To
the tse erythrocytes;norral hybrid, parental and G.V.IJ.B. lymphoid
cells were added. The two small rectangles in each square represent

duplicate cultures.

This experiment was done twice using different batches of the

same strain of animals.

5. Technique of I reparation of iiaemolysin-Coated xluman
rythrocytos for 'turtles on Fax!mum Phagocytic ctivity

of iiacrophagee.

2 ml. of blood is collected from a volunteer and immediately

transferred into a centrifuge tube containing normal saline. The

suspension is centrifuged to sediment ..he red cells. The supernatant

is removed with a pasteur pipette using a rubber teat, further normal

salino is added and the cells are again resuspended. xhi3 procedure

is repeated twice to remove all the plasma proteins. finally, to

1 ml. of packed red cells 19 ml. of normal saline is added to make a

5 per cent suspension.

(i) Preparation of Haemolyein

Eaemolysin was prepared and stored in small volumes in the deep

fvaeae to be used on the day of the experiments. Three rabbits were

injected with human erythrocytes. The immunisation schedule was as

follows:- human erythrocytes were washed thrice in saline and each

rabbit was injected intramuscularly with 0.5 ml. of 5 per cent

suspension of erythrocytes weekly for 6 weeks. 3 weeks after the

beginning of the immuniisation schedule 1 ml. of blood was removed

from/
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from the marginal ear vein of each rabbit and the haemolysin titre

was estimated separately. At the end of 6 weeks, good antibody

titre was found in the three rabbits. The animals were then

exsanguinated by cardiac puncture under Nembutal anaesthesia. The

blood was then pooled, allowed to clot and the serum was separated

by certtrifugat ion and sterilised by millipore filtration.

(ii) Technique of determination of Haenolyoin-'.Titre

Haing small test tubes arranged and labelled in a tc t mbe

rack, doubling dilutions of the anti-serum was prepared ( ach tub©

having a volume of 0.1 ml.). To this an equal volume of 5 >er cent

suspension of thrice washed human erythrocytes and 0.1 sal. of fresh

guinea-pig serum was added and the results were read after one hour.

Haemolysis was noted tap to a dilution of 1/64.

(iii) reparation of Haemolysin-Coatad erythrocytes

To 2 ml. of 5 per cent suspension of thrice whuman

erythrocytes an equal volume of 1/lOth dilution of haemolysin was

added (original titre 64) and incubated for half an hour at room

temperature. rumination under the microscope con irmed that the

erythrocytes had agglutinated into ssa.ll clumps. This suspension

w.j added in 0.1 ml, volumes to test tube:; containing macrophages

to dcteruine their maxims; phagocytic activity.

6. Preliminary xporiments were Performed to Determine the
following

1. '"he concentration of reuse rejp.tr required for growth

of a healthy monolayer.

2./
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2. The concentration of macrophages necessary to form

a uniform monolayer.

3. The optimum number of lymphoid cells required for

interaction with macrophages.

4. The optimum incubation time for the interaction

between macrophages and lymphoid cells.

(i) Experiment to Determine the Concentration of Mouse erum
Required for Normal Growth of Macrophages in Culture

Normal hybrid macrophages at a concentration of a million

cells per tube were ;rown in 10 per cent, 7.5 per cent, 5 per cent,

2.5 per cent and 1 per cent normal 7^ hybrid mouse serum at 37°C for
18 hours, (4 culture tubes in each concentration). To to of these

tubes in each concentration of mouse serum nothing wa3 added and

these were used to study the morphology and number of macrophages per

coverslip. To the remaining two tubes in each concenti .tion of

mouse serum 0.1 ml. of haomolysin-coated human erythrocytes (5 per

cent suspension) was added. The cultures wore incubated for a

further period of 2 houre and then washed with saline, fixed in

methanol for 10 minutes and stained with Gicmsa.

} Experiment to etarmine the Concentration of Peritoneal
Macrophages Required for Sufficient Growth in Coverslips

Normal hybrid macrophages were grown in varying concentrat¬

ions in culture medium 199 with 5 per cent normal hybrid serum.

The first two tubes received 0.5 million macrophages, the second,

third, fourth and fifth sets of duplicate tubes received 0.75, 1*0,

1.25 and 1.50 million cells respectively. The tubes were incubated

at/
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at 37°C for 18 hours. The coveralips were then washed in normal

saline, fixed in methanol and stained with Ciemsa.

(ill) studies on the Time and Doae Relationship of the Interaction
Between Macrophages and Thymocytes

These experiments were done to decide on the number of thymo¬

cytes that should be added to monolayers of macrophages and also the

time for which theoe cell-types should be interacted.

The plan of the experiment was to grow macrophages in human

serum, normal mouse serum and iso-immune anti-thymocyte serum. To

these cultures, thymocytes were added in varying concentrations and

incubated for 4 hours. In a second experiment, a constant number

of thymocytes were added and incubated for varying intervals of time.

These two experiments should indicate (l) the optimum number of

thymocytes required to interact with a million macrophages, (2) the

time for which the cell-types should be interacted for optimum

results.

Preparation of Anti-Thymocyte '"erum

Thymuses were removed from C57BL mice and thymocytes were

prepared. These cells were inoculated intraperitoneally into six

ek*s T.C. strain rice (a closed colony), each mouse receiving a

g
weekly injection of 150 x 10 cells for 4 weeks. / week after the

last injection, the mice were bled retro-orbitally and the blood was

pooled. The serum war then separated ?id an e~ual volume of packed

thrice washed mouse erythrocytes was added and incut ted for 1 hour

at ?7°C. This procedure was repeated twice to remove the haeoolysin

present/
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present in th<- sorun. The serum was then sterilised using a

millipore filter.

Culture of C573I* Jjaorophages in Komal and ..so-immune Terum

One million C57bb macrophages were cultured in each of jG tubes;

12 tubes contained 5 per cent pooled 'C" human serum, 12 tubes con¬

tained 5 pur cent anti-thynocyto s rum (the original til • of anti-

thyraocyt' ... 12.1} u. 1, tubes con I .in- : *•- • c ;ut normal

C573L mouse oei*um.

The macrophages were incubated overnight and to the first two

tubes in each sera nothing was added. To the second, third, fourth,

fifth and sixth sets of tubes in each sera (2 tubes in each set),

1 x 106, 2.5 x 106, 5 x 10G, 7.5 x 1CT, 10 x 106 thymocytes were

added. The tubes were incubated at 57°C for 4 hours and then

washed gently with normal 3aline. The coverslips were taken out,

fixed in absolute methanol and stained with Gieiaaa.

To determine the optimal time of incubation, experiments were

dene as described above where macrophages were grown in anti-thymo¬

cyte serum for 18-24 hours and 5 x 10G thymocytes were added and

incubated at 37°T. Two tubf-a were incubatou for one hour, two for

2 hours, two for 5 hours, two for 4 hours, two for > hour.; -nd two

for C hour. . i<.> cover ii a •..•ore th• n r-.u.ovc . ed and

stained with Giemsa.
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(c) r '

1. Normal 7 "ybrid Cacrophageej torphological Appearances
in Normal ?1 Hybrid, Parental and in G.Y.H.D. rerun
The morpholep of normal hybrid macrophages grown in

syngeneic, normal or parental serum were similar. The macrophages

were either ate11&to-shaped or spindle-shaped, and some of thorn were

ovoid. An occasional multinucleate giant cell was seen. The cyto¬

plasm was blue in colou.* and the nucleus was round or ovoid and had a

vesicular appearance ("ig.61).

In the presence of G.V.H.D. serum, the macrophages were larger

and appeared as plump spindle—shaned, stellate-shaped or as ovoid

colls. The cytoplasm was more darkly stained (violet-blue) and

hiatochemical exardnation employing the standard coupling A*o dye

technique for Acid Phosphatase (hearse, 1968) showed the presence of

increased amounte of acid phosphatase compared to the macrophages in

normal P. hybrid se. .i. The nucleus also was more darkly stained

and m©ny more macrophages had more than one nucleus (2 to 4). The

macrophages had the same appearance as (J.V.H.% macrophages (l a.62,

63).

""1 -» Capacity of Fcreel ^ "ybrid rncrorhrgrn Crow, in Porerl F^
hybrid, rareata1 or G.V.H.C. erum to : hagocytoae Kaomolycin-
~mted Hunan rythroeytoc

Normal hybrid macrorh- gea grown in norm .1 syngeneic or

parental "'rr h' ' pha.pocyton^d b.ueroly: 'n-coatod human ryi ' rocytea;

about 70-75 per cent of the merophngea had phagocyte., sd the

erythrccyton (In.64}. The mc ^opji-.ges gr -vr. in G.Y.F.h. serum are

much.'
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"lg.61. The morphology of normal P1 hybrid macrophage monolayer
after 18 hours in culture. The colls were grown in 5,
normal aerum. The macrophages are adherent to glass
and have spread out. They have ovoid nuclei and abundant
cytoplasm. Multinucleate cells are conspicuous by their
absence.

Oiemsa x 450

'1g, 62. The morphology of QVHD macrophages cultured in 5,
serum. They have relatively large nuclei and their cyto¬
plasm appears more darkly stair 7, Auto!* eus lymphoid
cells are seen " rent to some of these maci'ophages
(arrows), nimilar appearances were noted when GVHD
macrophages were grow in normal serum and when normal F,
hybrid macrophages were grown in GVHD serum.

Giemsa x 450
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Fig.63. GVHD liacrophages cultured in 5. GVHD serum. This
field shows binucleate and trlnucleate macrophages.
Adherence and phagocytosis of autologous lymphocytes
are al3o soon (arrow;.

Qlomsa x 450
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ig.64. Normal ?. hy rid macrophages cultured in 5 nom
serum. This shows the maximum phagocytic capacity
of these macrophages to ingect ■ molyair o ted
human erythrocyte#

Giemsa x 450
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much more hyperactive and 90-55 per cent of the macrophages had

ingested the erythrocytes. In addition, the latter macrophages had

Ingested many more erythrocytes than the macrophages cultured in

normal F^ hybrid and parental serum (lig.65).
The Interaction of Normal F^ Hybrid Macrophages with Normal F,
Hybrid Lymphoid Cells in Syngeneic Normal, Parental and "".V. '.D,
Serum

Normal F. hybrid t crophagos did not interact with syngeneic

normal lymphocytes in syngeneic normal or parental serum. In each

covers lip about 5 per cent of the mcrophagea show evidence of one

or two lymphoid cells adhering to its processes (Fig.66). In

contrast to thi3, in G.V.H.D, serum about 00-90 per cent of the

macrophages show massive adherence with syngeneic normal lymphoid

cells. The surface of the macrophages are more or less completely

invested by these lymphoid colls and about 1-20 lymphoid cells had

adhered to the maci. ;ages (r ig. 67) •

The Interaction of Normal F^ Hybrid Macrophages with Parental
lymphoid Cells in yngeneic Normal, arental or G.V.H.D, era

Normal IT hybrid macrophages did not interact ith parental

lymphoid cells in syngeneic normal and in parental sorun. The amount

o adherence noted was less than 5 per cent. The interaction of

normal hybrid macrophages with parental lymphoid cells in G.V.H.D.

serum was also one of very little adherence (5-10 per cent) (Fig.68).

The Interaction of Normal F^ liybrid Macrophages with G.V.H.D.
..ymphoid Cells in yngeneic Normal, Parental or G.V.H.D. erum

The interaction between normal hybrid macrophages and G.V.H.D.

lymphoid/



lg,65» 07ED macrophages cultured in 55' G7HT) serum* This shot's
th© maximum phagocytic capacity of these macrophages tc
invest haoEolysin—coated human erythrocytes. The macro¬
phages are hyperactive, normal F hy rid macrophages
incubated in *55' OVHB serum show similar phagocytic
capacity,

Oieiasa x 450

:ig,66. Normal F. hybrid m&cropha, «e cultured in 5" normal serum
and incubated *.dth norm.el lyr-" cell- , 'r occasional
lymphoid cell hu headed to the macrophages (arrow)#

Oleosa x 450
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•
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rig. 67. Normal P. hybrid macrophagea cultured in 5: GVHD serum
and incubated vith normal F. hybrid lymphoid cells.
The lymphoid cells have adhered to oyngeneic macrophages
in large numbers.

Oienaa x 450

> % ;? «, # • ~1 * ^

^ ^
li * : *' e A •

t n.-r* \

L'r /V -t*
Fig.68. Normal i\ hybrid macrophages cultured in 5/- GVHD serum

and incubated vrfLth narental lyHheid eella. Very
little adherence is noted.

Giemsa x 450
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lymphoid cells in syngeneic normal and parental sc-rum results in

death of the macrophages. The coverolip which had a healthy mono¬

layer was depleted of nearly 50 per cent of the cells and the

remaining macrophages smeared as irregular, purplish blotches,

containing disintegrated cytoplasm and nuclei. 'ome of these

degenerated and dead macrophages had the O.V.H.D. lymphoid colls

adherent to its surface.

In contrast to this, when these two cell tyres were interacted

in G.V.H.D. serum, the macrophages appeared morphologically normal

and the O.V.H.D. lymphoid cells had adhered to the macrophages. The

adherence was not massive and more lymphoid cells were stuck to the

coverslip than to the macrophages.

2. Parental Macrophages; Morphological Appearances in Normal
P.| Hybrid, Parental and in O.V.H.D. Serum
The morphological appearancesof parental macrophages cultured

in normal F^ hybrid and parental serum were similar to the morpho¬
logical appearances of normal hybrid macrophages cultured in

normal F^ hybrid and in parental serum. The cells were spindle-
shaped, stellate shaped and some were ovoid.

The morphological appearances of parental macrophages grown in

G.V.H.D. serum were similar to normal F. hybrid macrophages grown in

G.V.H.D. serum. The cells were larger than normal, had a deeply

staining cytoplasm and largo vesicular nuclei. Tew multinucleate

cells were also seen (2-4 nuclei).

The Capae_-y of Parental Macrophages Grown in Normal F. Hybrid,
Tiarental and G.V.H.D. "erum to Phagocytooe Ilaemolysin-Coated
Human rythrocytes

I arental/
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Parental macrophages grown in normal hybrid and parental

serum phagocytose haemolysin-coated human erythrocytes to the same

degree as normal Fj hybrid macrophages cultured in the same two sera
mentioned above. In G.V.H.D, serum, the parental macrophages show

evidence of increased phagocytosis of haemolysin-coated erythrocytes,

similar to normal hybrid macrophages cultured in G.V.H.D, serum.

The Interaction of arental Macrophages with Normal Hybrid
Lymphoid Cells in Normal F1 Hybrid, Syngeneic Normal and in
O.V.H.D. ""erum

Parental macrophages do not interact with normal hybrid

lymphoid cells in normal hybrid or syngeneic normal serum; about

5 per cent of the macrophages had adhered to one or two lymphoid

cells.

In G.V.H.D, serum massive adherence was noted between the two

cell types. The cell surfaces of the macrophages were almost

covered by normal F^ hybrid lymphoid cello. On an average about
2-50 lymphoid cells had adhered to the macrophages.

The Interaction of Parental Macrophages with Parental lymphoid
Cells in Normal F. Hybrid, Parental and in G.V.H.D. erum

No interaction was noted between parental macrophages and

parental lymphoid cells in normal F^ hybrid or parental serum. The
adherence was less than 5 per cent and one or two parental lymphoid

cells had adhered to the macrophages.

In G.V.H.D. serum, the reaction was one of very little adherence;

5-10 per cent of the lymphoid cells had adhered to the macrophages.

The Interaction between Parental Macrophages and G.V.H.D,
Lymphoid Cells in Normal F. Hybrid, Parental or in G.V.H.D.
Herum.

In/
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In normal F. hybrid and in parental serum, the interaction

between G.V.H.D. lymphoid cells and parental macrophages resulted in

death of 50 per cent of the macrophages. The dead macrophages

appear as dark purplish masses and the cytoplasmic and nuclear

details cannot be made out. The surviving macrophages appear

morphologically normal and cytoplasmic and nuclear details can be

made out (Fig.69).

In G.V.H.D. serum, no cell death had occurred and many lymphoid

cells had adhered to the macrophages. The typo of adherence was not

massive and lymphoid cells were notably stuck to the coverslip rather

than to the macrophages. The cytoplasmic and nuclear details of the

macrophages were easily made out.

3. G.V.H.D. Macrophages; I orohological Appearance in Normal
F1 hybrid, Parental and in G.V.R.D. terum
In all these three sera, G.V.H.D. macrophages had the same

morphological appearance. In comparison to normal syngeneic or

parental macrophages, these colls were larger, had abundant dark blue

cytoplasm and prominent oval nuclei. Relatively many cells (1-2 per

cent) were found to contain 2-4 nuclei per cell. lost of the cells

(50 per cent) appeared as stellate or plump spindle-shaped cells.

ome appeared as round or ovoid cells.

The Capacity of G.V.K.D. Macrophages in Normal F^ hybrid.
Parental or G.V.H.D. 'erum to 1 hagocytooe Haemolysin-Coated
I /uman rythrocytes

In all these three sera G.V. «D. macrophages showed evidence of

increaseu. phagocytosis, far in excess of that seen with normal F^
hybrid/
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;hlg.69. Parental macrophages cultured in 5- normal serum and
incubated with cells from GVHD lymph nod.,ea. .0me
macrophages are morphologically intict (i) while others
had undergone degeneration and cytotoxic death (d).

Glemna x 450

■Pig. 70. GVHD macrophages cultured in 5''.' normal oerum and hated
with normal F- hybrid lymphoid cells. The interaction
between these two coil-types v " sult'v" cytotoxic
death of the mncrc-hagea. Similar appearances were noted
\/hon normal F, hybrid or GVHD macrophages were interacted
with cells from GVHD lymph nodes in normal serum,

Giemsa x 450
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hybrid or parental macrophages cultured in normal hybrid or

parental serum. On an average 90-95 per cent of the macrophages

had taken up 5-30 erythrocytes per cell.

The Interaction of G.V.H.D. Macrophages with Normal F. Hybrid
Lymphoid Cells in Normal Hybrid, Parental and in G.V.fl.D,
Cerum,

The result of the interaction of the above two coll types is

the same in normal
^ hybrid and in parental serum; the macrophages

had undergone cytotoxic death. The coversllpa shoved death of

95-100 per cent of the macrophages. Many cells had granular cyto¬

plasm and densely hyperchromutie nuclei (30-40 per cent). The rest

of the cells appeared as completely disorganised cellular debris.

The lymphoid cells had also adhered to a few macrophages (Fig.70).

In contrast to the above, when the cell types wore interacted

in G.V.H.D. sorun, there was complete preservation of the morphology

of the macrophages and 2-5 lymphoid colic had adhered to the macro-
i

phages.

The Interaction of G.V.H.D. Macrophages with Parental Lymphoid
Cells in Normal F^ Hybrid, Parental and in G.V.H.D. >erum

hen the above two cell types were interacted in normal F^
hybrid and parental serum 80 per cent of the macrophages appeared

morphologically as normal uninjured cells and no adherence was noted

between the cell types (Fig.71). In G.V.H.D. serum, the macrophages

were morphologically normal and no adherence was aeon.

The Interaction of G.V.H.D, Macrophages with G.V.H.D. lymphoid
Cells in rmal F. Hybrid, Parental and in G.V.H.D. Herum

hen/
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Pig, 71 • CJVTTD macrophages cultured in 57' normal serum and incubated
with parental lymphoid cells* neither cell death nor
adherence was noted. Hence GVH3 macrophages selectively
interacted with normal F, hybrid ly. phoid cells and not
with parental lymphoid cells*

(xieaaa x 450
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hen the above two cell types were interacted in normal F^
hybrid and parental serum, all the macrophages in the covernlips had

undergone cytotoxic death (100 per cent death). Font of the cells

(80-90 per cent) appeared as Irregular purplish masses and the cover-

slips contained irrepul; r cytoplasmic fragments. ""om of the

macrophages had granular cytoplasm with small, deeply staining- nuclei.

The rocults were just the opposite when these two cell types

were interacted in G.7.K.D. serua. There was complete preservation

of the morphology of the macrophages and no cytotoxic death was seen.

The lymphoid cells had adhered to the macrophages (2-5 lymphoid cells

per macrophage). Many more lymphoid colls were stuck to the cover-

slip rather than to the macrophages.
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TABLE 9

Normal Hybrid Macrophages

SEECH

FROM

CELLS ADDED

Morphology Maximum
Phagocytic
Capacity

Normal F.
Hybrid 1
lymphoid
Cells

Parental
Lymphoid
Cells

O.V.H.D.
lymphoid
Cells

Normal P.
Hybrid 1
Mice

normal
Sine

Normal Ho
Adherence

No
Adherence

10QPC
Cell
Death

Parental
Mice

Hormal
Sise

Normal HO
Adherence

Mo
Adherence

10Q£
Cell
Death

G.V.H.D.
Mice

Larger

Normal

Increased Massive
Adherence

No
Adherence

No
Cell
Death

The morphology and maximum phagocytic capacity of normal

hybrid macrophages and its interaction with normal F^ hybrid,
parental and G.V.H.D, lymphoid cells in syngeneic normal, parental

and G.V.H.D. serum.
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TABLE 10

F rental Macrophages

SERUM

PROM

CELLS ADDED

Morphology Maximum
Phagocytic
Capacity

Normal F.
Hybrid 1
lymphoid
Cells

Parental
Lymphoid
Cells

G.V.H.D.
lymphoid
Cells

Normal F1
Hybrid
Mice

Normal
Siae ,

Normal No
Adherence

No
Adherence

50?' of
oells have
died

Parental
Mioe

Normal
sine

Normal Ho
Adherence

No
Adherence

50* of
cells have
died

G.V.H.D,
Mice

Larger
than

Normal

Increased Massive
Adherence

No
Adherence

Mo
Cell
Death

i

The morphology and maximum phagocytic capacity of parental

macrophages and its interaction with normal P^ hybrid, parental
and G.V.H.D, lymphoid cells in normal hybrid, syngeneic normal

and O.V.H.D, sexton.
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TABLE 11

G.7.H.D. Macrophages

SERUM CELLS ADDED

FROM Morphology Maximum
Phagocytic
Capacity

Normal F.
Hybrid 1
lymphoid
Cells

Parental
Lymphoid
Cells

G.V.H.D.
lymphoid
Cells

Normal
Hybrid
Mice

Larger
than Normal

Fj Hybrid

Increased 100# Cell
Death

No Cell
Death

100# Cell
Death

Parental
Mice

Larger
than Normal

Fj Hybrid

Increased 100# Cell
Death

No Cell
Death

100# Cell
Death

G.V.H.D.
Mice

Larger than
Normal P1
Hybrid 1

Increased No Cell
Death

No Cell
Death

No Cell
Death

— _

The morphology and maximum phagocytic capacity of G.V.H.D.

macrophages and its Interaction with normal hybrid, parental

and G.V.K.B. lymphoid cell® in normal hybrid, parental and in

G.V.H.D. serum.
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TABLE 12

The Growth ad Functional Activity of
Macrophages Cultured in Mouse Serum

Macrophagen 1% mouse
serum

2.5a 80U3S
MUM

5a mouse
serum

7.5a mouse
serum

10a mouse
serum

Morphology
Moderate
growth

Normal
growth

Boreal
growth

Moderate
growth

Poor
growth

Maximum
Phagocytic
capacity
(P HUE C)

50?' of
macro¬

phage*
are

active

SOf of
rnoro-

phage*
are

active

70a of
maoro-

phages
are

active

40;' of
macro¬

phages
are

active

20 ' of
macro¬

phages
are

active
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The Concentration of Mouse Serum Required for the Hoxraal
S nrth of Macrophages in Culture

The macrophages grown in 2.5? and 5$ souse serum grew uniformly

as a monolayer and exhibited good functions 60-70 per cent had

phagooytosed one or more erythrocyte*. In 1$, 7.5?' end 10$ mouse

serum the growth and function of the macrophages were found to be

unsatisfactory (Table 12). Hence 5$ mouse serum was the optimal

concentration for growth of the macrophages.

The Concentration of Peritoneal Macrophages Required
for Sufficient Growth in Coveralips

The tubes which ha l a million cells formed a uniform evenly

spaced layer of macrophages. Hence, a million macrophages per tube

was the optimal concentration for cell culture experiments.

Studies on the Time and Dose Relationship of the mteraotlon
between Macrophages and Thymocytes.

The macrophages cultured in pooled *0' human and normal mouse

serum did not show significant adherence to the thymocytes (less

than 5 per cent). The phages cultured in anti-thymocyte serum

had adhered markedly to the thymocytes. This was beat made out in

the tubes containing 5 million thymocytes (Table 13). In the

tubes containing 7.5 and 10 million thymocytes, the whole ocveralip
,so

was completely covered by thymocytes and macrophages /that inter¬

pretation of their reactivity was difficult. Cue and 2,3 million

thymocytes were not sufficient to demonstrate adherence to the same

extent as in the tubes containing 5 million thymocytes. Henoe,

5 million thymocytes was the optimum number to study cell inter¬

actions/
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interaction# under these experimental conditions.

The optlnal tine for incubation of macrophages and thymocytes

was found to be between 2 and 4 hours. Hence, in the aain cell

culture experiments the ce. Is were interacted for 4 hours (Table 14).
These results show that 5 per ,smt souse serum, 1 million

macrophages, 5 million lymphoid cells and an incubation tine of

4 hours are the optima conditions to perfors the sain experiments

on cell Interactions.
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TABUS 13

The Interaction of ?57BL Kaoropha. a with Thymocytes
in Hunan$ Normal Mouse sur' in Anti-Thynocyte Scrum

Serum Control 1 x 1G6
Thymo¬
cytea

2.5 * 106
Thymo¬
cytes

5 x 106
Thymo¬
cytes

7.5 x 10°
Thymo¬
cytes

10 x 106
Thymo¬
cytes

Pooled
•0*
Hunan
3®rua

Good
Growth

Adher¬
ence

+

Adher¬
ence

+

«■»

Adher¬
ence

+

on

Death of
50$ of
Macro¬

phages

Death of
50$ of
Macro¬

phages

Normal
Kovuso
He run

Good
Growth

Adher¬
ence

+
mm

Adher¬
ence

4
**»

Adher¬
ence

4
•»

Death of
60$ of
Macro¬

phages

Death of
60$ of
Macro-

Antl-
Tbymo-
cyte
serum

Good
Growth

Adher¬
ence

4

Adher¬
ence

44

Adher¬
ence

444

Adherence
cannot he
t.„ \ ine-3

Adherence
cannot ho

;tcrmlnod
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TABLE 14
r

The Time of Incubation of Normal C57BL 'acrophages (1 x 10 ) and
Thymocytes (5 x 10®) Cultured in Normal ~nd in Anti-Thym qyte Serum

serum 1 Hour 2 Hours 3 Hours 4 Hours 5 Hours 6 Hours

Normal Adherence
*

Adherence
+
mm

Adherence
♦
mm

Adherence
♦

Adherence
+

Adherence
*

Anti-
Thyao-
cyte

Adherence

mm

Adherence
♦

Adherence
+++

Adherence
"M-f

Adherence
++

Adherence
++
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Tarilnology

1 * "Hornsal Term", This refers to either serum fro® normal fj
hybrid or parental sice.

2. "Lymphoid Cells". The designation lymphoid cells rather than

lymphocytes has teen used because the cells were obtained from lymph

ncdea end spleen and honce the effector cell population contain not

only lymphocytes heterogeneous by themselves but monocytes and macro¬

phages as wo11 (rerlmann and Eol®, 1969). Also G.Y.H.D. lymph nodes

were taken on the 21st day after tho inoculation of parental cells.

Hiatopathological examination showed that many of these colls sore

macrophages. Those cells may be of parental or ^ hybrid origin or
both.

The Morphology of Macrophages

In normal serun md in pooled *0* human serum normal hybrid

and parental macrophagea presented an almost identical appearance.

It was possible to reproduce the same morphological a-^neoranees

when the experiments wore repeated months later. Tits morphology of

the cells In noraal serum wan taken as the standard base-line in the

cell culture experiments. The cells were spindle or stallste-

shaped and some of them were ovoid. The cytoplasm was light bins

and the oval nuclei appeared triolet when stained by Giemsa'a

method.

The G.V.H.D. macrophages grown in either normal or G.Y.H.S.

serum were quite different. These cells were such bigger, appear-

log/
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appearing as plump spindle-shaped, stellate or oral cells. They

had dark blue cytoplasm and cytoplasmic organelles appeared to take

up more of the stain. The nuclei were relatively big and hyper-

chromatic. About 1-2 per cent of the cells were very large with

abundant dark blue cytoplasm and contained between 2-4 nuclei per

cell,

¥h n normal Fj hybrid macrophages were cultured in G.V.H.D.
serum, their morphology changed and they resembled G.V.R.B. macro¬

phages, This action of Q.Y.H.D, serum appears to be specific since

the serum had no effect on peritoneal macrophages from another

strain of mouse. Peritoneal macrophages derived from the "TO"

strain of mice were grown in syngeneic normal and G,V,H.D. serum.

The macrophages had the same morphology in both the sera and G.V.H.D.

serum exerted no demonstrable effect. It Is known that macrophagea

sensitized to bacteria are larger end have many more intracyto-

plasrnio organelles than do unstimulated cells, (Hard, 1970), One

possible explanation for the change in morphology of normal F^
hybrid macrophages is that -3.V.H.D. aerum may contain anti hybrid

antibodies, (Keltay et al. 1965). How exactly anti-F^ hybrid
antibodies (G.V.H,0. serum) cat; 9 eui increase in size of normal F^
hybrid macrophages is not known. Htstochemioal studies on acid

phosphatase levels of macrophages In cell culture (Azo-dye method,

Fear.se, 1968) demonstrated that normal F^ hybrid macrophages
grown in G.V.H.D. serum have an increased content of this enzyme

compared to macrophages grown in syngeneic normal serum.

Thus/
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Thus the more deeply stained cytoplasmic area® in G.V.H.D« B««r©-

phases and in G.V.H.B, saruE-troated normal hybrid macrophages

eay be due to the increased sis© or numbers of lyaoso&es present in

ther. Hence G.V.F.S. 00rue may in some maimer cause these macro-

phage® to synthesize enzyme8 and perhaps othsr cy top lacade

constituents*

The Functional Activity of Peritoneal Macrophages

Normal F. hybrid and parental macrophages cultured in normal

eertaa phagocytes© ha»bolya1n-coated human erythrocytes to their

rariaum capacity. However, when the above macrophages were grown

in C.V. H.D. serum in the name concentration, th - nhagocytoned sry~

t.hrooytes in greater maabers and metabolized then© colle more rapidly.

It la known that G.V.H. :>. rncrophagos are hyperactive and have

increased content of lysosomal enzymes, (Good, 1969; shaman. 1969)*

G.V.I. D. macrophages i rrespeotlve of th# type of serum in which they

were grown showed the same degree of enhanced phagocytic capacity

for heemoiyain-coated human erythrocytes as normal F1 hybrid and
parental macrophages grown in G.Y.B.D. serum. Hence 3.V.H.D. serum

increases the functional capacity of normal macrophages.

The Interaction Between ; orrul Macrophages and Normal Lymphoid
Cells in Normal serum

Normal hybrid peritoa<t-%1 macrophages cultured in normal ssrum

do not interact with syngeneio normal lymphoid cells. This result

is to be expected aa these two cell typee have the a auto tissue

antigens. Similar results were obtained by Stuart (1967) when

normal/
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aorsal macrophages were interacted with syngeneic normal lymphoid

oelle in normal eerum. imilarly normal hybrid macrophages did

not interact with parental lymphoid colls in normal serum. Here

again the latter lymphoid cells do not have any foreign antigens for

the macrophages to interact with. The non-interaction was mani¬

fested by non-adherence of the lymphoid cells to the macrophages.

PJjtlla* res 1 to were obtained between the interaction of parental

macrophages and syngeneic normal lyrphoi cells grown in normal

serum. In this interaction, again, the lymphoid cells h«v® the

same tissue antigens as the macrophages. Parental macrophages also

did not Interact with norsssal P. hybrid lymphoid cells in normal

serum although the latter cells had antigen., *hi~h wore foreign to

it. It is possible that serum factors are essential for the

occurronco of this interaction.

The Interaction of Normal Macrophages with Normal lymphoid
Cells in G.Y.H.D. ©rum

Normal F^ hybrid macrophages interacted with syngeneic norms!
lymphoid cells in G.Y.I . J. serum. This interaction was t -on In thi

fore of massive adherence of the lymphoid cells to the macrophage®.

This 1® in direct contrast to t a non-adherence of the two call

types when they were interacted in normal serum. Hence the G.Y.H.D.

serum has exerted its effe. in ouch a manner that normal hybrid

macrophages interacted with syngeneic cells. This could be con¬

sidered as an instance of auto-reactivity.

A similar result was noted in the interaction between parental

macrophages/
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macrophages end Boreal hybrid lyrsphoid colls in G.V.fi.D. sorun.

The explanation for these interactions night be that the inoculated

parental lymphoid cells produce antibodies against hybrid tissue

which are cytophilie for macrophages. These macrophage cytopfcilio-

antibodies nay be attached to tho nenbrauiua of these macrophages and

cause adherence of normal hybrid lymphoid cells. In contrast to

this ne adherence was acted between the macrophages and parental

lymphoid cells Irs C,# aerma» I rnc this reaction was specific

for normal hybrid lymphoid coll® implying the "cytophilic-

antibodiea" were produced against hybrid antigens only.

In experimenta on the morphology of S.F.H. . peritoneal macro-

phage® cultured in G.V.H, . serum, it was noted that these colic had

adhered to and phagoeytoaed autologous peritoneal lymphoid cells,

(Figs.€2. 63).

If thee® result; could b© applied to the vivo situation* it

say be interpreted that th® hybrid macrophages interact with

autologous lymphoid colls in mice with O.V.E.D.
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Cell-Fcdiated Death of Nacrophagee

Cell-mediated dentil noted as partial or complete destruction of

the macrophage monolfxyers occurred when the following pairs of cells

interacted in noreal serum.

(a) Horaal F^ hybrid Peritoneal i acrophages ♦ cells free Q.V.H.D.
lymph Nodes.

(b) Parental Peritoneal Macrophage* + cells from G.V.H.D. lymph Nodes.

(c) G.V.E.D, Peritoneal Macrophage® + ce Is from G.V.H.D. lymph Nodes*

(d) G.V.H.D. Peritoneal Facroph&ges ♦ cells from Normal hybrid

Lymph Nodes.

In each of these interacting pairs of cells, at leant one cell

type in each pair is derived fro® G.V.R.D. animals. If in the

interacting pairs (a) and (b) cells from G.V.H.D. lymph nodes were

replaced by either normal 5^ hybrid or parental lymphoid oelle no
interaction * s noted. Slr*.1 larly no Interaction was noted when

G.V.H.D. macrophages were interacted with parental lymphoid oells.

This means that cells fro® G.V.H.D. lymph nodes and G.V.H.D.

peritoneal macrophages may be sensitised oells which are capable of

interactions which lead to death of the macrophage monolayer.

The mechanism of cell death which occurs when the sensitised

and target cells interact is not known. All investigators are in

agreement that viable lymphoid oelle are required for the expronsion

of cytotoxicity. It has been shown clearly that cells or cell

extracts obtained by ultra-sound disintegration, freezing-thawing or

heating to 56°C do not cause cytotoxicity of target oells (Ftuart,

196?I Lundgren and Kttller, 1969).

There/
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There are three sain views as to the mechanism of cell death*

(1) Cell Death Caused tor "Membrane Interaction"

MBller (1965) end KBller and Kttller (196$) have shown that cell

death will occur when target cells are confronted with antigen!cally

incompatible PHA-treated lymphoid cells* These workers are of the

opinion, that interaction between membranes is sufficient to cause

cytotoxicity. Further evidence for this view was found by the

demonstration that iso-antibodies produced in the target strain and

directed against the allogeneic lymphoid cells specifically suppressed

cytotoxicity. The iao-antibodies specifically blocked the antigenic

determinants of the lymphoid cells and thereby interfered with the

recognition of incompatibility by the target cells, (MbHer, 1967).

Lundgren and MUller (1969) using the metabolic inhibitor Actinosycin-

C si-owed that increased rates of synthesis of RHA, DMA and protein

were not directly associated or required for the expression of

cytotoxicity. It was noted that the cytotoxic effect in the mono¬

layer could be detected at 4-S he rs at a time him RHA and protein

synthesis had not been detectably initiated. These results tend to

show that membrane activity alone was sufficient to cause cell death.

(2) Cell Death Caused by Antibodies

The sensitised or immune lymphocyte may be closely associated

with the target cell and the former cells may secrete small amounts

of antibodies (Karush and isen, 1962; Taylor and Culling, 1963),

Since the cells are close to each other the concentration of antibody

near the target cell will be high and these will combine with the

specific/
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specific antigens on the membrane of the target cells and cause cyto¬

toxic death, in the presence of complement. However this reaction

cannot explain the cytotoxic death of target cells oaused by autolo¬

gous non-specifioally stimulated human lymphocytes.

(3) Cell Death Caused by Iymphotoxin

Granger and Kolb (1968) have shown that the membrane of the

sensitised lymphocyte and the corresponding target cell first come

into contact with each other and later membrane interaction occurs

between the two cells. These events alone were found not sufficient

to cause death of target cells. Williams and Granger (1969b) found

that for cytotoxicity of the target cell, the PHA-activated lymphocyte

required energy metabolism and protein synthesis. These studies were

mad* using metabolic inhibitors which suppress BXA, i)NA and protein

synthesis. It was also shown """wr and Kolb (1968) that the

non-specifically and specifically sensitized lymphocytes release a

soluble cell-free cytotoxic factor into the culture medium which they

termed "lymphotoxin". This toxin killed cultui ?d target *L* cells.

They also showed that lycphotoxin once released acta non-specifically,

killing target cells of different species. The mechanism of action

of lymphotoxin appears to be the result of lymphotoxin interaction on

membrane sites which are common to many different cell-types (Williams

and Granger, 1969s). The presence of similar effector moleculos

termed "lynphokinee" have also been described by Pumonde et al (1969).
These workers found that the various actions of sensitized lympho¬

cytes are expressed by immunologically non-specific effector molecules

the/
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the generation of which im governed by cellular reactions of imwune-

logioal specificity.

tudios Toy Kramer and Granger (1970) on the interaction between

purified specificsily sensitised peritoneal moroph&gee and the

specific target cells have revealed that a cell-toxin was released

into the culture rediu® during the mutual destruction of targe* and

aggressor cells. In contrast, under ainilar conditions, normal

peritoneal aud starch induced Bsacrophages obtaii ed fross the asm

strain of unierunixed nice were not capable of either ind Jing target

cell destruction or cell-toxin release. This factor(a) appeared to

act in a non-specific manner, for it was cytolytic for syngeneic,

allogeneic and xenogeneic cells. era* fro* goats immunised with

preparations containing mitogec-induced lymphotoxin (LT) neutralised

th« cytolytic activity of the cell-toxin obtained fro* macrophages.

These results suggest that macrophages can be specifically induced to

release a non-specific cell toxinfa) which cay be responsible for the

non-specific destruction of both target cells and macrophages. The

factor(s) was immunologically similar to lyraphotoxin released 1 v

activated souse lymphocytes.

In *y experinsents nc—.1 F^ hybrid macrophages interacted with
cells fre* O.V.H.D. Jy«ph nodes. Cell?? *~ots the latter aay be

derived fro® the original parental inoculum in addition to native

eel*''? of hybrid origin. However, cells fro* C.V.H.D, nodes

functioned as sonr' -? i.ted colls and in this experimental nodal the

capacity/
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capacity for active ^utilization s*au possessed by the parental and

not by the hybrid cells* This indirect evidence au^eata

oalln from G.V.H.D. lymph nodes were at least partly of parental

origin#

It was also noted that G.V.B.B. peritoneal macrophages inter¬

acted with normal Pj hybr'i and not with parental lymphoid cel.,a.
Sere again Q.V.H#D. peritoneal macrophages could fui. ;ion as actively

sensitised cell© only if they were of parental origin. Reno* it is

inferred from the above two pairs of cell interactions t t G.V.H.D.

peritoneal macrophages and colls from G.V.H.D. lymph nodes are

sensitised colls and that at least a percentage of them are of

parental origin.

However, explanation noe&a to be provided for the other two

pairs of cell interactions.

Firstly it was noted that the interactions between parental

macrophages and cells from G.V.H. D. lymph nodes resulted in death of

50 per cent of macrophages. 1Mb offset cannot have an iwunologio»

al origin because the genetics of this experiment are such ^ the

recipient cells are unable to react against donor antigens. hy

explanation is that although the G.V.H.D. lymph nodes are partly of

parental origin, they already have be&n a ,„..»ulated by contact jg& vivo

with Fj hybrid antigens. Consequently they have been triggered to
relc lymphotoxin which subsequently kills the parental macrophages.

econdly, .ction between G.V.H.D. peritoneal macro¬

phages and cells from G.V.H.D. lymph nodes resulted in 100 per cent

dssth/
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death of macrophages, The greater number of sensitised cells would

allow for a correspondingly greater release of lymphotoxins and

explain the total death of the monolayer.

There are vitro and vivo experiments in the literature to

support cell death caused by non-specific mechanisms.

Lundgren and Kbller (1969) have shown that human lymphocytea

stimulated bj PHA develop cytotoxicity towards allogeneic and auto¬

chthonous fibroblasts. These workers are of the opinion that the

specificity of the cellular immune reactions are probably confined

to the immunological recognition step initiating the cytotoxio

potential and that the expression of cytotoxicity is an immuno¬

logically non-specific process caused by stimulated cells.

Similar non-specific cytotoxic damage was also noted In vivo

experiments. Tlkins and Cuttram (1968) orthotopically transplanted

Lewis parental kidneys into (Lewis XBK)Pj hybrid rate and those were
accepted by the latter animals. They subsequently inoculated

suspensions of Lewis strain 1. ; l;oid cells bet ath the capsules of

the transplanted Lewis kidneys of the hybrids. A local O.V.H.

type reaction developed which destroyed significant amounts of the

renal tissue. Clearly the reaoting cells were Tawia lymph node

cells confronted and stimulated by P. hybrid mononuclear cells

circulating in the blood of the transplanted kidneys. The damage

inflicted unon the latter therefore must necessarily be non-specific.

A possible explanation for the mechanism of cell death in the

last two cell interactions is the suggestion put forward by Granger

(1969,/
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(19S9» P397; and supported by Chase and Good). Granger has

suggested that the destructive effect of the lymphocyte is intimately

associated with what he refers to as a micro-environment. This

would be defined aa that area adjacent to an activated cell. This

micro-environment would contain lyraphotoxin which would lead to a

nidus of total cellular destruction and as materials begin to diffuse

away and become diluted there may b© differential cytolysis based on

the metabolic state of the cells in the adjacent area.

The above suggestion is also applicable to the first two sets

of cell interactions which may take place with immunological

specificity. The cells come into contact due to immunological

specificity and the lymphotoxln released by the sensitized oells

would bo in very high concentration in the micro-environment of the

macrophages leading to their death. Hence immunological spooificity

helps the sensitised macrophages or lymphoid cells to releaso lyapho-

toxin in high concentration on to the target cell with great

precision.

Prevention of cytotoxic death by G.V.H.D. serum

It was noted,as described in the previous section, that cyto¬

toxic death of macrophages occurred in two situations « (a) whan

normal hybrid, parental and G.V.H.D. macrophages interacted with

oells of G.V.H.D. lymph nodes, and (b) when G.V.H.D. macrophages

interacted with normal hybrid lymphoid cells. Cytotoxic death

occurred when the above pairs of cells were interacted in normal

serum. However when the above pairs of cells were interacted in

G.V.H.D./
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G.V.E.I), senna 100 per cent survival of the macrophages was seen.

Clearly G.V.H.I), serum under the experimental conditions employed

had completely protected the macrophages from death.

Similar results demonstrating the protective effect of specific

immune serum on the cytotoxicity of target cells had been shown by

many workers. Brtmner et al (1967) found that high titre specific

loo-antibody protected DBA/2 mastocytoma cells against the in vitro

cytotoxicity of immune lymphoid cells. They suggest that the

protection from cell death was due to competition of iso-antibody

and lymphoid cells for the same antigenic sites on the target cell

membranes.

filler (1965a) cultured target tumour cells in normal mouse

serum from mice and added specifically sensitised regional lymph node

cells derived from an animal pretreatod with a single immunising

injection 7 to 10 days earlier. fter 48 hours incubation signifi¬

cant numbers of target tumour cells were hilled. In another

experiment (with suitable coni specific antisera against the

target cells were added and incubated with the specifically

sensitised lymphoid cells. It was noted that the specific immune

servua partially or completely inhibited the cytotoxic affects of

immune lymphoid cells. Thus the humoral antibodies had antagonised

the cytotoxic effect of immune lymphoid cells in the above experiments.

The protective effect of specific immune serum in preventing

the cytotoxicity of target cells by specifically sensitised lymphoid

cells is equivalent to the ♦enhancement* phenomenon described in

animal/
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animal experiments. The tern immunological enhancement applies to

the indefinitely prolonged survival or the delayed regression of

allografts as a consequence of the presence of specific antigraft

antibody in the hoot (Kaliss, 1957a).

Three mechanisms by which antibodies might exert their

enhancing effects have been postulated, (Billingham, Brent, Kedawar,

1956).

(a) Afferent - by combining with antigen and thus preventing it

fro® reaching the immunologically competent cells in an

effective form.

(b) Central - by acting directly on the immune ogically competent

cells and thus inhibiting their soneitination and/or antibody

synthesis.

(cj efferent - by combining with the antigenic determinants on the

target cells and thereby protecting them against the damaging

effect of specifically sensitised cells.

Thus in my experiments, V-'.H.D. serum acted at the ♦efferent*

level preventing the cells from G.V.B.D. lymph nodes from coming

into close contact with the membrane of the macrophages or by

neutralizing any lymphotoxin that may be liberated from sensitised

cells.

The Bole of O.V.H.D. terum and G.V.B.D. Macrophages in
the in vivo situation

G.Y.H.D. macrophages caused severe cytotoxic reactions in

normal serum. If these reactions had taken place in G.V.H.D.

animals,/
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animals, evidence of severe cell destruction should be seen. However,

histopsthological studies failed to reveal signs of acute cell daaage.

In the i& vivo situation, it is possible to foresee various hoaeo-

static and inhibitory mechanisms operating preventing this acute cell

damage. This rftle ia possibly played by factors present in G.T.H.D.
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(e) general discussion
Oraft-versus-Fo t Disease was produced in adult (CBA z C57BL)F^

and B6aP^/J hybrid mice by the intravenous injection of parental
lymphoid cells. Detailed hintopathological studies indioate that

the following systems are primarily involved.

(a) The Ty*rpho-Haemopoietic ystem.

(b) The Alimentary System and associated structures

embryologically derived from it (liver, exocrine,

pancreas and salivary gland).

Histopathologieal studio- ua the lymph nod ■% during the early

stages indioate a marked enlargement of the 'paraoortical• areas of

the nodes. This is probably due to the 'homing' of the parental

lyr -hoid cells although no distinction could be made between the

parental and F^ hybrid cells i lea. The 'paracortioal'
areas also had numerous pyroninophilic blast cells and macrophages,

many of which were seen in mitosis.

It may be that these pyroninophilio blast cells had in the

later stages transformed into macrophages. The malpighian bodies

of the spleen also showed changes similar to that in the lymph node

during the early stages of the disease. These bodies were initially

more cellular and few pyronlnophilie-blast cells and many macrophages

were seen in them. In some, clusters of macrophages were seen

extending into the mlpighian body from the periphery. In the early

stage, the intestine, liver, pancreas, salivary gland and bone-marrow

also/
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also nhowed infiltration by dark mononuclear calls; similar

infiltration by calls was not aeaa in the tissues of control aloe.

It is henoe probable that parental lymphoid calls had also settled

in non-lymphoid organs.

In the intermediate atago of the disease, the main feature was

the nai%»d alteration in the architecture of the nodes* The /eph-

oid follicles were not seen and the whole nods was alnost replaced

by macrophages. fany mall lymphoid cells wo: adherent to these

cells and wary few pyroninophilie cells were seen in the ortex and

paracortieal areas. However the medulla contained large numbers of

pyronlnophilio cells and macrophagoa. It nay be that these pyro-

ninopkt.4jLC cells were precursors of pie—e —lis. The spleen in

the intermediate stage showed complete raplacemant of the m&lpighiaa

bodies with macrophages; no pyroninophilie —lie were seen. The

bone-marrow was hypoplastic with loss of its erythroid and myeloid

elements end was replaced with uniformly dark round mononuclear

cells, multinucleate giant cells and macrophages. The intestine,

panore&a and salivary gland showed evidence of infiltrate tm of -'arte

mononuclear —lis and macrophages. These organ* were also damaged

to varying degrees but th laoage to the mucosa of the intestine nay

be significant in the pathogenesis of the disease. The liver showed

increase in number and alee of Fupffer oells and the prominent peri-

port"'1 accumulation of mononuclear cells had the morphological

appearance of

In the late stage of the disease the lymph nodes were grossly

atrophic/
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atrophic and hiatologically the nodes were replaced by sheets of

macrophages. The malpighian bodies of the spleen also shoved the

complete replacement of the lymphoid elements by macrophages* How¬

ever the macrophages had Joined each other and were seen to form

whorls around the central arteriole* In a later stage these oells

had undergone gradual cell death and eosinophilic hyaline aaer j

were seen in their place. Special stains showed that these masses

were amyloid mixed with fibrin. In the late ssag© the intestine,

pancreas, salivary gland and bone-marrow showed changes sailar to

that seen during the intermediate stage* Changes were also seen in

the thymus and adrenal gland. The thymus was progressively depleted

of thymocytes with concur ent replacement by macrophages and fibro¬

blasts, The adrenal gland showed cytolytic degenerative changes in

the outer zona gloaerulosa and adjacent fasciculata* The rest of

the fascicule^ - rkedly depleted of lipid. The changes seen

in the thymus may be due to the hyperactivity of the adrenal gland

and the latter gland itself had shown signs of exhaustion during the

later stages of the disease. An alternative possibility if? that

the macrophage proliferation of the thymus is part of the overall

increase of the macrophage population observed in the lymphoid

tissues of 3.V.H.D. animals. Hince no utxong proof is available

that the circulating pool of lymphocytes pass through the thymus, it

maj that G.V.H.D. serum had altered the behaviour of macrophages

to interact with . .jous thymocytes. Hence the histopathologioal

studies show the following results.

(a)/
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(a) Extreme depletion of lymphoid cells.

(b) Damage to intestine and to the glands derived from it.

(c) Marked proliferation of macrophages.

Eistopathological studios had indicated that loss of lympho. i

tissue and proliferation of macrophages are important ev nts in the

pathogenesis of this disease. Hence cell culture experiments .ore

planned to study ;he interaction between macrophages and lymphoid

cells. Those studies indicated that serum frc i G.V.H.D. animals

had the capacity to alter the behaviour of normal ayngei. c macro¬

phages. In this serum the macrophages were bigger than normal and

were more hyperactive. Macrophages from normal animals (syngeneic

with the strain which dev lop G.V.H.D.) cultured in G.V.H.D. serum

had interacted with syngeneic normal lymphoid cells. This was seen

as massive adherence of the lymphoid cello to the macrophages.

Similar adhere- " -n not seen when theue cell types were interacted

in normal serum. This altered reactivity is probably due to the

presence of anti-F^ hybrid cytophilie antibodies in G.V.E.D. serum.
It is possible that a similar interaction may be ono of t*e

mechanismo which may operate in mice with G.V.h.D.

Cells from G.V.H.D. lymph nodes in the intermediate and late

stages of the disease were noted to be predominantly macrophages.

These cells are 'sensitized* cells sinco they interact with periton¬

eal prophages and cause their doath. The capacity to cause death

of normal peril- • crephages was not noted with normal lymphoid

cells. Cello from G.V.H.D. lymph nodes caused dr. -zh of normal F^
hybrid/
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hybrid and the interaction between normal hybrid lymphoid cells

and O.V.H.D. peritoneal macrophagea also resulted in death of the

latter cells* These are specific immunological reactions and show

that cells from G.V.H.D. lymph nodes and G.V.H.D, peritoneal maci -

phages are probably of parental origin since the capacity for active

sensitization is possible by these cells alone. However, eel" j

from G.V.K.D. lymph nodes also caused death of 50 per cent of normal

parental macrophages and this reaction cannot h ve an immunological

basis if the former cells were of parental origin. The ,'mphotoxin

theory (Granger and Kolb, 1S68) has been invoked to explain some of

these reactions.

The four pairs of cytotoxic interactions described earlier

occurred in normal soriaa (normal hybrid or parental oerum).

However, complete preservation of the morphology of the macrophages

was noted when thr nbove interactions took place in G.V.H.B. serum*

Hence G.V.H.B, serum prevented the cell death caused by 'sensitized*

cello. This protective effect is equivalent to the 'enhanceiaent*

phenomenon seen in animals transplanted with an rllcgraft and "• t the

same time inoculated with specific anti-oera prepared against the

allograft.

Furthermore, G.V.H.B. serum may al + -r normal macrophages to

react with autologous lymphoid and other parenchymal cells. The

'sensitized' macrophages present in these mice may in addition cause

cell destructive rr-cticoe.
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